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Global stalemates, groans of victims of aggressions, wars, crimes and increasingly cutting ties of family
relations are all true evidences of one reality, that current rules of world, despite all attempts apparently
made for their reform, improvement and enforcement, not only have been ineffective in granting an ideal
life to men, but also have killed this hope for the future.
We don't know how long we shall try these worn principles. They cannot even support their own
custodians, what about the others?
These rules are like deep wells, which sometimes reach massive underground stone pieces, and the
more we try to pierce into these stones and progress inside them, the more we exhaust ourselves, and
ﬁnally there is no trace of water.
So we shall look where the fault is, recognize it, contemplate, and think about the solution.
First, we ﬁnd that such regulations resemble the drugs which are only for external use and their effect is
completely superﬁcial. They have neither succeeded to penetrate into the depth of human conscience,
which is the inspiration of his attempts, endeavors, and movements, nor to mobilize his powers in a bid

to eradicate the roots of pain.
For example, which law can revive human intellect and affection of those riches that have made
testament for allocation of their wealth to their cats and have provided the facilities for establishment of a
village for millionaire cats, and invite them to support millions of African hungry men? Which law can
restore the sense of philanthropy in those who wear precious diamond pieces, and several millions value
stamp albums are one of the little decorations of their drawing rooms, and invite them to save the life of
millions of leprous, cancerous and tuberculosis patients?
Which law can manage obstinate and destructive instincts, and control man's feelings and utilize his
great industrial powers for urbanization and reclamation of the countries?
Is any law able to penetrate into the territory of their spirit and soul, and cause these changes? It goes
without saying that there is not such law among the existing ones.
It is here that the necessity of training and development of another principle called "ethic" is clariﬁed. The
principle which passes any obstacle just like the powerful waves of gravity and even passes through
vacuum and accedes to the interior of man's soul, alters him, and creates a new person which is
excellent and heavenly and in the real sense, humanistic attributes.
The man who sympathizes in grief and distress of others.
The man who considers his own and others' interests the same.
The man who never seeks relief in discomfort of others.
And ﬁnally, a man whose wide horizon of thought causes him to be relieved from disturbances, offences,
intolerance and vindictiveness, and forms a real unity along with his fellowmen, in which there is welfare
and blessing.
Yes, these principles, which are called "ethic", should be revived, and present book is written for this
purpose and has originated from Islamic rich and powerful resources.
Qom, Theological Center
Nasir Makarim Shirazi
November 1973
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Is it possible to alter individuals' morality and mentality through
training?
This is the question, which clariﬁes the position of ethics, because if we accept that morality and
mentality of individuals depend on the structure of their body and soul, ethics will be vain and
purposeless. But if we accept that it is changeable, the importance and value of this science is
manifested well.
Some of the scientists have accepted the ﬁrst possibility and believe that as some of trees bear bitter
fruits, and as a gardener cannot change his nature, mentality of the lowborn and impure-hearted will not
be changed through training and even if it is changed, it will be very transitory and superﬁcial, and will
soon be restored to its ﬁrst mode.
They suggest that structure of body and soul has a close relation with morality, and in fact morality of
each person depends on the disposition of his soul and body, and for this reason, it is not changeable.
They cite as a proof the traditions like:

«ﺔﻀ اﻟْﻔﺐِ وﻌﺎدِنِ اﻟﺬﱠﻫﻤﻌﺎدِنٌ ﮐ ﻣ»اَﻟﻨّﺎس
The people are like the mines of gold and silver. 1
In contrast to this attitude, majority of scientists believe that morality and mentality of individuals is
completely alterable through training.

A great deal of experiences on the immoral persons has fully proved this reality that a lot of wicked and
vicious individuals are perfectly corrected by a "healthy environment", "good association" and "high
training". Otherwise, all of divine instructions of prophets and religious leaders were cancelled, because
all of them are concerned with training men's souls. On the other hand, all punishments having a
corrective aspect, being common among all nations throughout the world, were vain and ineffective.
We see that even ﬁerce and wild animals are domesticated through training, and are used for the
purposes against their original disposition. How can we believe the ill-humour in men to be more rooted
than ferocity of wild animals?
We believe that the best way for proving this claim is studying the procedure of formation of a "moral
habit" in a bid to ﬁnd the way of eradicating it in the same way it is formed. We know that every good or
bad action leaves a similar effect in man's soul and "attracts" man's soul to it.
Practice and repetition of the action increases this effect and gradually a feature called "custom" is
achieved and with more practice, it changes into "habit", and thus man's interior tendency to perform that
action is increased by rooting of customs and habits. This reality is proved by experience.
Therefore, if moral customs and habits are formed through repetition of an action, they are removable in
the same way. That is to say, ﬁrst, "action", then "repetition" and then "formation of a moral attribute and
habit".
Of course, suggestion, reﬂection, correct instructions and healthy environment- which have a suggestive
effect are very effective in predisposing soul for acceptance and formation of a good morality.

Ill-humour is a sort of disease
All of us know that man enjoys a special and particular position among all living creatures, because his
personality is composed of antagonistic powers. On one hand, rebellious sensual desires as well as
animal instincts and inclinations invite him to insolence, aggression to the rights of others, sensuality and
lechery, lie and treachery, and on the other hand, the powers of intellect and cognition, humanistic
affections and conscience call him to philanthropy, chastity, honesty and virtue.
Struggle of these powers exists in all men and relative dominance of one of these factors causes men to
be in completely different levels in view of humanistic values, and increases the distance of man's
"ascending" and "descending" curve. At times he becomes superior to the nearest-stationed angels, and
at others he becomes more inferior to the most dangerous predator animals.
This fact is also deduced from several traditions. For instance, Imam Ali (A.S.) says:

ﯿﻮاﻧﺎتِ ﺑِﻬِﻤﺎ اﻟْﺤ ﺧَﺺ و،ِﺐ اﻟْﻐَﻀ وةﻮونَ اﻟﺸﱠﻬ دﻘْﻞ ﺑِﺎﻟْﻌَﻠ اﻟْﻤ ﺧَﺺﻪنﱠ اﻟ»ا

 ﺻﺎر،ﻪﻘْﻠﻌ ﻟﻪﺒ ﻏَﻀ وﺗُﻪﻮ ﺷَﻬتنِ اﻧْﻘﺎد ﻓَﺎﯿﻊﻤ اﻟْﺠﻄﺎءﻋﻧﺴﺎنَ ﺑِﺎ اﻻف ﺷَﺮ ووﻧَﻪد
« .ﻨﺎزِعﻮدِ اﻟْﻤ ۇﺟﻊ ﻣﺔﺗْﺒ اﻟﺮ ﻫﺬِهﻟ اﻪﻮﻟﯘﺻ ﻟﺔﻼﺋ اﻟْﻤﻦ ﻣﻞاَﻓْﻀ
God granted to the angel only intellect, without lust and wrath, and gave to the animals only lust and
wrath, without intellect, but ennobled man to granting all of these. So if his lust and wrath are controlled
and ordained by his intellect, he will be superior to the angels, because he has achieved such station
despite the existence of an opposing power. 2
But it should be noted that instincts and dispositions and lusts in an original, natural and balanced form
are not only harmless, but will also be an essential means for continuation of life.
In other words, as no useless and idle limb is created in the structure of man's body, any incentive,
instinct and disposition has a vital role in the structure of his spirit and soul, and only in case of deviation
from normal condition and disturbance of the balance, they will appear dangerous and fatal.
For instance, who can deny the role of "wrath" in man's life? Suppose when the rights of a person are
transgressed; if all of reserve powers of his body are not excited and mobilized, thanks to the wrath; is it
possible for him to defend his rights in a composed mood, in which he may not utilize more than one
tenth of his reserve powers? But when this anger and wrath is deviated from its main path, and is not
any more a powerful tool under control of intellect, it alters man into a ﬁerce animal who does not
recognize any boundary.
In addition, the role of man's moderate desire to wealth, rank and such like in more attempts for
development and progress is as obvious as the destructive effect of Mammonism and ambition that is
extravagant in these desires.
Thus, as disturbance in corporeal balance is always accompanied with undesirable results called
"disease", disturbance in balance of spiritual powers and instincts and desires too is considered as a sort
of "mental disease", and ethics scholars call it "heart-sickness".
This concept has basically originated from Holy Qur’an that has considered hypocrisy of a hypocrite as a
disease, where it says:

ۖ ﺎﺿﺮ ﻣﻪ اﻟﻢﻫاد ﻓَﺰضﺮ ﻣ ﻗُﻠُﻮ ﺑِﻬِﻢﻓ
In their hearts is a disease, and Allah increaseth their disease. A painful doom is theirs because
they lie. (2:10)

Puriﬁcation of carnal soul or the greater warfare
Calling puriﬁcation of carnal soul as "the greater warfare" sufﬁces for its importance, and this
interpretation is derived from the famous tradition in which Prophet (S) told to the warriors of his
companions after returning from one of the battles:

ﻮلﺳ ﯾﺎ ر:ﯿﻞ ﻓَﻘ.ﺮﺒَﮐ اﻻ اﻟْﺠِﻬﺎدﻬِﻢﻠَﯿ ﻋﻘ ﺑ وﻐَﺮَﺻ اﻻﯘا اﻟْﺠِﻬﺎدم ﻗَﻀﺒﺎً ﺑِﻘَﻮﺣﺮ»ﻣ
.«ِ اﻟﻨﱠﻔْﺲ ﺟِﻬﺎد:؟ ﻗﺎلﺮﺒَﮐ اﻻﺎ اﻟْﺠِﻬﺎد ﻣﻪاﻟ
Bravo to the crowd who performed lesser warfare and the greater warfare is still left undone. They told:
what is the greater warfare? He answered: warfare and conﬂict with rebellious sensual desires. 3
This phrase too is narrated from the Prophet following this tradition:

«ﻪﯿﻨْﺒ ﺟﻦﯿ ﺑ اﻟﱠﺘﻪﺪَ ﻧَﻔْﺴ ﺟﺎﻫﻦ اﻟْﺠِﻬﺎدِ ﻣﻞنﱠ اَﻓْﻀ»ا
The highest warfare is warfare with rebellious desires, which are inside man's chest. 4
This statement can explain Islam's logic in this critical issue and after studying and reviewing, following
facts are found out thereof:
1- There are always antagonistic powers in man like a battleﬁeld, and destiny of man depends on the
dominance of one of these two parts of powers.
2- This warfare is called "the greater warfare" since it is an eternal and unceasing one. Moreover, an
internal battle is always more dangerous than an external battle, and more importantly, defeat in this
warfare has no result save misery and misfortune, while defeat in common warfare may result in
acquiring the honour of "martyrdom". That is to say, warfare with external enemy has never a real defeat,
but there is a high possibility of defeat in inner warfare.
3- Although this warfare is painful, it is the code of man's perfection, because perfection is usually the
outcome of conﬂicts and struggle of "negative" and "positive" powers, and this is the reason why man
does not become experienced and trained unless he is involved in the events and struggles with
problems as Imam Ali (A.S.) says: The wood of forest trees (which are always exposed to a lot of
incidents) is stronger and their ﬁre is more durable.
And herein the mystery of creation of these antagonist powers and sensual desires is manifested.

4- Warfare with outward enemy may occasionally be performed for material purposes (collecting booties
or achieving fame and such like), but inner warfare will always be for gaining perfection and achieving
virtue. So overcoming therein indicates decision, will and belief power as well as prominence of ambition
and greatness of man's personality.

Prosperity and happiness
Ethic scholars have mentioned prosperity and happiness as the ﬁnal end of ethics. This is the same
reality that men are always trying and struggling for prosperity and happiness, and are often complaining
for not gaining it.

What is prosperity?
We can deﬁne prosperity in one short phrase: gaining any possible perfection that man has capacity and
competence for achieving, and in other words, correct utilization of different material and spiritual powers
being available for man.
But since to the same extent that "perfection" and "utilization" are clear in view of general sense, they are
ambiguous and complicated in view of partial concepts, most often people have mistaken the path of
prosperity so that for example, one egoist rich man, who has exchanged the heart’s ease and relief of
his spirit and body with accumulation of a massive wealth, may consider himself prosperous, while his
capricious child, after death of father, deems scattering of this wealth for satisfaction of his lusts as
prosperity, and in the meantime both of them are wrong.
Anyway, herein we shall recognize man's real perfection and the correct way of utilizing these material
and spiritual favours, although this recognition may need a great deal of study and inconvenience.

Does prosperity have only a spiritual aspect?
A number of Greek ancient philosophers like Cynics believed that prosperity has only a spiritual aspect
and whatever corporeal and material condition may be, it does not have the least effect on man's
prosperity, and therefore considered acquiring moral perfection and virtues as the only way of prosperity.
Rather, they believed that absolute prosperity for man would not be possible in this world and as far as
the spirit is connected to this material body, and tainted to corporeal impurities, it is deprived of real
prosperity. Only when it is disconnected from body, it may achieve absolute prosperity. On this end, they
spurned and neglected all material affairs.
The conditions of Dewjanse, the famous physician of Cynics, and his life in a jar! Instead of house and
room, and his contentment to one drinking cup from all life facilities is well-known. Even it is said that
once he saw someone drinking water from a water course with his hands, then he threw away that cup
too.

Existentialists are on the opposite side to this idea and consider prosperity only in an unconditional
utilization from material pleasures and condemn any obstacle on this way.
They assume absolute happiness only through material pleasure and go ahead in this way till the
threshold of insanity, and practically disregard all social and moral limits and habitudes for achieving it.
It is obvious that we cannot call this ideology, which is unfortunately spread nowadays among some
nations, a doctrine. Rather, it is a sort of delusion and mental disease. However, we can assume it a
reaction to the extremist doctrines like Cynics who have totally ignored corporeal aspects in prosperity.
Moderate doctrine: since man is not merely a body or a soul, and the reality of his essence is composed
of two parts, he should seek prosperity too in both parts and surely any program focusing in one part of
his essence, shall not guarantee his prosperity, because it is not in conformity with the outward realities.
Among Greek philosophers, the ﬁrst teacher, Aristotle and his followers advocated this doctrine and
Islam's superior instructions have explicitly supported it, and have mentioned new principles for it. This
reality is reﬂected in Qur’an and sayings of our great leaders, and motto of Islam in this regard is
summarized in the following verses:

*ٍقََ ﺧﻦ ﻣةﺮﺧ ا ﻓﺎ ﻟَﻪﻣﺎ و اﻟﺪﱡﻧْﻴﻨَﺎ ﻓﻨَﺎ آﺗﺑ رﻘُﻮل ﻳﻦ اﻟﻨﱠﺎسِ ﻣﻦﻓَﻤ

ِ اﻟﻨﱠﺎرﺬَابﻨَﺎ ﻋﻗﻨَﺔً وﺴ ﺣةﺮﺧ اﻓﻨَﺔً وﺴﺎ ﺣ اﻟﺪﱡﻧْﻴﻨَﺎ ﻓﻨَﺎ آﺗﺑ رﻘُﻮل ﻳﻦ ﻣﻢﻨْﻬﻣو

ِﺎبﺴ اﻟْﺤﺮِﻳﻊ ﺳﻪاﻟﻮا ۚ وﺒﺴﺎ ﻛﻤ ﻣﻴﺐ ﻧَﺼﻢﻚَ ﻟَﻬوﻟَٰﺌا
But of mankind is he who saith: "Our Lord! Give unto us in the world," and he hath no portion in
the Hereafter.
And of them (also) is he who saith: "Our Lord! Give unto us in the world that which is good and
in the Hereafter that which is good, and guard us from the doom of Fire."
For them there is in store a goodly portion out of that which they have earned. Allah is swift at
reckoning. (2:200-202)
The point, which should be carefully considered in such discussions, is that the relation and connection
of soul and body is so close that the effect of any deviation in one of them is manifested in the other.

Today psychoanalysis has proved that a part of moral and mental deviations is caused by incorrect
satiation of corporeal and material instincts.
Repressed desires and instincts always emerge as mental complexes. Such complexes are a big
problem for ethic scholars, and removing them through the ways available for training souls, is usually
not possible. Rather, they should be treated in the same way they are created, that is, physical instincts
should be satiated in a correct manner.
There are a lot of people suffering from suspicion, fear, jealousy, pride and hatred and such like vices
and its cause is deprivation and repression in correct satiation of their physical instincts. Thus for being
successful, now it is necessary for all ethic scholars and mental trainers to consider both physical and
mental conditions for treating moral diseases.
Islam has studied this issue subtly and it explicitly says:

ﻠﱠﺬِﻳﻦ ﻟ ﻫِزْقِ ۚ ﻗُﻞ اﻟﺮﻦﺎتِ ﻣِﺒاﻟﻄﱠﻴ وﺎدِهﺒﻌ ﻟجﺧْﺮ ا اﻟﱠﺘﻪ زِﻳﻨَﺔَ اﻟمﺮ ﺣﻦ ﻣﻗُﻞ
ﺎ اﻟﺪﱡﻧْﻴﺎةﻴ اﻟْﺤﻨُﻮا ﻓآﻣ
Say: Who hath forbidden the adornment of Allah which He hath brought forth for His bondmen,
and the good things of His providing? Say: Such, on the Day of Resurrection, will be only for
those who believed during the life of the world. (7:32)
And we read in aphorisms of Imam Ali (A.S.):

ٌﺔ ﺳﺎﻋ وﻌﺎﺷَﻪ ﻣمﺮﺔٌ ﯾ ﺳﺎﻋ وﻪﺑﯿﻬﺎ ر ﻓِﻨﺎﺟﺔٌ ﯾ ﻓَﺴﺎﻋ: ﺳﺎﻋﺎت ﺛَﻼثﻦﻣﻮﻠْﻤ»ﻟ
.«ﻞﻤﺠ ﯾ وﻞﺤﯿﻤﺎ ﯾﻬﺎ ﻓ ﻟَﺬﱠﺗﻦﯿ ﺑ وﻪ ﻧَﻔْﺴﻦﯿ ﺑّﺨَﻠﯾ
The believer's time has three periods: the period when he is in communion with Allah, the period when
he manages for his livelihood, and the period when he is free to enjoy what is lawful and pleasant. 5
And this phrase is added to some traditions:

.«ِﺎﻋﺎتﺮِ اﻟﺴ ﺳﺎﺋﻠنٌ ﻋﻮ ﻋ ذﻟ»و
"And the last part is tonic and refreshing for the other parts."

Individual and Social Morality
Some believe that all moral principles return to the man's special social relations with others so that if
there was no society, and any man lived completely apart from the others, and any individual lived
unaware of existence of others, "ethics" was basically meaningless because envy and jealousy, modesty
and pride, good opinion, justice and injustice, chastity, generosity and stinginess, and such like are all
strictly meaningful within the society and contact of man with others. Thus man minus society will be
accompanied with man minus ethic.
But while confessing that most of moral virtues and vices are concerned with social life of man, we
believe this could not be generalized. Because there are a great number of moral cases which have only
an individual aspect, and are true for a single man too.
For instance, patience or impatience for afﬂictions, bravery or fear for events, endeavour or laziness in
achievement to one's objective, ignorance or attention to the Creator of the world, thanksgiving or
ingratitude for His endless favours and such affairs, which ethics scholars have discussed in ethical
books and have called them moral virtues or vices, that could have an individual aspect, and are truthful
for one living completely isolated from the society.
Hereof division of morality into "individual morality" and "social morality" is clariﬁed. However, it is obvious
that social morality is more important in ethics, and man's personality focuses on it, although individual
morality too has a considerable part in respect to oneself.

Big Mistake
It should be mentioned herein that those who isolate themselves from the society for puriﬁcation of
morals and training their souls, secluding themselves and supposing that they can achieve this great aim
better in this way, are completely wrong.
Because they actually destroy the subject of social morality, and although they avoid some vices in this
way, it is not really considered a virtue. It looks like the one who cuts his sexual apparatus for avoiding
adultery and lewdness, although he is not tainted with unchastity, but this will not be a virtue for him.
Moreover, experience has shown that isolation and seclusion from society will cause a series of moral
vices such as peevishness, suspicion, vanity and conceit, and suspicion of divine predestination in man,
which will be illustrated in a separate discussion in detail.
So, Islam has encouraged Muslims to have a social life and to live in large cities and has recommended
observance of moral principles in the heart of society.

Way of treatment of Moral Deviations
Now, we shall study details of "moral virtues" and ways of treatment of "moral vices". However, two
points are noteworthy:
First point: We shall always treat those involved in moral deviations like a patient, because as it was
already referred, moral deviations are in fact a sort of mental disease, which sometimes result in
physical diseases too, and or vice versa sometimes they originate from physical diseases. Thus, we
shall observe herein the same principles which we observe in the treatment of physical diseases.
Second point: we always consider three principles in the treatment of diseases:
1- Diagnosis of disease
2- Finding causes of disease
3- Way of treatment of disease
We usually use symptoms and consequences of disease for its diagnosis. Of course, this is a relatively
simple task in respect to physical diseases, especially with existing facilities and equipment. But in view
of moral cases, it is a very complicated matter, because moral deviations often have similar
manifestations and symptoms, or there are some manifestations which are caused by a mixture of
several moral diseases, and their diagnosis becomes difﬁcult, and thus the ethics scholar and soul
physician should study this science patiently and carefully for treating himself or the others.
For ﬁnding the causes of a disease, one should also carefully study biography of the deviated person,
specially the backgrounds of his childhood period, which constitutes foundation of man's personality, as
well as his family and social environment, his occupation and job and geographical area for recognizing
the causes of a moral disease. Even heritage should not be ignored, because ill-humour (like physical
diseases) is sometimes inheritable.
And for treating moral vices, it should be noted that if they have become chronic, they should be treated
patiently and carefully and vigilantly, and one shall never get tired by lapse of time. However, if they are
superﬁcial and extrinsic, they will be treated in a shorter period.
For this reason, correction of moral vices of youths and children is much easier than adults. Because the
former are both tainted and treated soon.
Imam As-Sadiq (A.S.) said:

.«ﺮ ﺧَﯿﻞ ﮐﻟعُ اﺮ اَﺳﻢﻧﱠﻬﺪاثِ ﻓَﺎَﺣ ﺑِﺎﻻﻠَﯿ»ﻋ

Pay attention to the youths, who are ready for quick acceptance of any goodness. 6

Hygiene of morality
It is also noteworthy that current medicine is actually divided into two parts: "therapeutic medicine" and
"hygienic medicine". What is meant by therapeutic medicine is clear. But hygienic medicine refers to
preventing occurrence of diseases and destroying their causes, and since preventing a disease is much
easier than curing it, hygiene has a precious importance in the life of individuals and destiny of the
societies. On this account, heavy budgets are spent for it.
These two parts exactly exist in moral cases and mental diseases. So, we shall avoid occurrence of
moral deviations as far as possible, and try for hygiene of morality of ourselves and others through
adopting necessary counsels.

1- Avoiding poisonous and suspicious associations
Surely, a lot of moral deviations are caused by association, and just like contagious and epidemic
diseases, particularly in cases that mental condition is ready for acceptance of morality of others, due to
little age or little knowledge or weak belief and such like, association with immoral individuals is a fatal
and noxious poison.
It is seen in a lot of cases that destiny of a man is completely changed due to such associations and
thereby, direction of life is changed.
Effects of association in correcting man's personality are so signiﬁcant that it is said for knowing
someone; look at the companions and friends he keeps. Imam Ali (A.S.) says:

.«ﻪ ﺧُﻠَﻄﺎﺋﻟوا ا ﻓَﺎﻧْﻈُﺮﺮِﻓُﻮا دِﯾﻨَﻪ ﺗَﻌ ﻟَﻢ وهﺮ اَﻣﻢﻠَﯿ ﻋﻪ اﺷْﺘَﺒﻦ»ﻣ
When you are uncertain about someone and do not know his religion, look at his friends. 7
The Prophet (S) says:

.«ﻪ ﻗَﺮِﯾﻨ وﻪﯿﻠ ﺧَﻠ دِﯾﻦﻠ ﻋءﺮ»اَﻟْﻤ
A man has the same religion of his friend and companion. 8
Association with evil doers darkens soul, and weakens moral sense, and reduces ugliness of evil deeds

and ill-humour, and it is interpreted as "heart death" in the traditions. The Prophet (S) says:

؟ﺗﻮﺎ اﻟْﻤ ﻣ! وﻪ اﻟﻮلﺳ ﯾﺎ ر: ﻟَﻪﯿﻞ; ﻓَﻘﺗﻮﺔُ اﻟْﻤﺠﺎﻟَﺴ ﻣ و... اﻟْﻘُﻠُﻮبﺘْﻦﻤ ﯾﻊﺑ»اَر
.«فﺘْﺮ ﻣ ﻏَﻨﻞ ﮐ:ﻗﺎل
Four things extinguish heart ..., including association with the dead. They asked: O God's messenger!
Who are the dead? He said: lavish rich men. 9
Association with evil doers stimulates sense of suspicion in man and makes him pessimistic to
everybody.
Imam Ali (A.S.) says:

.«َِﺧْﯿﺎر ﺑِﺎﻻ اﻟﻈﱠﻦﻮء ﺳَﺷْﺮارِ ﺗُﻮرِثﺔُ اﻻﺠﺎﻟَﺴ»ﻣ
Association with evil doers causes suspicion on good doers. 10
In brief, the issue of association is so critical that God even premonishes His messenger from
association with evil doers in Qur’an.
In contrary, association with good doers is one of the most important means of training, puriﬁcation and
developing moral virtues and reviving heart and acquiring personality.
Islam emphasizes greatly on association with good individuals and righteous doers. Holy Qur’an says:

 ُﺪ ﺗَﻌ ۖ وﻪﻬﺟﺮِﻳﺪُونَ و ﻳﺸاﻟْﻌ و ﺑِﺎﻟْﻐَﺪَاةﻢﻬﺑﻮنَ رﺪْﻋ ﻳ اﻟﱠﺬِﻳﻦﻊﻚَ ﻣ ﻧَﻔْﺴﺒِﺮاﺻو
ﻊاﺗﱠﺒﺮِﻧَﺎ و ذِﻛﻦ ﻋﻪﻏْﻔَﻠْﻨَﺎ ﻗَﻠْﺒ اﻦ ﻣﻊ ﺗُﻄﺎ ۖ و اﻟﺪﱡﻧْﻴﺎةﻴ ﺗُﺮِﻳﺪُ زِﻳﻨَﺔَ اﻟْﺤﻢﻨْﻬﻨَﺎكَ ﻋﻴﻋ
ﻃًﺎ ﻓُﺮهﺮﻣﺎنَ اﻛ واهﻮﻫ
Restrain thyself along with those who cry unto their Lord at morn and evening, seeking His
Countenance; and let not thine eyes overlook them, desiring the pomp of the life of the world;
and obey not him whose heart We have made heedless of Our remembrance, who followeth his
own lust and whose case hath been abandoned.(18:28)
The Prophet (S) says:

.«ِ اﻟﻨّﺎسﺮام ﺧﺎﻟَﻂَ ﮐﻦﺪُ اﻟﻨّﺎسِ ﻣﻌ»اَﺳ
The most prosperous people are those who associate with good and honourable people.11

2- Correcting Environment
Tainted environments, particularly those in which display of sin and vice is popular, increase the risk of
involvement to moral vices, and this is an undeniable truth. Thus, one of the actions for hygiene of
morality is conﬂicting vices in the environment and preventing display of sin and vice.
Basically, one of the most important hindrances for involvement in sin and moral vice is the importance
and greatness of vice and sin in view of man and his hatred towards them. Display of moral vices and
sins decreases its importance in view of people and lessens its hatred and prepares soul for accepting it.
And on this account, for renewing importance of sin in public opinion, it is instructed in Islam to punish
evil doers publicly and in presence of people:

ﻴﻦﻨﻣﻮ اﻟْﻤﻦﻔَﺔٌ ﻣﺎ ﻃَﺎﺋﻤﻬﺬَاﺑﺪْ ﻋﺸْﻬﻟْﻴو
And let a party of believers witness their punishment. (24:2)
Thereby, the signiﬁcance of sin is renewed for people and the barrier which was violated, is restored.
Islam has put a great emphasis on open sin and vice, and has assumed immodesty and open
debauchery as the causes of a person's defamation. Imam As-Sadiq (A.S.) says:

.«ﺔَ ﻟَﻪﻣﺮ ﻓَﻼ ﺣﻪﻘﺴ ﺑِﻔﻖ اﻟْﻔﺎﺳﺮذا ﺟﺎﻫ»ا
Whenever an evil doer debauches openly, is defamed.12
Imam Al-Baqir (A.S.) says:

ﻦﻠﻌ اﻟْﻤﻖ و اﻟْﻔﺎﺳﺮ اﻟْﺠﺎﺋﻣﺎم اﻻﺘَﺪعٌ وﺒ ﻣﻮى ﻫﺐ ﺻﺎﺣ:ٌﺔﻣﺮ ﺣﻢ ﻟَﻬﺲ»ﺛَﻼﺛَﺔٌ ﻟَﯿ
.«ﻖﺴﺑِﺎﻟْﻔ

There shall be no respect for three persons: Innovator, unjust leader, and evil doer debauching openly.
13

Even the narration of stories in respect to vice and adultery which taints minds and prepares
environment for accepting vice, is forbidden in Islam's view. Prophet (S) says:

ﻦﻤ ﮐﺎنَ ﮐﺮاً ﻓَﺎَﻓْﺸﺎه ﺧَﯿﻊﻤ ﺳﻦﻣ و، اَﺗﺎﻫﺎﻦﻤﺸَﺔً ﻓَﺎَﻓْﺸﺎﻫﺎ ﮐﺎنَ ﮐ ﻓﺎﺣﻊﻤ ﺳﻦ»ﻣ
.«ﻠَﻪﻤﻋ
One, who hears an evil deed and divulges it, is like the one who has performed it, and one, who hears a
good deed and divulges it, is like the one who has performed it.14
And as for ﬁghting with physical diseases, we shall ﬁrst destroy centres tainted with microbe and purify
life environment and restrain contamination of air, water, food and such like, it is necessary to purify
social life environment from morality deviation means.

3- Emigration and escaping from tainted environments
We shall do our best for correction of tainted and corrupted environments, but if, for any reason, it is not
possible to correct the environment, and there is the possibility of being tainted in case of staying there,
and we can immigrate to another healthier place, there is no alternative save immigration.
The same is observed in most of physical diseases, when those interested in their health immediately
immigrate from the contaminated environment.
"Emigration" enjoys a special concern in Islam and it is interesting that it constitutes the foundation of
Islamic Epic. Emigration of Islam's Prophet (S) from Mecca to Medina was nothing else than escaping
from a tainted and unfavourable environment to a more favourable one for spreading belief and virtue.
The immigrants at the beginning of Islam enjoy a special privilege and prominence in Islam's history, and
several verses are found in Qur’an concerning them. Several traditions are narrated in respect to
immigration from parts tainted to sin and polytheism towards healthy parts indicating importance of the
matter.
In Majmaol Bayan interpretation under verse:

ًﺔﻌﺳا وﻴﺮﺜﺎ ﻛاﻏَﻤﺮضِ ﻣر اﺠِﺪْ ﻓ ﻳﻪ اﻟﺒِﻴﻞ ﺳ ﻓﺎﺟِﺮﻬ ﻳﻦﻣو

Whoso migrateth for the cause of Allah will ﬁnd much refuge and abundance in the earth. (4:100)
It is narrated from Islam's Prophet (S):

َﻨﱠﺔ اﻟْﺠﺐﺟﺘَﻮضِ اﺳَر اﻻﻦﺮاً ﻣﺒنْ ﮐﺎنَ ﺷ اض و اَرﻟض ا اَرﻦ ﻣﻪ ﺑِﺪِﯾﻨ ﻓَﺮﻦ»ﻣ
.«ﺪﻤﺤ ﻣ وﯿﻢﺮاﻫﺑ اﯿﻖﻓ ﮐﺎنَ رو
Whoso emigrates for his religion from a territory to another territory, although it may be as much as one
palm of land, deserves paradise and will be companion of Abraham and Mohammad (two great emigrant
prophets).15
Emphasis is indicated by the phrase "although it may be as much as one palm of land", and friendship
and companionship with these two great prophets is for their immigration. Abraham (A.S.) departed from
Babylon, the centre of idolaters and Nimrod, to Syria and Palestine, and Islam's Prophet from Mecca to
Medina.
In Ali Ebne Abraham interpretation, under the verse:

ِﺪُونﺒ ﻓَﺎﻋﺎيﻳﺔٌ ﻓَﺎﻌاﺳ وﺿرنﱠ اﻨُﻮا ا آﻣ اﻟﱠﺬِﻳﻦﺎدِيﺒﺎ ﻋﻳ
O my bondmen who believe! Lo! My earth is spacious. Therefore serve Me only. (29:56)
It is narrated from Imam Al-Baqir (A.S.):

نﱠ ﻓَﺎﻢ دِﯾﻨﻦ ﻋﻢﻨُﻮﮐﻔْﺘ اَنْ ﯾﻢﻮﻫﻔْﺘُﻤنْ ﺧﻠُﻮکِ ﻓَﺎ اﻟْﻤﻦ ﻣﻖﺴ اﻟْﻔﻞﻮا اَﻫﯿﻌ»ﻻ ﺗُﻄ
.«ٌﺔﻌ واﺳﺿاَر
Do not follow sinful rulers and if you fear of being deviated from your pure religion (do emigrate) because
My Earth is wide.16
Not participating in sin and vice meetings, which is mentioned in Islamic ordinances, and non-privacy
with strangers and such like are all considered as sort of short term immigration from sin and mistake
and risk area, and surely it is for preventing transmission of moral vices and not being tainted with sin.
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• Vigilance and self-examination or studying incentives and consequences. First, we shall review a
prospect of the principles of ethics in view of pioneers of this technique, and study exactly the course of
their discussion in brief.
Ethics scholars have summarized principles of moral virtues in four articles:
1- Wisdom
2- Chastity
3- Bravery
4- Justice
They believe that each of these four principles has a norm, between two extremes of sensual powers
and instincts, and so moral vices are on two sides of them, and there are two vicious attributes for each
virtue.
1- Wisdom means moderation in recognition and understanding of realities as they are, and the opposite
side in its high extreme is "slyness and astuteness", which refers to hyperactivity of perception faculty

and relying on the probabilities and doubtful matters and non-stability on correct theories and in its low
extreme is "stupidity and dullness".
2- Chastity refers to moderation in using lusts and appropriate utilization from desires and instincts, and
the opposite side in its high extreme is "greed and self-indulgence" and in its low extreme is "numbness".
3- Bravery is moderation in anger faculty and fearing of what should be feared and not fearing of what
should not, and the opposite side in its high extreme is "rashness" and temerity, and in its low extreme is
"cowardice" and horror.
4- Justice refers to listening of desire and anger powers to intellect power and their appropriate control
for correction and prosperity, and the opposite side in its high extreme is "being oppressed and tolerance
of oppression" and in low extreme is "injustice".
They assume moral vices inﬁnite in one aspect, while moral virtues, as the normal limit and moderate
point, have only one stage, and thus they have resembled it to the centre of a circle, which is only one
point, and the vices to inﬁnite points existing within the circle.
It is narrated from Mohaghegh Tousi, Khajeh Nasireddin and some other scholars that "the path"
described in the traditions as:

.«ِﻒﯿ اﻟﺴﻦﺪﱡ ﻣ اَﺣﺮِ و اﻟﺸﱠﻌﻦ ﻣق»اَد
"is thinner than hair and sharper than sword", is the same moral moderation. 1
Now, we shall see from where these quadruple principles have originated?
Ethics scholars say in reply: man's soul has three powers:
1- Power of perception and distinction
2- Power of acquiring beneﬁt or "attraction" and in the other word "desire" (in its general sense)
3- Power of loss repulsion or "repulsion" and in the other word "anger"
Moderation in each of these powers forms one of the moral virtues, which are respectively, called
wisdom, chastity and bravery.
And when two powers of desire and anger are under control of distinction and perception power, justice
is achieved.
In other words, balance in each of the above triple powers is considered as a virtue, but their

combination with each other, that is desire and anger being controlled by perception power, will be
another virtue.
It often happens that a man is brave and for example, is not afraid unduly in the battle ﬁeld, but this
bravery may be utilized in a wrong way, like ﬁghting for little and worthless objectives, and this is bravery
but not justice. But if this bravery is applied for a high and intellectual objective and mixed with wisdom,
justice is achieved.

Studying and criticism
The principles mentioned by previous scholars for morality (good and bad) and described in the
foregoing discussion are not perfect, although they may seem interesting:
1- There are some good moral habits that placing them in one of the above quadruple principles seems
difﬁcult. For instance, philanthropy, self-sacriﬁce and self-devotion, can hardly be included in "chastity",
because it is possible that an individual's desires are moderate, while he lacks self-sacriﬁce, selfdevotion and philanthropy. That is to say he neither aggresses to the rights of others, nor desires their
loss, but at the meantime does not have any self-sacriﬁce and self-devotion.
Moreover, optimism could not be included in "wisdom", because "optimism" differs with "correct
distinction".
Perhaps insisting on this quadruple division is caused by the ideology of the ancients who assumed
most of world's issues based on the number four, and considered four things as the main elements, and
divided body's components and temperaments into four. They considered four diseases as the principles
of physical diseases, and assumed one of four temperaments for all medicines. While today it is certain
for us that none of these quadruple divisions are correct. The same is true for division of principles of
good ethics into four.
2- Including wisdom among principles of moral virtues, and its opposite point among the vices is not
appropriate, because moral habits are along the perception system and deal with desires, affections and
instincts, not with perceptions, and so interpreting braininess as "good morality" does not seem
appropriate.
3- Insisting that all good moral habits are moderation between two extremes is baseless, because
although this is true in some cases, it is untrue in others.
For example, considering tolerance of oppression as the high extreme for justice is not suitable, because
high extreme is not applicable to justice. If tolerance of oppression means indolence and numbness, it
will be the opposite side of chastity, and if it means fearing of adjudication, it will be low extreme of anger
power, and anyway high extreme in justice is meaningless, especially when justice is considered as
anger and desire powers being controlled by intellect. It is a certainty that high extreme in this control is

senseless.
It is concluded that although moderation of good moral habits is true in the cases like bravery and
chastity, but it is not a generalization and is untrue in the case of justice and wisdom.
It is also inferred from above discussions that dividing principles of good and bad attributes into four
principles has no clear reason, and is even objectionable in different aspects.
Therefore, it is better not to restrict principles of moral virtues to four. Rather, we have good and bad
moral attributes as many as different instincts, desires and affections entrusted in man, and training and
balancing each of these instincts and desires for being useful and effective for individuals’ and society's
perfection is a virtue, and deviation of each of them causing degeneration of individual or society is
considered as a vice.
On this account, there are vicious and virtuous attributes as many as man's instincts and desires, just as
there are physical diseases as many as different systems of body and its components.
The ﬁgure mentioned in traditions and narrations of the Prophet's Household (A.S.) for moral virtues is
much more than four. For example, in a well-known tradition at the beginning of Osoul Kaﬁ, it is narrated
from Imam As-Sadiq (A.S.) in respect to "hosts of intellect and ignorance", the number of intellect and
ignorance hosts is counted to be 75, most part of which are among moral virtues or vices.

Scale for evaluation of good and bad morality
Not all of moral concepts are clear and obvious. Of course, some concepts such as bravery, generosity
and self-sacriﬁce are so clear that nobody doubts in their virtue, and their opposite side (fear, stinginess
and selﬁshness) are obviously among the vices.
But some others may be discussed and doubted in view of being a virtue or a vice. Thus, we cannot
pursue moral discussions without having a clear evaluation scale.
For instance, nowadays some of materialist scientists like Bertrand Russell suggest: if performing an
action, whatsoever it may be, does not cause a loss for the others, we do not have any reason for
condemning it, and we cannot condemn an action only for being tabooed (something which religion or
custom regards as forbidden with no reason) and called obscene by an old religion. We shall only
consider proﬁt and loss of the action. 2
Following this belief, he prescribes a lot of obscene moralities and actions of not being harmful for the
others (including adultery and homosexuality if both parties agree).
Some other materialists like communists believe that most of ancient moral principles have been caused
by capitalism economy, and since it is abolished, these principles are eliminated, and so they restrict

ethic to the affairs which help in creation or continuation of proletarian revolution (proletariat)
Thus, we shall see what the evaluation scale in these cases is and how we can recognize that an action
has a moral and virtuous aspect or is immoral and a vice.
If we want to discuss this with a religious view, our duty is exactly clear, because after recognizing
Islam's legitimacy and rightfulness for deﬁnite reasons, we shall refer to deﬁnite evidences in Qur’an and
practices of the Prophet (S) for evaluation of principles of moral virtues and vices.
And in intellectual view, we shall consider this principle that any moral factor supporting man's perfection
is a virtue, and any factor degenerating him, is a vice.
But it is noteworthy that a man should not be studied only in view of material aspect and primary
requirements in this life. Rather, the spiritual and immaterial aspects in which most of man's honours are
summarized and the material life to which is a means of attainment to it, should be exactly noticed.
Therefore, an evil and undesirable action may not cause any difﬁculty for others, but may result in
degeneration of the doer in humanistic and spiritual aspects. Certainly, such action will be a vice.
Those who consider only material aspects, have actually known half of man's existence (the lesser and
smaller half), while the ethical principles should be studied based on knowing man's overall existence
(including body and soul).
And even worse is communistic ethics, which not only has ignored man's spiritual aspects, but also has
focused merely on one part (economic part) in material aspects and has studied man in this respect.
It goes without saying that since such moral doctrines are not accompanied with correct realism and
anthropology they cannot cause correct effects, and surely they will involve in great mistakes in
distinction of moral virtues and vices.
Therefore, as it was already told, the correct intellectual and logical basis in studying moral principles is
man's perfection in all aspects, and recognizing whatsoever helps it, and studying the virtues and vices
accordingly.

Effect of seclusion and dissociability in morality
Is puriﬁcation of carnal soul and acquiring moral virtues better possible in the society or in seclusion and
dissociability? This is a question that a lot of people ask themselves.
Some believe that more seclusion for man means healthier morality for him, because a lot of deviations
and moral vices and or most of them appear when facing others. Envy, pride, lies, slander, calumny,
hypocrisy, grudge and such like are all caused by association with others. The one who does not
associate with people, neither slander nor hears it, neither envies nor is envied, neither dissimulates nor

is involved in lie, grudge and suspicion.

Arguments of advocators of seclusion and association
Advocators of seclusion and dissociability, among which there are some of ethic scholars and a number
of famous pious men and votaries, have other reasons for preference of this action and its effect on
improvement of morality in addition to above reasons.
They say: when a man secludes, he can better worship God, and pray Him heartily, can better mediate
and reﬂect on the mysteries of creation and different ﬁelds of science and distinguish the realities. In
seclusion, there is less love and hatred as well as debate and disputation hindering comprehension of
facts and realities, and on this account most of great thinkers live in seclusion and dissociation.
Moreover, when associating and communicating with people, a man often faces the events which create
heavy duties for him and it happens that a man neglects in performing his duties and consequently is
deviated. For example, in association and living in the society, we often encounter unlawful things and
sins and breach of duties that the obligation of bid to good and forbiddance of wrong necessitates to
oppose, while we are not sure of performing always our duty in this part. So it is better to select
seclusion and escape the responsibilities.
In addition, there are some verses and traditions encouraging seclusion and dissociation. For example,
pay attention to the following verses and traditions:

ﻠْﻨَﺎﻌ ﺟﻛ ۖ وﻘُﻮبﻌﻳ وﺎقﺤﺳ اﻨَﺎ ﻟَﻪﺒﻫ وﻪونِ اﻟ دﻦﺪُونَ ﻣﺒﻌﺎ ﻳﻣ وﻢﻟَﻬﺘَﺰﺎ اﻋﻓَﻠَﻤ
ﺎﻧَﺒِﻴ
So, when he had withdrawn from them and that which they were worshipping beside Allah, We
gave him Isaac and Jacob. Each of them We made a prophet. (19:49)
This verse indicates that the bounty of children, as a prophet, was granted to Abraham when he chose
seclusion and dissociation.

ﻪﺘﻤﺣ رﻦ ﻣﻢﺑ رﻢَ ﻟﻨْﺸُﺮﻒِ ﻳﻬْ اﻟَﻟۇوا ا ﻓَﺎﻪ اﻟﺪُونَ اﺒﻌﺎ ﻳﻣ وﻢﻮﻫﻟْﺘُﻤﺘَﺰذِ اﻋاو
And when ye withdraw from them and that which they worship except Allah, then seek refuge in
the Cave; your Lord will spread for you of His mercy. (18:16)

This verse shows that People of Cave became liable to divine favour after seclusion and dissociation.

ٌﺪﺠﺎﻫ ﻣﻦﻣﻮ ﻣ:؟ ﻗﺎلﻞ اﻟﻨّﺎسِ اَﻓْﻀ اَی: (ﻪ ﻋﻠﯿﻪ وآﻟﻪ اﻟ )ﺻﻠﻪﻮلِ اﻟﺳﺮ ﻟﯿﻞ»ﻗ
ﻦﺐ ﻣﻌ ﺷ ﻓﺘَﺰِلﻌ ﻣﻞﺟ ر:؟ ﻗﺎلﻦ ﻣ ﺛُﻢ:ﯿﻞ ﻗ. ﺗَﻌﺎﻟﻪ اﻟﺒِﯿﻞ ﺳ ﻓ وﻪﺑِﻨَﻔْﺴ
.«ِه ﺷَﺮ ﻓﺪَعُ اﻟﻨّﺎس ﯾ وﻪﺑﺪُ رﺒﻌﻌﺎبِ ﯾّاﻟﺸ
3- They asked the Prophet (S): who is superior to all people? He said: the believer who struggles in the
way of God. It was asked: Then who is even superior to him? He said: one, in a valley, who has
dissociated from people, worships God and people are secure of his evil.3
This tradition too has put the position of seclusion and dissociation after holy struggle and has
commended it.
4- In Mesbahol Sharia, it is narrated from Imam As-Sadiq (A.S.):

د ﺗَﻔَﺮﻦﻤ ﻟ ﻓَﯿﺎﻃُﻮﺑﻪﺘﺮاﺳ ﺑِﺤﺘَﺮِسﺤ ﻣ وﻪ اﻟﻦﺼ ﺑِﺤﻦﺼﺘَﺤ ﻣﻟَﺔﺰ اﻟْﻌﺐ»ﺻﺎﺣ
.«ًﺔﯿﻼﻧ ﻋاً وﺮ ﺳﺑِﻪ
The isolated people are in the divine castle and under God's protection; good for those who are with God
publicly and in privacy.4

Disadvantages of seclusion and dissociation
Besides the above mentioned advantages and proﬁts for seclusion and dissociation, there are several
disadvantages for seclusion and numerous advantages for association which can be accounted for the
reasons of excellence and preference of association:
1- The ﬁrst point clarifying importance and value of association is that acquiring most of virtuous moral
habits is only possible in the society and not in solitude, because most of these habits are concerned
with the way of relations with each other. Courtesy, modesty, kindness, self-devotion, forgiveness,
remission, bravery, patience, suppression of anger, affection, pity and soul appropriation, appear in the
relations and associations of men and we surely have to live in the heart of society to acquire these
virtues.
On the other hand, being secure from moral vices including envy, pride, lies, slander, through seclusion
and dissociation is not actually a virtue and honour, rather it is a kind of "waive by waiver of subject", and

it is just like a person who excludes himself from sexuality by any means for being saved from taint to
adultery.
Although such person is protected from this stain, but this chastity is not a virtue, rather it is only a
safety. The virtue is when a man lives in the society and goes ahead to the edge of crag in the critical
moments like Joseph, and preserves his mastery on his soul and returns (of course not creating such
events deliberately and on purpose).
Thus for acquiring virtuous habits which are considered as the scale of humanistic values, there is no
alternative save living in the society and associating with people.
And in the other words, such typical attributes are achieved through challenge with desires and vicious
factors, as resistance and strength of forest wood is due to growing in the hard storms of events, and if
they are grown in seclusion and in a closed and restricted environment they lose their resistance,
similarly, secluded and dissociable individuals will also gradually lose their spiritual and moral powers.
The following tradition may refer to this reality:
At the time of Prophet (S) one of the Muslims went to the mountain for worship and secluded himself. He
was brought to Prophet (S) The Prophet said him:

ﻦ ﻣﺮ ﺧَﯿﻼمﺳ اﻻﻦﻮاﻃﺾِ ﻣﻌ ﺑ ﻓﻢﺪِﮐ اَﺣﺮﺒ ﻟَﺼ،ﻢْﻨﺪٌ ﻣ ﻻ اَﺣ و اَﻧْﺖﻞ»ﻻ ﺗَﻔْﻌ
.«ً ﻋﺎﻣﺎﯿﻦﻌﺑ اَرﻢﺪِﮐ اَﺣةﺒﺎدﻋ
Neither you, nor none of the Muslims do this, because patience and resistance of one of you in the
Islamic environments is better than forty years of worship. 5
This phrase is a reply to the ﬁrst reasoning of advocators of seclusion.
2- Solitude and seclusion is the source of several mental deviations as well as taste of distortion,
because even if a man is brainy, virtuous and tasteful, he still has some mistakes, which are only
revealed when encountering others. In association, man ﬁnds his mistakes very soon, but in seclusion,
since there is not any way of correcting them, he continues his deviated courses, and like the one who is
going astray, the more he proceeds, farther he becomes from the main road, and sometimes he ﬁnds
other deductions based on that deviated thought and gradually a mass of mistakes will occupy his brain,
devaluating his thoughts in general.
Meanwhile, this is another reply to the advocators of seclusion who say meditation in seclusion is better
possible, as the danger of deviation is much more in seclusion.
3- The other big fault, in which man is involved in seclusion, is vanity and selﬁshness. Based on self-

love instinct, man is usually very interested in himself and his works, and "self-love" instinct is in fact like
a magniﬁer which through its magniﬁcation power, shows man's thoughts and actions greater than what
they actually are. On other hand, it shows man's faults smaller than what they actually are, and the sum
of these two aspects is "vanity and selﬁshness".
Seclusion and dissociation is a very favourite environment for culture of this vicious attribute. But man
knows himself as he actually is, through association with others, he is informed of the real degree of his
perfection and virtues, and becomes aware of his faults, and also faces individuals who are more
prominent and perfect than himself, and consequently ﬁnds his fault, and this cuts the root of vanity in
him and or minimizes it. And on this account, it is widely seen that secluded and dissociable persons
have made big and sometimes odd claims all showing their deep vanity and selﬁshness.
Moreover, another great advantage of association with people is clariﬁed herein, that is recognizing
one's own faults. People, particularly those who do not have friendly relations with us or are our
enemies, are a good mirror for our faults, and if they were not, a lot of our faults may remain unknown to
us forever. If we live in seclusion, we have broken this mirror and our mental appearance will be like the
discordant appearance of those who never look at the mirror!
4- Suspicion on God's servants: one of the other disadvantages of seclusion and dissociation is
suspicion on people, and in fact this is one of the effects of "vanity" which involves such people, because
after being affected by "severe conceit" and extremist belief on oneself and not observing an appropriate
reaction from people (appreciation and gratitude as much as such people expect), this idea is gradually
formed in them that people are engaged in mistake, ill-will, misunderstanding, prejudice, and disregard
to values in their judgment and such people being ungrateful, partial, and disregardful to virtues are
vicious, astray and deviated and do not deserve any association and communication.
As such, seclusion itself is a factor for intensiﬁcation of seclusion and support of this mentality and more
isolation from people.
5- Peevishness and anger: Dissociable people are peevish and angry, and they are very intolerant of
disturbing encounters with people. They may be disturbed by observing a little harshness or hearing a
sentence against their desire, and so called lose their temper, and show offensive and rigorous
reactions. Although, this is not a generality, it is observed in several cases.
In contrast, associable people are often gentle and good tempered and become angry less often.
The reason is obvious. Patience and tolerance is usually acquired through exercise and by facing
unpleasant events and the spirit getting accustomed to them, and since social life is naturally
accompanied with disturbing encounters, man gradually becomes patient.
Moreover, dissociable people are often mirthless, rarely laugh, less often fun, have less recreation, and
their life is monotonous and boring. This point disturbs their spiritual balance, and causes a sort of

uneasiness in them, and if they are afﬂicted with some complexes, they always live in a sort of anxiety
and mental disease because of not having any means for removing them, and this increases their anger
and ill-humour.
6- Deprival from sciences and experiences: There are a lot of sciences and knowledge which should be
acquired through listening to the great men and their methods and being inspired by their way of
thought. It goes without saying that such sciences could only be acquired through association, and it is
not possible to acquire expertness and different experiences in seclusion. Rather, the way of achieving
them is, living in the heart of society. We also know that life has no fruit save useful and beneﬁcial
experiences.
Taking into account above realities and the advantages and disadvantages mentioned for association
and seclusion, the preference of theory and logic of advocators of association is clearly obvious.

Exceptional cases in which seclusion is permitted
It is noteworthy that although, the foundation of life of each man should be based on association and
communication with people, there are some exceptional cases in which there is no alternative other than
seclusion and dissociation or at least minimizing association, and that is when a man is exposed to a
very poisonous and vicious environment, and therein the result of association is nothing save deviation
and stain. Surely, one shall elude such society and environment as we avoid a society tainted with
contagious diseases.
Seclusion and dissociation of Abraham (A.S.) or the People of Cave are instances of such cases.
The speech of Imam As-Sadiq (A.S.) to Saﬁan Souri too refers to this reality. When he said:

.«ِﻠْﻔُﺆاد ﻟﻦ اَﺳﺮادﻧْﻔ اﻻﺖﯾاﺧْﻮانُ ﻓَﺮ اﻻﺮ ﺗَﻐَﯿﻣﺎنُ وﺪَ اﻟﺰ»ﻓَﺴ
The world is vicious and friends are altered, so I found seclusion more peaceful.6
This is a reply to most arguments of advocators of seclusion.
Also when a man is ill-humoured and is not able to avoid it, his seclusion for securing people from his
ill-humour is desirable.
The other point which should be mentioned is that while associating with people, a man should spend
some hours of day and night in seclusion and solitude so that he can think and study and have
opportunity for a favourite worship and attention to God, free from any doubt and hypocrisy. Most of the
great men have had such hours in their daily life schedule, and it is possible that a part of seclusion

traditions refers to the same concept.
Thus, the basic principle in man's life is association, while seclusion and dissociation are exceptional
cases.

Vigilance and self-examination or studying incentives and
consequences
Ethic scholars have emphasized in their books on the necessity of these two principles for acquisition of
good moral habits and salvation from vices, and certainly no one can traverse mental and moral
perfection stages without these two.
Vigilance is the same full attention to the manner of deeds and actions before performing them, and
self-examination is concerned with reviewing the consequences and effects of an action after performing
it.
Sometimes, a little ignorance and self-unawareness in each of these two stages involves man in an
unlucky destiny, relieving of which is not easily possible.
The situation of man's spirit in this part is just like his body. A man has to observe different hygienic
points for preserving his physical health, and pay attention to the affairs, which may cause different
diseases before eating any food and living in any environment. Once he has to be vaccinated for
prevention from diseases.
Sometimes he has to observe special diets in view of food and such like, and occasionally he should go
under precise medical examinations by proﬁcient physicians and after afﬂiction with disease and its
treatment, he should strengthen his health for compensating convalescence and removing its bad
effects. For challenges with moral deviations and acquiring spiritual health, observing all of these affairs
is necessary. In general, the man who is interested in acquisition of good moral habits should consider
following aspects:
1- He should always watch his condition and know that, before him, God is always observing and
watching him. Holy Qur’an says:

ۗ ﺖﺒﺴﺎ ﻛ ﻧَﻔْﺲٍ ﺑِﻤﻞ ﻛَﻠ ﻋﻢ ﻗَﺎﺋﻮ ﻫﻦﻓَﻤا
Is He Who is aware of the deserts of every soul (as he who is aware of nothing)? (13:33)
It is inferred from this verse that God is watching and looking man like the one always standing over him.

And also it says:

ﺎﻴﺒﻗ رﻢﻠَﻴﺎنَ ﻋ ﻛﻪنﱠ اﻟا
Lo! Allah hath been a watcher over you. (4:1)
And it is narrated in a tradition from Prophet (S):

.«ﺮاک ﯾﻧﱠﻪ ﻓَﺎ ﺗَﺮاهﻦَ ﺗنْ ﻟَﻢ ﻓَﺎ ﺗَﺮاهﺎَﻧﱠ ﮐﻪﺪِ اﻟﺒ»اُﻋ
Worship God as you see Him, and if you do not see Him, He sees you.7
It is interesting that this tradition is mentioned for the interpretation of the word "goodness" in the verse

ِﺎنﺴﺣاﺪْلِ و ﺑِﺎﻟْﻌﺮﻣﺎ ﻳﻪنﱠ اﻟا
Lo! Allah enjoineth justice and kindness. (16:90)
That is to say the source of all goodness is vigilance.
2- Before starting each speech and action, a man should study precisely its incentive, result and end as
it is narrated in the tradition:

;ﻢ ﻟلَو اَﻻ:واوِﯾﻦ ﺛَﻼﺛَﺔُ دتﻐُﺮنْ ﺻ ا وﻪﮐﺎﺗﺮ ﺣﻦﺔ ﻣﮐﺮ ﺣﻞ ﮐﺪِ ﻓﺒﻠْﻌ ﻟﻨْﺸَﺮ ﯾﻧﱠﻪ»ا
.«ﻦﻤ ﻟﺚ; اَﻟﺜّﺎﻟﻒﯿ ﮐاَﻟﺜّﺎﻧ
When performing each action, whatever small it may be, three books are opened for registering its
speciﬁcations: ﬁrst book for why, and the second for how, and third for whom.8
In other words, the incentives of action are registered in the ﬁrst book, and quality of action in the
second, and its purpose and ﬁnal aim in the third one.
Surely, considering such reality will control man against misdeeds.
3- Everyday, he should precisely examine his deeds after performing the routine work. If he has

committed a sin, made a mistake and done a wrong deed, he should wash away its effects from his
heart and soul in a bid to prevent it from being rooted and changing into a mental condition through
reﬂecting on the ominous consequences of that deed, and blaming and rebuking himself, and making
appropriate decision for more severe vigilance and control in the future, and performing good deeds as
much as the bad one for restoring the luminosity and purity of his heart and soul, and he should engage
in strengthening his belief, soul and spirituality (repentance is nothing more than these) like the one who
has gotten rid of a physical disease.
The issue of "self-examination and compensation of action" is so critical that Prophet (S) says:

.«ًةﺮ ﻣﯿﻦﻌﺒ ﺳمﻮ اﻟْﯿ ﻓﻪﻟَﯿ ا اَﺗُﻮب وﻪ اﻟﺮﺘَﻐْﻔَﺳ ﻻّﻧ»ا
I ask God's forgiveness and I repent to Him seventy times every day.9
It goes without saying that repentance of Prophet (S) is not for sin, rather it is for the manner of
worships.
1. Al-Majlisi, Bihar al-Anwar, 270/73
2. Narrated from the book, "The World which I know", page 68
3. Feise Kashani, Mohajjatol Beisae, 9/4, narrator of tradition is Abou Saeid Khodri, and it is mentioned in the marginalia of
Ehyaol Oloum that it is a repeatedly stated tradition.
4. Al-Majlisi, Bihar al-Anwar, 110/70
5. Feise Kashani, Mohajjatol Beisae, 7/4
6. Al-Majlisi, Bihar al-Anwar, 60/47
7. Al-Majlisi, Bihar al-Anwar, 279/72
8. Ehyaol Oloum, and Mohajjatol Beisae
9. Feise Kashani, Mohajjatol Beisae, 315/2

Tongue is interpreter of heart and key of personality
Correction of tongue and speech plays a role of major importance in moral discussions because tongue
is the interpreter of heart, representative of intellect, key of man's personality, and the most important
window to man's soul.
In the other words, what is depicted on the tablet of man's soul (including mental, emotional and
sentimental events), ﬁrst of all emerges on the tongue and within his speech. If in the past, physicians
recognized a major part of moderation and unbalance of temperament through the condition of tongue,
nowadays psychoanalysts mostly seek mental problems within the individuals' speech.
On these accounts, ethic scholars consider a special importance for correction of tongue and deem its

correction as the sign of spirit's perfection and strengthening of prominent moral virtues and habits.
This reality is also stated in the traditions of the Prophet's House (A.S.) in short and interesting phrases.
Two following phrases narrated respectively from Imam Ali (A.S.) and Imam As-Sadiq (A.S.) is an
evidence for this claim:
1- Man is hidden under his tongue. 1

.«ﻪﺴﺎﻧ ﻟﺖ ﺗَﺤﻮءﺨْﺒ ﻣءﺮ»اَﻟْﻤ
That is to say not only scientiﬁc personality, but also moral and social personality and in general his
humanistic personality is under his tongue, and as long as he has not spoken, his fault and virtue is
concealed.
2- Firmness and straightness of belief is not possible without ﬁrmness and straightness of heart, and the
latter too will not exist without ﬁrmness and straightness of tongue.2

.«ﺴﺎﻧُﻪ ﻟﯿﻢﺘَﻘﺴ ﯾّﺘ ﺣﻪ ﻗَﻠْﺒﯿﻢﺘَﻘﺴ ﻻ ﯾ و،ﻪ ﻗَﻠْﺒﯿﻢﺘَﻘﺴ ﯾّﺘﺪ ﺣﺒﯾﻤﺎنُ ﻋ اﯿﻢﺘَﻘﺴ»ﻻ ﯾ
Thirty great sins, which originate from tongue
The importance of correction of tongue is made clearer when we know that a large part of sins as a large
part of good deeds are performed by tongue.
Ghazali has narrated twenty types of vices and sins for tongue as follows:
1- Speaking about the affairs not concerned with man.
2- Rant and babbling
3- Speaking about forbidden affairs like description of meetings of wine, gambling and unchaste women.
4- Dispute and fussing (caviling and objecting others for wrong purposes as humiliating them or one's
own pedantry).
5- Enmity and affray and quarrel in utterance
6- Affectation in speech and trouble in rhythm and such like

7- Abuse and insult
8- Cursing
9- Profane singing and unsound sings
10- Indulgence in humour
11- Irony and mockery
12- Disclosing mysteries of others
13- Lie promise
14- Lie in speech and oath
15- Slander
16- Gossip
17- Hypocrisy in speech
18- Inappropriate eulogy
19- Negligence from speech's elegance and tools and mistakes thereof
20- Vulgar questions in respect to complicated issues related to beliefs, which cannot understand them
Surely, pests and vices of tongue are not restricted to what "Ghazali" has numerated. For instance,
following affairs are among the vices of tongue, which are not stated by him:
1- Accusation
2- False evidence
3- Self-admiration
4- Spreading fornication and unfounded rumours, although being mentioned as a probability
5- Harshness in utterance
6- Improper insist (like Children of Israel, and etc)
7- Molestation of others with one's speech
8- Blaming one who is not despicable

9- Ungratefulness with tongue
10- False propagation and encourage to sin There is no doubt that correction of tongue should be
studied and taught as one of the most critical moral issues.
The importance of this subject is clear when we consider the fact that tongue is the simplest and easiest
and cheapest means available for man, and its speedy function is not comparable with anything else,
and so we shall be very careful of it, and in this view, we can resemble it to the useful materials having
an explosive power and capability. As man takes care of them attentively, he should always be watchful
to this sensible organ.

Silence and reticence
Taking into account the above risks caused by leaving the tongue free, ethic scholars have deemed
silence, in cases that speaking is not necessary, as one of the ways of preventing those great risks, and
a lot of traditions are mentioned about it from Prophet (S) and Prophet's House (A.S.), and this is the
reason why a number of great men have started puriﬁcation of their carnal soul from this matter.
Moreover, silence causes a condition of "reﬂection" and "spirituality" and "clear-sightedness", which is
noteworthy, and perhaps for this reason we read in the biography of Zachariah, God's great prophet, that
three days of his silence and dumbness were put as the sign of fulﬁlment of his supplication concerning
his request for a child:

ﺎﻮِﻳﺎلٍ ﺳ ﻟَﻴثََ ﺛ اﻟﻨﱠﺎسﻢّﻠُ ﺗﺘُﻚَ ا آﻳﻗَﺎل
He said: Thy token is that thou, with no bodily defect, shalt not speak unto mankind three nights.
(19:10)
And Mary was ordered to vow silence fast:

ﺎﻴﻧْﺴ امﻮ اﻟْﻴﻢّﻠﻛ اﺎ ﻓَﻠَﻦﻣﻮ ﺻٰﻦﻤﺣﻠﺮ ﻟت ﻧَﺬَرّﻧ اﻓَﻘُﻮﻟ
Say: Lo! I have vowed a fast unto the Beneﬁcent, and may not speak this day to any mortal.
(19:26)
We read about the states of Islam's Prophet (S) that before revelation, he had been silent and reﬂected,
and meditated about the mysteries of creation in Hara cave for several days.

We can summarize advantages of silence in following affairs:
1- Silence insures man against a lot of sins. Prophet (S) says in his short and meaningful phrase:

.« ﻧَﺠﺎﺖﻤ ﺻﻦ»ﻣ
Whosoever mums is saved.3
The reason for this issue is clear, because most of the sins are performed by tongue. As Prophet (S)
says:

.«ﻪﺴﺎﻧ ﻟ ﻓم آدﻦﺎ اﺑ ﺧَﻄﺎﯾﺜَﺮنﱠ اَﮐ»ا
Most of man's mistakes are in his tongue.4
And it is narrated from the Prophet in another tradition:

.«َﻄﺎن اﻟﺸﱠﯿﺐ ﺗَﻐْﻠ ﺑِﺬﻟﻧﱠﺮِ ﻓَﺎ اﻟْﺨَﯿﻦ ﻣﻻ اَﺴﺎﻧنْ ﻟ»اُﺧْﺰ
Keep your tongue save a good utterance and thereby you will overcome Satan.5
2- Silence invites man to thinking and reﬂection which are the sources of his spiritual life, and thus a
silent person is typically resourceful, a thinker and a man of action. In contrast, talkative people are often
frail and show less action.
It is narrated in a tradition from Prophet (S):

.«َﺔﻤ اﻟﺤﻠْﻘ ﯾﻧﱠﻪ ﻓَﺎﻨْﻪﻧُﻮا ﻣﻗُﻮراً ﻓَﺎدﻮﺗﺎً وﻤ ﺻﻦﻣﻮ اﻟْﻤﺘُﻢﯾاذا ر»ا
When you ﬁnd a believer silent and courtly, contact with him that he teaches you wisdom.6
And also it is narrated from Imam Ali (A.S.):

.«ﻼمْ اﻟ ﻧَﻘَﺺﻘْﻞ اﻟْﻌذا ﺗَﻢ»ا

As intelligence increases, speech decreases.7
In addition to the fact that silence is the best means for reviving reﬂection power, the above phrase may
refer to this point that plenty of mental powers are used for speaking. When these energies are saved,
they will form massive power through which understanding of great realities will be possible.
Furthermore, silence is tranquilizer of soul and moderator of sentiments.
3- Chattiness as the opposite point of silence, makes man improvident, because it increases man's
errors, decreases his shame, and breaking the barrier of shame as a result of excess of errors, it
simpliﬁes evil deeds for man as Imam Ali (A.S.) says:

 ﻗَﻞهﯿﺎو ﺣ ﻗَﻞﻦ ﻣ وهﯿﺎو ﺣ ﻗَﻞه ﺧَﻄَﺎﺜُﺮ ﮐﻦ ﻣ و،ه ﺧَﻄَﺎﺜُﺮ ﮐﻪﻼﻣ ﮐﺜُﺮ ﮐﻦ»ﻣ
.« اﻟﻨّﺎرﺧَﻞ دﻪ ﻗَﻠْﺒ ﻣﺎتﻦ ﻣ و،ﻪ ﻗَﻠْﺒ ﻣﺎتﻪﻋر و ﻗَﻞﻦ ﻣ و،ﻪﻋرو
He, who speaks more, commits more errors. He, who commits more errors, becomes shameless. He,
who is shameless, would have less fear of Allah. He whose fear of Allah is less, his heart dies. He,
whose heart dies, enters Hell.8
And perhaps on this account, silence is considered as one of the important sorbs.

.«ِﺖﻤ اﻟﺼﻨْﻬﺎ ﻓﺔٌ ﻣﻌﺴﺰاء ﺗةُ اَﺟﺸَﺮةُ ﻋﺒﺎد»اَﻟْﻌ
Worship has ten portions, nine of which exist in silence.9
It should not be mistaken; silence is not like seclusion and dissociation which removes the object of sin.
Rather, it is sort of avoiding sin, and in cases that man ﬁnds a desire to commit some sins including
slander, sin, when he selects continence and silence; he acquires a virtue for his health.
It should also be mentioned that silence when speaking is necessary, is considered as one of the
greatest faults, and is the sign of weakness, humbleness, disability, lack of spiritual bravery, and fear of
else than God.
It is also noteworthy that as most sins are performed by tongue, a large portion of services and good
deeds, like God's remembrance, guiding people, training and education, bid to good, and forbiddance of
wrong, warfare with utterance, too are performed by tongue.

Honesty, the most manifest sign of personality
• Miraculous results of truthfulness
• Lie, source of all sins
• Lie is not compatible with belief
• Lie makes man improvident
• The liar does not trust even himself
• Source of lie
• Way of treating lies
• Lie in exceptional cases
• What is equivocation?
• A new interpretation about equivocation
Undoubtedly, two attributes of truthfulness and honesty (truth and trust) are the most manifest signs of
personality. Rather, we cannot call a human the one who lacks these two, and both of them originate
from a common source, because truthfulness is nothing else than trust in speech, as trust is nothing else
than truth in action, and as we will see their social results are similar.
Haply for this respect, "truth in speech" and "trusteeship" are mentioned together in the sayings of Islamic
great leaders, and even in ordinary speech, truthfulness and honesty are accompanied.

Value and importance of truthfulness
As it was referred, truthfulness and honesty are the manifest signs of man's personality as well as
magniﬁcence of his mind and purity of his soul.
Truthful people are usually brave, frank, sincere, disinterested, and free from wrong prejudices and
excessive love and hatred, because truthfulness is not possible without them.
In contrast, liars are usually cowards, hypocrites, greedy, fanatic, stubborn, and or involved in wrong love
and hatred.
Truthful people are certainly principled. Rarely are such people guileful, erratic, and hypocrite, because
honesty is not in concord with any of these affairs. As it will be described in incentives of lying, this
attribute originates from one of the above vices, and on this account, we can consider truthfulness as a

key for detecting interior of individuals in different aspects, and so truth in speech is called as a means of
evaluation of people in the narrations and traditions of Prophet's House (A.S.):
Imam As-Sadiq (A.S.):

ﻪﮐ ﺗَﺮ ﻓَﻠَﻮهﺘﺎد ﻗَﺪِ اﻋءَ ﺷنﱠ ذﻟ ﻓَﺎﻮدِهﺠ ﺳ وﻞﺟ اﻟﺮﻮعﮐ ﻃُﻮلِ رﻟوا ا»ﻻ ﺗَﻨْﻈُﺮ
.«ﻪ اَﻣﺎﻧَﺘ اَداء وﻪﺪِﯾﺜﺪْقِ ﺣ ﺻﻟوا ا اﻧْﻈُﺮﻦﻟ و،ﺬﻟ ﻟﺶﺣﺘَﻮاﺳ
Do not regard one's long bowing and prostration, because it may be their habit, and if they leave it, are
disturbed. Rather, look at their truthfulness and honesty. 10
Holy Qur’an says:

ِل اﻟْﻘَﻮﻦ ﻟَﺤ ﻓﻢﺮِﻓَﻨﱠﻬﻟَﺘَﻌو
And thou shalt know them by the burden of their talk.(47:30)

Miraculous results of truthfulness
In social point of view, the greatest service that truth and trust can offer to men is attracting conﬁdence
and reliance. Of course, we know that all scientiﬁc, industrial and economic developments are the results
of his life system that is social life.
But collaboration and consultation, which are the basis of social life, are only possible when individuals
trust and rely on each other. Otherwise, people will have the problems of social life, disturbances,
struggles, disputes and sabotages, without enjoying its advantages.
Obviously, the most important and effective means of attracting reliance and conﬁdence is "truth and
trust", and its most dangerous enemy is lie.
If economical ﬁrms lie only in introduction of one of their goods, people will suspect their best products.
If the rulers lie, people will disregard their promises, invitations, and warnings, and they will lack powerful
public support.
If lie becomes popular in scientiﬁc environments, scientists and scholars will not trust on the speeches,
narrations, and judgments of each other, and thus everybody should personally suffer all required
labours for a scientiﬁc research, and could not use the results of thousands years of others' life. And this

type of lie is the ugliest and dirtiest one.

Lie, source of all sins
In several narrations, it is referred to this reality that trust and truth cause purity of action, and lie is the
key of all types of sins.
For better understanding of effect of truthfulness and lie on the man's deeds and actions, ﬁrst we refer to
a number of narrations from Prophet's House (A.S.) in this regard, and then we will analyze it.
Imam Ali (A.S.) says:

.«ﻨﱠﺔ اﻟْﺠَﻟﻮ اﺪْﻋ ﯾ اﻟْﺒِﺮِ و اﻟْﺒِﺮَﻟﺪِی اﻬ ﯾﺪْق»اﻟﺼ
Truthfulness guides people to goodness, and goodness invites to paradise.11
Imam As-Sadiq (A.S.) says:

.«ﺮ ﻓَﺠ وﺬَب ﮐﻪ اﻟ ﻗﺎلﺬِبذا ﮐ ا و،ﺮ و ﺑﺪَق ﺻ:ﻪ اﻟﺪُ ﻗﺎلﺒ اﻟْﻌﺪَقذا ﺻ»ا
When a God's servant says the truth, God says: he said the truth and performed a good deed, and when
he lies, He says: he lied and performed an evil deed.12
Imam Askari (A.S.) says:

.«ﺬِبْﻬﺎ اَﻟﻔْﺘﺎﺣ ﻣﻞﻌ ﺟﺖ وﯿ ﺑﻠﱡﻬﺎ ﻓ ﮐﺚﻠَﺖِ اﻟْﺨَﺒﺎﺋﻌﺟ
All vices are put in a room and its key is lie.13
It is easily inferred from this tradition that lie is the key of all vices and evils.
Now we study the effects of truthfulness and lie in man's deeds:
1- Lie is the source of hypocrisy, because truthfulness refers to harmony of tongue and heart, and lie is
disharmony of these two, and hereof difference between men’s interior and outward is started, and the
liar gradually proceeds to full hypocrisy.

Holy Qur’an refers to this fact and says:

ﺎﻧُﻮاﺎ ﻛﺑِﻤ وﺪُوهﻋﺎ و ﻣﻪﺧْﻠَﻔُﻮا اﻟﺎ ا ﺑِﻤﻧَﻪﻠْﻘَﻮ ﻳمﻮ ﻳَﻟ ا ﻗُﻠُﻮ ﺑِﻬِﻢﻔَﺎﻗًﺎ ﻓ ﻧﻢﻬﻘَﺒﻋﻓَﺎ
َﻮنﺬِﺑﻳ
So He hath made the consequence (to be) hypocrisy in their hearts until the day when they shall
meet Him, because they broke their word to Allah that they promised Him, and because they lied.
(9:77)
2- Lie is the tool of most sins. Dishonest and guileful, robber and treacherous, short weighing and
hoarder, tricky and perjurer individuals cannot continue anymore and reach to a stalemate if they do not
lie.
3- An envious person for envying, a proud person for ostentation and frippery, a subservient and
ﬂatterer person for achieving his goals, greedy and secularist individuals for attaining their objectives,
usually resort to lie. They debase the envied person in public view falsely, and glorify themselves falsely.
They say thousands of ﬂatteries falsely, and resort to lie for satiation of their greedy souls.
4- One who is bound to truthfulness has no alternative save restraining himself from most of the sins,
because he thinks that if he is asked about that issue, he shall say the truth, and if he says the truth, it
will be disgraceful. So, he prefers to forget those deeds on the whole. Thus, being bounded to this
attribute insures man against numerous sins.
5- Most of the lies cause other lies or sins, because it is widely seen that liars say other lies for justifying
their untrue subjects, and or perform other evil deeds for preventing disclosure of their lies.
It is clariﬁed from what was mentioned above (considering the explanations mentioned in each part), that
if a man is verily bounded to truthfulness and honesty, he has to leave most sins because each of them
somehow originates from lie. Rather, lie is the key of achieving them and a truthful man should recede
from sin willingly or not.

Lie is not compatible with belief
It is deduced from different traditions that lie is not in concord with belief, and lying is the sign of a sort of
disbelief.
These traditions have been inspired by Holy Qur’an where it says:

َﻮنﺎذِﺑْ اﻟﻢﻚَ ﻫوﻟَٰﺌا ۖ وﻪﺎتِ اﻟﻨُﻮنَ ﺑِﺂﻳﻣﻮ ﻳ  اﻟﱠﺬِﻳﻦﺬِبْﻔْﺘَﺮِي اﻟﺎ ﻳﻧﱠﻤا

Only they invent falsehood who believe not Allah's revelations, and (only) they are the liars.
(16:105)
"Forge falsehood" may refer to deliberate falsehood.
And now some of the narrations:

 و:ﯿﻞ ﻗ.ﻢ ﻧَﻌ:ﺒﺎﻧﺎً؟ ﻗﺎل ﺟﻦﻣﻮﻮنُ اﻟْﻤ ﯾ: (ﻪ ﻋﻠﯿﻪ وآﻟﻪ اﻟ)ﺻﻠﻪ اﻟﻮلﺳ رﻞﺌ»ﺳ
.« ﻻ:ﺬّاﺑﺎً؟ ﻗﺎلﻮنُ ﮐﯾ و:ﯿﻞ ﻗ.ﻢ ﻧَﻌ:ﯿﻼ؟ ﻗﺎلﺨﻮنُ ﺑﯾ
The Prophet (S) was asked: Is it possible for a believer to be coward? He answered: yes. It was asked:
Is it possible for him to be stingy? He answered: yes. It was asked: Is it possible for him to be liar? He
answered: no.14

ﺬِبْ اﻟکﺘْﺮ ﯾّﺘﯾﻤﺎنِ ﺣ اﻻﻢﺪٌ ﻃَﻌﺒﺠِﺪُ ﻋ ﻻ ﯾ:()ﻋﻠﯿﻪ اﻟﺴﻼمﯿﻦﻨﻣﻮ اﻟْﻤﯿﺮ اَﻣ»ﻗﺎل
.«ﺟِﺪﱠه وﻟَﻪﺰﻫ
Imam Ali (A.S.) said: A man does not taste the taste of belief, unless he refuses lie, either seriously or
for humour.15

.«ِﯾﻤﺎن اﻻﺐﺠﺎﻧ ﻣﻧﱠﻪ ﻓَﺎﺬِبْﻮا اﻟﺒ ﺟﺎﻧ:(»ﻋﻨﻪ )ﻋﻠﯿﻪ اﻟﺴﻼم
Avoid lie, which is not in concord with belief.16
And it is concluded from these narrations that believers avoid lie, and belief and lie do never accompany
each other.
This point refers to the fact that the liars do not easily accept invitation of the prophets based on selfcomparison. Since they themselves lie in little affairs of life, they cannot believe prophets to be really
truthful in such big affairs.

They may be among the believers, but if we explore in depth of their hearts, we will ﬁnd that it is not free
from doubt and suspicion. Of course, this is true for those whose life is overshadowed by lie, and as
interpreted in the tradition are liars.
The contrary is also true. That is to say the truthful people are often credulous, because they themselves
are truthful and honest, and accept whatever they hear based on their superior nature, and so called
they are "ear" unless they are notiﬁed.
Liars have a special pessimism and suspicion on everybody and everything. They assume everything
false, untrue, or at least suspicious. How it is possible for such people to believe in all speeches of
prophets without any doubt and suspicion. So we see in history that hypocrite, deviated and liars often
attribute lying to divine prophets.
The issue of self-comparison is one of the mental conditions in man, which could serve as the key for
solving a lot of problems. It is often observed that unusual movements of criminal, thief and treacherous
individuals acquaint the others. Since they are aware of their own condition, they suppose the same
about the others, and so try to conceal themselves, and such unusual movements attract the attention of
others.

Lie makes man improvident
A liar supposes that if he does not perform his different duties, can justify his violation through false
excuses. For such person, not being faithful to promise and covenant, not observing time, not performing
assigned duties and such like is easy, because he glosses over the issue with a series of false pretexts
and saves himself from any rebuke.
But in contrary, one who is bound to observing the principle of "truthfulness and honesty” is obliged to
observe such affairs and so cannot be improvident and careless.

The liar does not trust even in himself
The liars not only do not trust in others and assume them as themselves, but also do not trust in
themselves, because they are suspicious to the reality of everything, including the degree of their ability
and power when faced with the problems and different events of life as well as their determination and
will power in performing the works.
We read in aphorisms of Imam Ali (A.S.):

ﻠَﯿﺪُ ﻋﻌﺒ ﯾﯿﺪَ وﻌ اﻟْﺒﻠَﯿ ﻋِبﻘَﺮﺮابِ! ﯾﺎﻟﺴ ﮐﻧﱠﻪﺬّابِ ﻓَﺎْﻗَﺔَ اﻟﺼﺎد ﻣ وﺎکﯾ»ا
.«اﻟْﻘَﺮِﯾﺐ

You should avoid making friend with a liar because he is like a mirage, making you feel remote things
near and near things remote.17
Although the matter of altering the realities is mentioned for the associates of a liar, but it is also formed
in the liar as a result of getting accustomed to the lie, and they become suspicious and uncertain to the
realities and facts related to themselves and the others, and this is one of the most painful conditions
occurring for man in his life.

Source of lie
As it was already referred, lie originates from one of the mental weak points:
Sometimes, a man lies for the fear of poverty, people leaving him alone and losing his position and rank.
Sometimes, he lies for the earnest to wealth, dignity, and other sensual desires, and uses this
illegitimate means for achieving his purpose.
Sometimes, passion as well as excessive love and hatred cause a man to say untruth in favor of one
who he loves or against one who he hates.
Once he lies in different scientiﬁc, historical and such like issues for showing himself more than what he
really is and expressing science and knowledge.
But all of these vicious attributes, which are the sources of lie, actually originate from one's low
personality and weakness of spirit and belief.
Those who do not believe in their own personality, and have a feeble and humble spirit, resort to lie,
falsiﬁcation, fraud and treachery for gaining their purposes and escaping losses. In contrary, powerful
and high personality individuals rely on their own personality and ability, and seek their victory thereon.
Moreover, those having a perfect belief on divine everlasting power, and considering His dominant will
as the source of all blessings, victories and successes, have identiﬁed His power beyond all powers and
His support beyond all supports, do not have any reason for resorting to untruth and lying for gaining a
beneﬁt or escaping a loss.
And sometimes this dangerous vice roots in man for inattention to the disadvantages of lie and
importance of truthfulness, and unhealthy family, or environment of society and associates.
One of the other important factors in lying is feeling low personality and inferiority complex. Those who
are affected by such complexes, try to compensate it with all types of lie, exaggeration and selfgloriﬁcation.

Way of treating lie
Taking into account the factors effective on formation of this attribute and its rooting, treatment
procedure will be relatively clear, and in general for treating this moral deviation, we shall take following
actions:
1- First of all, the liars should be informed about the painful consequences as well as spiritual, material,
individual and social ill effects of this unfavourable vice, and it should be evaluated through meditation
and thinking in Qur’anic verses and traditions of great leaders of religion and aforementioned analyses
and speeches of the great men that assumptive beneﬁts of lie never counterweigh with such a lot of
disadvantages.
Moreover, the liars should be warned that if in some cases, lie has a personal beneﬁt, it is temporary
and very transitory, because no capital for a man in the society, in any condition and any rank,–is higher
than the capital of people's trust and conﬁdence in him, and the greatest enemy of this capital is lie.
It is noteworthy that some suppose it is possible for a man to say some lies, never being disclosed and
causing people's distrust.
But this is a big mistake because experience has shown that in most cases, the untruthfulness of a liar is
made clear, and its point is that any event has different relations with time, place, individuals and other
events. One who wants to create an event, not externally existing, with his tongue, creates only one
discrete event from among all other relations, and if he is very sharp and smart, he may already think
about some other lies around it, and link the main false event with those events.
However, he can never predict all possible relations with all other events, and consider their
connections. So, most often after several questions, he fails to justify his speeches.
For example, consider the interesting judgment of Imam Ali (A.S.) about the young man whose father
had travelled with a lot of wealth together with some people, and when returning, his companions
claimed for his death.
The accused people, who were in fact the murderers of that young man's father, were disgraced very
soon after Imam (A.S.) asked them several questions about the details of disease, death, shrouding and
burying, as they had colluded for all together saying that he has become sick and died, but they had not
colluded for where, what time of day and who has made ablution, and has shrouded, and has performed
funeral prayer, and actually they could not collude for all of these matters.
On this account, even the lie of the sharpest liar may be disclosed through a simple inspection.
Specially, the false and artiﬁcial relations, which a man creates for his lies, are not kept in his mind
properly, because they are untrue, and if the liar is asked in different intervals, he involves in self

contradiction and confusion, and this contradiction is one of the other factors for disclosing their lie. If it is
commonly said that "a liar does not have a good memory", it may refer to the fact that whatever his
memory may be strong, it is not possible for a liar to memorize everything!
2- Personiﬁcation - One of the most effective ways of treating lies is developing individuals' personality,
because as we know, one of the important mental causes of lie is feeling inferiority and low personality,
and in fact lying is a kind of reaction for compensating it.
If the liars feel that they possess powers and talents through developing of which they can increase their
own value and personality, they do not ﬁnd any need for resorting to lie for developing a false personality
in them.
Moreover, they should realize that social value of a truthful man, who has succeeded to attract "public
conﬁdence" through this moral virtue, is beyond all values, and his great spiritual capital of "social
reputation" is the highest capital, with which no material capital can countervail, and he can provide all
material facilities for himself using this capital.
Such person is not only is respected by people, but also enjoys a rank among the martyrs and prophets
because in Qur’an the rank of truthful people is mentioned besides the rank of prophets and martyrs,
where it says:

ﻴﻦﺪِّﻳﻘاﻟﺼ وِﻴﻦ اﻟﻨﱠﺒِﻴﻦ ﻣﻬِﻢﻠَﻴ ﻋﻪ اﻟﻢﻧْﻌ ا اﻟﱠﺬِﻳﻦﻊﻚَ ﻣوﻟَٰﺌ ﻓَﺎﻮلﺳاﻟﺮ وﻪ اﻟﻊﻄ ﻳﻦﻣو
ﻴﻘًﺎﻓﻚَ روﻟَٰﺌ اﻦﺴﺣ ۚ وﻴﻦﺤﺎﻟاﻟﺼ وﺪَاءاﻟﺸﱡﻬو
Whoso obeyeth Allah and the messenger, they are with those unto whom Allah hath shown
favour, of the prophets and the saints and the martyrs and the righteous. The best of company
are they! (4:69)
The famous scholar, "Ragheb", in his book, "Mofradat" has narrated several meanings for "truthful" all
proving this fact:
a- One who always says the truth
b- One who never lies
c- One who is truthful in his speech and idea, and his action proves his truthfulness.
3- Endeavour for strengthening foundations of belief in God in the heart of liars and notifying this fact to
them that God's power is beyond all powers, and He is able to solve all problems for which weak faith
individuals resort to lie.

The reliance point of truthful people when facing different events is God, and liars are alone in such
cases.
4- The motives of lie and roots of this moral deviation including avarice, fear, self-conceit, excessive
love and hatred and such like should be eradicated so that this dangerous vice cannot ﬁnd a favourable
culture for its development in man.
5- The educational and association environments of liars should be cleaned from other liars so that
gradually, according to the principle of "imitation" and impressibility, their own existence is puriﬁed of this
vice.
This is so critical that it is narrated from Imam Ali (A.S.) in Islamic educational instructions:

.« ﻟَﻪﻔ ﻻ ﯾ ﺛُﻢﻪﺒِﯿ ﺻﻢﺪُﮐﺪَ اَﺣﻌ ﻻ اَنْ ﯾ ولﺰ ﻻ ﻫ ﺟِﺪﱞ وﺬِبْ اﻟﻠُﺢﺼ»ﻻ ﯾ
Lying is not proper, either for joke or seriously, and also it is not proper that one of you give a promise to
his child, and then do not fulﬁl it.18
It goes without saying that if parents are accustomed to truthfulness (even in giving small promises to
their children); their child will never be a liar.

Lie in exceptional cases
The great jurists and ethic scholars following the traditions narrated in this respect, have mentioned
some cases as exceptional from lie judgment, and have summarized some of them in two subjects:
"exigency" and "reconciliation among people".
It is narrated in a tradition from the Prophet (S):

.« اﻟْﻘَﺘْﻞﻦ ﻣ اَﺧﺎک ﻧَﺞ ﮐﺎذِﺑﺎً وﻪ ﺑِﺎﻟﻒﻠﺣ»ا
Swear falsely and save your innocent brother from death.19
Herein, two points are notable:
First, all cases of exception actually return to one subject that lie is only permitted for more important
expedients overshadowing its disadvantages, and of course, this is not restricted to "truthfulness" and
"falsehood". Rather other forbidden things such as "eating carrion", "eating unclean food", "orphan

molestation" and such like are permitted for survival or correction, and the cases mentioned in the
traditions are some examples.
For instance, since reconciliation among people and joining scattered hearts and washing out the dust of
hatred and enmity from hearts is more important than the lie, which does not harm anyone else, it is
permitted. The same is true in exigency cases for preserving life and honour of oneself or others, and or
in planning and implementation of war plans, a lie, causing expedition in termination of war and
preventing blood shedding and or repressing an unjust and corrupter enemy in this way, and also when
two spouses argue about some matters, the continuation of which may result in their divorce or other
corruption, but it is possible to solve their problem through one lie. In all of these cases, lie would be
permitted for preservation of more important expedient affairs. If we pay attention accurately, in these
cases, disadvantages and harms of lie which were already mentioned, are much less and do not
overweigh its advantage and beneﬁt.
It is also noteworthy that prescription of "lie" in such cases is just like prescription of eating carrion, which
should be contented as much as the necessity, and not so that exceptions cause daring performance of
this "capital sin", and saying lie for each little issue with the pretext of lie permits.
In fact, moral mistakes are always around the exceptional cases and notes. These are the same
ambiguous matters which are the "risk area" bounded by the "forbidden area":

.«ﯿﻬﺎ ﻓﻘَﻊ اَنْ ﯾَﻮﺷ ﯾﻤ اﻟْﺤلﻮ ﺣﺗَﻊﺮ ﯾﻦ ﻓَﻤﻪ اﻟﻤ ﺣﻪ اﻟﺤﺎرِم»ﻣ
The forbidden degrees are divine forbidden areas; one who leads his animal near the forbidden
boundaries, there is the risk of slumping in them.20
Ghazali at the end of a chapter under the title of leaving lie in "Ehyaol Oloum" writes: some people
believe that fabrication of traditions in the virtues of actions and intensiﬁcation of vices is permitted.
Then he adds: this is just a false desire and fancy, because its advantages never overweigh corruption
of lie. Moreover, there is not any necessity for this, and there are enough correct verses and traditions in
each respect. On the other hand, introducing this custom may result in discomposure and perturbation of
religion.21
But we believe such foolish actions and ideas belong to the base, fool and unaware individuals who
assume themselves more compassionate than God and Prophet (S) for Islam. This is a pure evil and is
thoroughly harm and corruption. The danger of this action and such like fool friends is not less than the
danger of enemies for Islam.

What is equivocation?
Equivocation refers to the speech, from the appearance of which something is understood, while the
purpose of speaker is something else.
It is well known among our jurists that the cases in which lie is prescribed for an exigency, equivocation
should be applied, and as far as equivocation is possible, explicit lie is not advisable.
It is inferred from some phrases of Sunnite scholars that the same is popular among them.
And equivocation is deﬁned to be when a man says something with a meaning in accordance with the
reality, but the speech is so that listener understands something else, and this is the purpose of speaker
that while willing a correct concept, the listener understands something else.
For instance, one was asked, who the substitute of Prophet S.A is. He said, "One whose daughter was
in his house". The listener supposed that he meant the one whose daughter was in Prophet's (S) house,
but he meant "one whose Prophet's daughter was in his house".

A new interpretation about equivocation
But herein there is a point which may be the key of solving problems of this discussion, that is,
"equivocation" does not refer to any sort of intention against appearance. Rather, equivocation
appertains to the cases in which the speech is inherently ambiguous and can bear two meanings, but
the mind attracts one of them in speech.
For example, the phrase (َ ﻟَﺴﺎرِﻗُﻮنﻢﻧﱠ)ا, "You are robbers" which was told to Joseph brothers, its primary
meaning is the same "current robbery", but it can also refer to the "previous robbery" (robbing Joseph
from his father), which is in contrary with its primary meaning.
Or when it is asked from someone, "has that person presented this clothing to you"? In reply as
equivocation, he says: "God may lengthen his life". The listener supposes that the speaker means "yes,
God may lengthen his life", while he may not have such purpose.
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One of the greatest and most dangerous and in the meantime most popular corruptions of tongue is
slander.
Slander indicates mentioning hidden weak points and faults of the others so that if they hear, they will be
disturbed. These points are either concerned with religious, moral, spiritual and social aspects, or with
corporeal aspects, including face, body's limbs, corporal powers, and actions and behaviours, or his
attachments, such as wife, child, and or his clothing, house, etc.

The most important motives for slander
There are several motives for slander:
1- Malice and revenge: as there is no easier and simpler way than slander and damaging a person's
reputation and character for extinguishing ﬂames of spite and revenge, blazing in the heart of some
people.
2- Envy: as the envious person always wishes for end of blessings of the envied one, when he cannot
achieve his purpose, for compensating it, he tries to damage the envied person's reputation and credit
through slander and revealing his weak points, and relieves the ﬁre of his envy in this way.
3- Acquitting oneself from a committed sin: in other words one tries to simplify or justify his action
through mentioning the faults of others.
4- Mockery and deride: of course mockery and deriding others has several motives, and after rooting of
its factors in man's entity, one of the ways of realization of this goal is slander.
5- Recreation and amusement: there are a lot of people who engage in mentioning weak points and
faults of the others only for recreation and amusement or warming circles and meetings, because no
other sin is sweeter than slander for people.
It should be also noted that people not only enjoy recreation and amusement, but also enjoy causing
others to laugh.

6- Excitation of curiosity instinct: this instinct which is one of the most powerful man's instincts, invites
man to urge others for slander and revealing weak points of different individuals, and perhaps the
sweetness of slander for some people originates from the false satiation of this instinct. Such people
enjoy knowing mysteries and faults of others and are curious about them, and therefore make the others
to slander more eagerly and enthusiastically.
Of course, taking into account these factors can be an effective help to us for treatment of slander and
identifying its senses.
It should be also notiﬁed that in most cases, these factors do not show off themselves simply and
naturally in man's existence because his conscience and mental personality does not allow it. So they
change its appearance and slander about people in the form of compassion or forbid of wrong and or
giving lesson to others, and suppose that they have done a sacred action, while the main motive is one
of the above factors, and man's spirit changes its appearance for deceiving conscience and escaping its
stress and torment, and on the contrary, it is proved that such slander is more dangerous than its other
types and treating it, is more difﬁcult.

Dangers of slander
Now, we mention the importance of this sin in view of Qur’an and traditions of Prophet (S) and Prophet's
Household (A.S.), and then will analyze the individual and social vices that it will cause.
Although most people do not respect this vital issue, the original Islamic resources have put an extra
emphasis on it. The most vigorous interpretations are seen in the Holy Qur’an and traditions concerning
slander, and we have selected following ten cases among them, and perhaps these ten parts are
adequate for realizing the importance of this sin in view of Islam.

1- Slander in view of Holy Qur’an
Holy Qur’an has considered slander as an inhuman action, and has introduced it as eating ﬂesh of a
dead brother. Obviously, anthropophagy in such a way is the most repulsive action which may be done
by a person, and this interpretation is exclusively mentioned for this sin.
Of course, the reason of this assimilation is clear. Because in Islam's view, a Muslim brother's reputation
and prestige is respectable as his blood, as it is mentioned in the Prophetic tradition:

.«ﻪﺿﺮ ﻋ و ﻣﺎﻟُﻪ وﻪﻣ د:ﺮام ﺣﻢﻠﺴ ﻟْﻤَﻠ ﻋﻢﻠﺴ اﻟْﻤﻞ»ﮐ
Everything of a Muslim is forbidden for another Muslim: his blood, wealth and reputation.1

And there is no doubt that slander lowers the reputation of a Muslim brother, and damages his honour.
It is noteworthy that in Holy Qur’an suspicion, spying, and slander are respectively forbidden where it
says:

ﻮاﺴﺴ ﺗَﺠ ۖ وﺛْﻢ ا اﻟﻈﱠﻦﺾﻌنﱠ ﺑ ا اﻟﻈﱠﻦﻦا ﻣﻴﺮﺜﻮا ﻛﺒﺘَﻨﻨُﻮا اﺟ آﻣﺎ اﻟﱠﺬِﻳﻦﻬﻳﺎ اﻳ
ۚ ﻮهﺘُﻤﺮِﻫَﺘًﺎ ﻓﻴ ﻣﻴﻪﺧ اﻢ ﻟَﺤﻞﻛﺎنْ ﻳ اﻢﺪُﻛﺣ اﺐﺤﻳﺎ ۚ اﻀﻌ ﺑﻢﻀﻌ ﺑﻐْﺘَﺐ ﻳو
ﻴﻢﺣ راب ﺗَﻮﻪنﱠ اﻟ ۚ اﻪاﺗﱠﻘُﻮا اﻟو
O ye who believe! Shun much suspicion; for lo! some suspicion is a crime. And spy not, neither
backbite one another. Would one of you love to eat the ﬂesh of his dead brother? Ye abhor that
(so abhor the other)! And keep your duty (to Allah). Lo! Allah is Relenting, Merciful. (49:12)
And this interpretation may indicate that ﬁrst a man is involved in suspicion, and suspicion leads him to
spying, and spying too ends in revealing hidden faults of individuals and this is the source of slander.

2- Slander is not compatible with belief
As it is stipulated in Barae tradition:

:ﻬﺎ ﻓَﻘﺎلﻮﺗﯿ ﺑ ﻓﻖﻮاﺋ اﻟْﻌﻊﺘَﻤ اﺳﺘﱠﻪ ﻋﻠﯿﻪ وآﻟﻪ( ﺣ اﻟ )ﺻﻠﻪ اﻟﻮلﺳﻨﺎ رﺧَﻄَﺒ
ﻮا ﻻ ﺗَﺘﱠﺒِﻌ وﯿﻦﻤﻠﺴﻮا اﻟْﻤ ﻻ ﺗَﻐْﺘﺎﺑ ﺑِﻘَﻠْﺒِﻪﻦﻣﻮ ﯾ ﻟَﻢ وﻪﺴﺎﻧ ﺑِﻠﻦ آﻣﻦ ﻣﺸَﺮﻌ»ﯾﺎ ﻣ
ﻪﺤﻔْﻀ ﯾﺗَﻪرﻮ ﻋﻪ اﻟﻊ ﺗَﺘَﺒﻦ ﻣ وﺗَﻪرﻮ ﻋﻪ اﻟﻊ ﺗَﺘَﺒﯿﻪةَ اَﺧرﻮ ﻋﻊ ﺗَﺘَﺒﻦ ﻣﻧﱠﻪ ﻓَﺎﻬِﻢراﺗﻮﻋ
.«ﻪﺘﯿفِ ﺑﻮ ﺟ ﻓ ﻟَﻮو
Barae says: Prophet (S) spoke for us, and so loudly that even the girls in the houses too heard. He said:
O the group who has believed by tongue, but not by heart. Do not slander about a Muslim, and do not
spy their secret affairs, the one who is curious for the secret affairs of his religious brothers, God shall
reveal his own secret affairs and scandalizes him inside his own house.2
The point of non-compatibility of slander with the spirit of belief may indicate that the ﬁrst sign of belief is
observing the right of a believer, and this is in contradiction with slander.

3- Slander is considered as spreading obscenity
Imam As-Sadiq (A.S.) said:

 وﺰ ﻋﻪ اﻟ ﻗﺎل اﻟﱠﺬِﯾﻦﻦ ﻣﻮ ﻓَﻬ اُذُﻧﺎهﺘْﻪﻌﻤ ﺳ وﻨﺎهﯿ ﻋﺗْﻪاﻦ ﻣﺎ رﻣﻮ ﻣ ﻓ ﻗﺎلﻦ»ﻣ
«.ﯿﻢ اَﻟﺬاب ﻋﻢﻨُﻮا ﻟَﻬ آﻣ اﻟﱠﺬِﯾﻦﺸَﺔُ ﻓ اﻟْﻔﺎﺣﯿﻊﻮنَ اَنْ ﺗَﺸﺒﺤ ﯾنﱠ اﻟﱠﺬِﯾﻦ ) ا:ﻞﺟ
One who says what he has seen and heard about a believer, is among those that God has told about
them: those who like the vices to spread among believers, there shall be a painful chastisement for
them.3
The point of this issue is also clear, because considering that in most cases faults are included among
religious faults, revealing hidden faults of people may cause the others to take impertinence and
insolence for performing sin and disobedience, and consequently spreading obscenity.

4- The corruption of slander is more severe than adultery
In the famous tradition of Jaber and Abou Saeid Khadri, it is narrated from Prophet (S):

.«ِﻧﺎ اﻟﺰﻦﺔُ اَﺷَﺪﱡ ﻣﯿﺒ»اَﻟْﻐ
Slander is worse than adultery.4
The reason mentioned under this tradition for its severity is that an adulterer may be forgiven by God
through repentance (because adultery is the Right of God), but the repentance of slanderer without
satisfaction of the other party, will not be accepted (because it is the Right of People).
There may be another point in addition to above aspect as the reason for intensity of slander comparing
with adultery, that is slander ruins the basis of unity, compassion, intimacy and good opinion in the
society, and damages the society severely in this way,–as will be discussed later, but adultery does not
have such inﬂuence despite of its signiﬁcance.

5- Slander hinders acceptance of deeds and prayers
It is mentioned in Moaze tradition that sometimes deeds of servants shine as the sun's rays, and ascend
to the heaven, but they are returned and beaten to the face of their owners, and an angel says:

.«ِﺑ رﻟزُ اﺘَﺠﺎو ﯾ اﻟﻨّﺎسﻐْﺘﺎب ﯾﻦ ﻣﻞﻤعَ ﻋ اَنْ ﻻ اَدِﺑ رﻧﺮ»اَﻣ
My Lord has instructed me to prevent reaching the goods deeds of slanderers towards My Lord.

This point may indicate that as it is inferred from different traditions, in general, deeds of those who are
indebted to people will not be accepted by God, and as we know slander is a sort of transgression to
people's rights and damaging the capital of their reputation.

6- Slander is not compatible with Islamic brotherhood
It is narrated from Prophet (S):

.«ًﺧْﻮاﻧﺎ اﻪ اﻟﺒﺎدﻮﻧُﻮا ﻋ ﮐﻀﺎً وﻌ ﺑﻢﻀﻌ ﺑﻐْﺘَﺐ ﻻ ﯾﻮا و ﻻ ﺗَﺒﺎﻏَﻀﺪُوا و»ﻻ ﺗَﺤﺎﺳ
Do not envy and spite each other and do not slander about each other, and O, God's servants be brother
with each other.5
It is understood from the last phrase that opposite point of envy, enmity and slander is God's servitude
and Islamic brotherhood. It goes without saying that the ﬁrst sign of brotherhood is kindness and
intimacy, which could never be compatible with slander.
And pointing to those two great faults in the tradition may be for being among the causes of slander,
because envy usually is the source of enmity and spite, and they too in their turn are the sources of
slander.

7- Slander destroys good deeds
This sense is mentioned in different traditions. In a tradition from Imam As-Sadiq (A.S.) is narrated:

 اﻟﻨّﺎرﻞﮐﻤﺎ ﺗَﺎﻨﺎتِ ﮐﺴ اﻟْﺤﻞﮐﺔُ ﺗَﺎﯿﺒ اﻟْﻐ و...ﻢﻠﺴ ﻣﻞ ﮐﻠ ﻋﺮامﺔُ ﺣﯿﺒ»اَﻟْﻐ
.«ﻄَﺐاﻟْﺤ
Slander is forbidden for each Muslim, and surely slander destroys good deeds as the ﬁre destroys
wood.6
And it is narrated in a tradition from Prophet (S):

ْ اَنﻞ ﻗَﺒﻦ ﻣﻨْﻪﻠْﻬﺎ ﻣﻠﺘَﺤﺴ ﻣﺎل ﻓَﻠْﯿض اَوﺮ ﻋﺔٌ ﻓﻈْﻠَﻤ ﻣﻨْﺪَه ﻋﯿﻪﺧ ﻻ ﮐﺎﻧَﺖﻦ»ﻣ
 ﻟَﻪﻦَ ﺗنْ ﻟَﻢ ﻓَﺎﻪﻨﺎﺗﺴ ﺣﻦﺧَﺬُ ﻣﻮﻧﱠﻤﺎ ﯾ اﻢﻫ ﻻ دِر و دِﯾﻨﺎرﻨﺎﻟ ﻫﺲ ﻟَﯿمﻮ ﯾﺗﺎﯾ
.«ﻪِﺌﺎﺗﯿ ﺳﻠ ﻋ ﻓَﺰِﯾﺪَتﺒِﻪِﺌﺎتِ ﺻﺎﺣﯿ ﺳﻦﺬَ ﻣﻨَﺔٌ اُﺧﺴﺣ

One, who is indebted to his religious brother in respect to reputation or wealth, should seek his
forgiveness, before that day in which there is not any Drachma and Dinar. In that day, it will be deducted
from his good deeds, and if he does not have any good deed, the sins of other party will be added to his
sins.7
Slander destroys good deeds probably because it destroys one of the greatest spiritual capitals of the
one who is slandered about, that is his reputation, honour and social prestige, and since compensation
of this "Right of People" is often impossible through material ways, thus Great God compensates it
through spiritual affairs: He transfers good deeds of the slanderer to the book of deeds of the slandered,
and if he does not have any good deed, God transfers sins of the slandered to the book of deeds of the
slanderer, and it is compensated to the same degree that reputation of that person is damaged through
transfer of good deeds and sins.

8- Slander devaluates worships and services
It is realized from some traditions that slander is one of the factors invalidating ritual ablution and fasting.
God's Prophet (S) says:

!ﻪ اﻟﻮلﺳ ﯾﺎ ر:ﯿﻞﺪِث; ﻓَﻘﺤ ﯾةٌ ﻣﺎ ﻟَﻢﺒﺎد ﻋﻼةﻠﺼﻈﺎراً ﻟﺠِﺪِ اﻧْﺘﺴ اﻟْﻤ ﻓﻠُﻮس»اَﻟْﺠ
«ﯿﺎبﻏْﺘ اﻻ:؟ ﻗﺎلﺪَثﺎ اﻟْﺤ ﻣو
Waiting in the mosque for prayer is worship, until a ritual impurity is not performed; it was questioned:
what is ritual impurity? He said: slander.8
And somewhere else he says:

.«هﻮء ۇﺿ ﻧَﻘَﺾ وﻪﻣﻮ ﺻﻄَﻞﻤﺎً ﺑﻠﺴ ﻣ اﻏْﺘﺎبﻦ ﻣ»و
One, who slanders about a Muslim, his fasting and ritual ablutions are broken.9
Its point may indicate that worship creates a condition of proximity to God and spiritual luminosity in
man, and when he stains his tongue to slander after ritual ablution or when fasting, that spirituality is
signiﬁcantly decreased, and that individual falls down from the degree of proximity to God. In the above
tradition, this sense is interpreted as "violator" (breaker).

9- Slander excludes man from God's protection and includes him in Satan's
protection
As it is narrated from Imam As-Sadiq (A.S.) in the tradition of Mofzal Ebne Omar:

ِ اﻟﻨّﺎسﻦﯿ اَﻋﻦﻘُﻂَ ﻣﺴﯿ ﻟﻪﺗوﺮ ﻣﺪْم ﻫ وﻨَﻪﺮِﯾﺪُ ﺑِﻬﺎ ﺷَﯿﺔً ﯾﻦ رِواﯾﻣﻮ ﻣﻠوى ﻋ رﻦ»ﻣ
.«ُﻄﺎن اﻟﺸﱠﯿﻠُﻪﻘْﺒﻄﺎنِ ﻓَﻼ ﯾ اﻟﺸﱠﯿﺔ وﻻﯾﻟ اﻪﺘ وﻻﯾﻦ ﻣﻪ اﻟﻪﺟاَﺧْﺮ
One who narrates with the purpose of backbiting and dishonouring a believer to be reproached before
people, God shall evict him from His protection to Satan's protection, and Satan too does not accept
him.10
Of course, this tradition is not merely concerned with slander. Rather, slander is one of its senses,
because the purpose of slander in all individuals is destroying character of the other party and cavilling
at him, even indirectly.
But exclusion from God's protection according to the Qur’anic verses indicates that God, who leads and
supervises believers and guides them from darkness into the light 11, will not lead such people anymore.
Because protector means guide and leader as well as helper and assistant, as we read:

ﻪونِ اﻟ دﻦ ﻣﻢوﻧَﻬﺮﻨْﺼ ﻳﺎءﻴﻟو اﻦ ﻣﻢﺎنَ ﻟَﻬﺎ ﻛﻣو
And they will have no protecting friends to help them instead of Allah. (42:46)
And it is also mentioned in the sense of saviour from humiliation as we read:

ِ اﻟﺬﱡلﻦ ﻣﻟ و ﻟَﻪﻦ ﻳﻟَﻢﻠْﻚِ و اﻟْﻤ ﺷَﺮِﻳﻚٌ ﻓ ﻟَﻪﻦ ﻳﻟَﻢو
Who hath no partner in the Sovereignty, nor hath He any protecting friend through dependence.
And magnify Him with all magniﬁcence.(17:111)
And it also means forgiver of sins as:

ﺮِﻳﻦ اﻟْﻐَﺎﻓﺮ ﺧَﻴﻧْﺖاﻨَﺎ ۖ وﻤﺣار ﻟَﻨَﺎ وﺮﻨَﺎ ﻓَﺎﻏْﻔﻴﻟ وﻧْﺖا

Thou art our Protecting Friend, therefore forgive us and have mercy on us, Thou, the Best of all
who show forgiveness. (7:155)
Therefore, slanderers are deprived from all of these divine graces for being evicted from God's protection
and entering Satan's protection.
And the phrase "Satan too does not accept him" may indicate that Satan can not undertake the
responsibility of their protection and supervision, and thereby leaves them alone.

10- A part of ill effects of slander remains even after repentance.
It is stated in the traditions of Islamic leaders:

ﻦ ﻣﺮ آﺧﻮ ﻓَﻬذا ﺗﺎب اﻐﺘﺎبﺮانَ اَنﱠ اﻟْﻤﻤ ﻋﻦ ﺑﻮﺳ ﻣﻟ اﻞ ﺟ وﺰ ﻋﻪ اﻟﺣ»اَو
.« اﻟﻨّﺎرﺪْﺧُﻞ ﯾﻦ ﻣل اَوﻮ ﻓَﻬﺘُﺐ ﯾنْ ﻟَﻢ اﻨﱠﺔَ و اﻟْﺠﺪْﺧُﻞﯾ
God inspired to Moses, son of Emran, that if the slanderer repents, he will be the last one entering
paradise, and otherwise, he will be the ﬁrst one entering the ﬁre.12
The point of this tradition may represent that slander has both "Right of God" and "Right of People"
aspects, and its "Right of People" aspect is more than other rights of people, because slander destroys
the capital of people's reputation, the capital which in contrary with material capitals is often
irrecoverable, and this causes the slanderer to be saved posterior than the others. On this account, in
some traditions, dishonouring a Muslim is considered as the highest usury as Ense narrates from
Prophet (S):

.«ﻢﻠﺴ اﻟْﻤﻞﺟ اﻟﺮضﺮِﺑﺎ ﻋ اﻟﺮﺑنﱠ اَر»ا
The most critical usury is dishonouring a Muslim.13

Social and individual vices of slander
Ill- effects of slander in social view:
Slander causes great vices in social view:
1- When slander is spread in the society, it destroys one of the greatest social capitals which is the spirit
of brotherhood, unity and intimacy, and ruins the foundations of good opinion and public conﬁdence

which is the ﬁrst requisite of social cooperation.
As outspread of slander causes the people to become aware of hidden weak points of each other, and
since most of people are not free from any weak point, knowing them spreads suspicion in the society,
and this pessimism and suspicion annihilates the spirit of cooperation and collaboration, and the society
will be deprived from all of its concerned blessings, and practically individuals are subjected to "social
seclusion".
The previously described tradition;

«ًﺧْﻮاﻧﺎ اﻪ اﻟﺒﺎدﻮﻧُﻮا ﻋ ﮐﻀﺎً وﻌ ﺑﻢﻀﻌﻐْﺘَﺐ ﺑ ﻻ ﯾﻮا و ﻻ ﺗَﺒﺎﻏَﻀﺪُوا و»ﻻ ﺗَﺤﺎﺳ
may refer to this point.
2- In most cases, slander causes provoking the ﬁre of sedition and spread of enmity and spite among
the individuals, because hidden faults of individuals may be correlated with others' rights, and or at least
be a pretext for adventurers to revenge and damage reputation of each other, and this results in enmity,
or intensiﬁes it.
3- Slander lowers individuals' personality and respect and thereby their fear and avoidance of sin is
decreased, because most people do not perform inadmissible deeds for maintaining their honour and
prestige, and or otherwise perform them privately. When their faults and sins are revealed through
slander, there is no reason any more for caring and fearing of it, and in this way, slander will be an
effective factor for decrease of "social considerations" and spread of corruption.
4- Slander will be also accompanied with irrecoverable losses in economical view for the society,
because credit of individuals and conﬁdence of people on each other is more effective than social
ﬁnancial capitals in improvement of the society, and lacking them, activity of common capitals will be
signiﬁcantly reduced, and will become stagnant or semi-stagnant.

Ill-effects of slander in individual view
However, in individual aspect, slander is an explicit injustice and transgression to the rights of others,
and the same moral and humanistic faults created in an individual due to injustice to another person are
realized through slander. Moreover, since slander originates from a series of ill-favoured moral motives,
its repetition strengthens and supports those condemned attributes in man.
In this way, slander both lowers the individual in view of humanistic values, and also weakens and
destroys social foundations. So the previous traditions and holy verses clearly represent these realities.

Limits and types of slander
1- Types of slander
Although, at the beginning it seems that slander is the same mentioning hidden faults of others by
tongue, but considering its main criterion, it is clariﬁed that slander is an extensive and general concept
in view of ethics, including expressing this sense by any means, such as saying, writing, referring and or
imitation.
As it is narrated in a tradition: A woman came to visit Prophet (S) and when she went away, Ayesheh
referred to her height by her hand. The Prophet (S) said: You slandered about her.14
And it is mentioned in another tradition that Ayesheh imitated a woman, and the Prophet (S) prohibited
her.15
It is deduced hereby that when criticizing the thoughts of others in the writings, it should be discussed in
such a way to avoid slander. When cavilling and criticizing the speech of someone, there are often
interpretations which are clear senses of slander, disapprobation, mockery, insulting and or humiliation,
for example when it is told that phrase is "null by necessity" or "funny" or "childish" or "unwisely", unless
its owner is not clear and or humiliating and slandering about him is permitted.
On the other hand, sometimes a man says a speech ﬁguratively, but there are some evidences that the
other party understands. This too is among the senses of slander. For example, when some one
mentions, today I was in a meeting, and someone told something, while the listener is aware about the
meeting he has been.

2- Slanders mixed with another sin
Sometimes this indecent deed is mixed with other indecent deeds, and loses completely its shape, and
or appears as a righteous deed.
For instance, sometimes for escaping slander, the people say "I fear to explain for being a slander" or
even say "Regretfully, Divine Law has closed our tongue", or "Divine Law does not allow, otherwise I
would say a lot of things".
Such people not only implicitly commit slander, but also for leaving the matter ambiguously, provoke the
addressee's suspicion on everything in respect to the other person, and in fact they show the matter
greater and more signiﬁcant than what it really is. In addition, they have committed hypocrisy too, and so
have mixed dangerously two ill favoured deeds.
Or when they utter as sympathy, "That poor person slipped and committed that sin, God may forgive
him".

In this case too, hypocrisy and slander are mixed together.
Or when the one making display of himself says: "Thanks to God, I have not been affected to wine,
drugs, like that person. Really, if God does not protect man, it will be very difﬁcult. The trap is hard,
unless God helps."
And thereby, he commits slander, hypocrisy and self admiration once and all together.
Or when he says: "I have told these to him too and or will say”.
And in this way, he closes the way of correction, and makes his slander more emphasized and severe
with this suppositious argument.

3- Slander has a "Right of People" aspect
If slander is interpreted as we referred at the beginning, its "Right of People" aspect will be obviously
clear, because:
First, it lowers respect, personality and reputation of the said person, and surely these are not less
valuable than properties in view of intellect and religion.
Second, it is inferred from similitude of slander to eating a faithful brother's ﬂesh in the Chambers Sura
that slander is a sense of "injustice".
Third, it is referred to in several traditions like the one already mentioned in respect to "annihilation of
good deeds and transfer of evils", and the well known tradition:

.«ﻪﺒ ﺻﺎﺣ ﻟَﻪﺮﻐْﻔ ﯾّﺘ ﺣ ﻟَﻪﻐْﻔَﺮ ﻻ ﯾﺔﯿﺒ اﻟْﻐﺐنﱠ ﺻﺎﺣ»ا
The slanderer is not forgiven unless the slandered person forgives him.16
And the Prophetic tradition:

.« ﻟَﻪﺮﺘَﻐْﻔ اَنْ ﺗَﺴﺘَﻪ اﻏْﺘَﺒﻦةُ ﻣﻔّﺎر»ﮐ
The atonement of slander is asking pardon of God for the slandered person.17
And there are traditions, which assume stopping slander as a believer's rights.
Anyway, slander is a clear sense of injustice and without consent of the other party; the slanderer will not

be forgiven. And we conclude herein that undoubtedly atonement of slander is not merely asking pardon
of God and repentance.
Indeed, there is no way for asking consent and forgiveness, and or no damage is practically made to the
prestige and reputation of slandered person, then asking pardon of God may be sufﬁcient.

Exceptions of slander
The jurists and ethics scholars agree that there are some cases in which slander is permitted, but they
have some dissidence in specifying those cases. This dissidence is sometimes in mentioning the
examples and senses, without any difference in the basis of matter, but sometimes it has a spiritual and
real aspect.
However, it is concluded from different proofs and documents that slander is permitted in two cases:
a- When there is a more important interest, in which slander, while observing the subject – it is permitted
and there are various senses for it:
1- In case of consultation, for example when someone wants to transact or participate or marry with the
other, and is questioning us. Obviously, it is permitted to reveal hidden faults of the other party as far as
they are concerned with the said affair, and relieve the one who seeks consult from the possible risks.
2- In case of forbidding of something wrong
3- In case of averting innovation of an innovator
4- In case of warning a Muslim about the risk and loss which is awaiting him (though without any
consultation)
5- Petition and removal of injustice and restoring right
And in general all cases in which the interest of revealing one's hidden fault is more than its vice in view
of religion.
The reason for exception of these subjects is clear, because it relies on a clear intellectual reason that is
the "principle of important and more important". Moreover, some points are referred to in the verses and
traditions in this respect (including petition, removal of injustice, and averting innovation of an innovator).
But the remarkable point in view of ethics is being careful that most often deviations and errors are
caused through exceptions and misuse or mistake and negligence in determination of their limits and
boundaries. Because no one agrees to violate regulations and commit sins explicitly and clearly, but
most people achieve their purposes through pretence to using notes and exceptions, even in most
cases, man deceives his conscience in this way, and for getting rid of punishment of conscience, and not

hurting his inward and natural character, seeks refuge from these notes and exceptions.
And this is one of the contradictory cases of unaware and aware conscience and conquest of the former
over the latter.
So, the advantage of slander should be carefully assessed in these cases while taking into account all
features and aspects, and free from any love and hatred and other spites, and then one can deduce its
excellence over vice of explicit slander, and do not stain himself to the dangerous slanders under the
pretext of available permit.
b- The cases in which slander is permitted without any special advantage, and it is solely restricted to
those notorious for debauchery, but although some have included petition in this part, as it was referred,
it is one of the cases of existence of more important legal advantage, that is restoring right and
preventing injustice of cruel person and supporting right of the oppressed. In addition to the reason of
intellect, there are several traditions narrated by Shiite and Sunnite as the reason for exception of this
issue, like:

ﻣﺎم اﻻ و،ٌﺒﺘَﺪِع ﻣﻮى ﻫﺐ ﺻﺎﺣ:ٌﺔﻣﺮ ﺣﻢ ﻟَﻬﺖﺴ ﺛَﻼﺛَﺔٌ ﻟَﯿ: ﻗﺎل اَﺑِﯿﻪﻦﻔَﺮ ﻋﻌ ﺟﻦ»ﻋ
.«ﻖﺴ اﻟْﻔﻦﻠﻌ اﻟْﻤﻖ اﻟْﻔﺎﺳ و،ﺮاﻟْﺠﺎﺋ
There are three persons who do not have any respect: one who has innovatory desires, unjust governor,
and one who commits sin publicly.18
And the same is mentioned in some narrations as follows:

«ﺮ اﻟْﺠﺎﺋﻣﺎم اﻻ و،ﻪﻘﺴ ﺑِﻔﻦﻠﻌ اﻟْﻤﻖ اﻟْﻔﺎﺳﻮى و اﻟْﻬﺐ ﺻﺎﺣ:ﻢﺔَ ﻟَﻬﯿﺒ»ﺛَﻼﺛَﺔٌ ﻻ ﻏ
2- And also it is narrated from Prophet (S) in a tradition:19

.«ٌﺔﯿﺒﻖ ﻏﻔﺎﺳ ﻟﺲ»ﻟَﯿ
There is no slander for the sinner.20
3- And also it is narrated from Prophet (S) in another tradition:

«ﺔَ ﻟَﻪﺒﯿ ﻓَﻼ ﻏﻬِﻪﺟ وﻦ ﻋﯿﺎء اﻟْﺤ ﺟِﻠْﺒﺎب اَﻟْﻘﻦ»ﻣ
One who lays aside the veil of modesty; there is no slander for him.21
4- There are several traditions in respect to Justice in Vassaelo Shiite. For example, it is narrated from
Imam As-Sadiq (A.S.):

َ ﮐﺎنﻢﻔْﻬﺨْﻠ ﯾ ﻓَﻠَﻢﻢﺪَﻫ واﻋ وﻢﻬﺬِﺑ ﯾ ﻓَﻠَﻢﻢﺪﱠﺛَﻬ ﺣ وﻢﻬﻤﻈْﻠ ﯾ ﻓَﻠَﻢ اﻟﻨّﺎسﻞ ﻋﺎﻣﻦ»ﻣ
.«ﺗُﻪ اُﺧُﻮﺖﺒﺟ و وﺪْﻟُﻪ ﻋﺮ ﻇَﻬ وﺗُﻪوﺮ ﻣﻠَﺖﻤ ﮐ وﺘُﻪﺒﯿ ﻏﺖﻣﺮ ﺣﻦﻤﻣ
Whosoever is not unjust in transaction with people, and do not lie them in speech, and do not violate
them in promise, is among those whose slander is forbidden, his personality is perfect, and his justice is
manifest, and brotherhood with him is obligatory.22

Who is notorious for debauchery, and why slandering about him
is permitted?
There are several subjects here, which should be explained:
a- Is exception of a notorious person a topical exclusion (that is one who affects a vice, naturally is not
disturbed for mentioning it in his absence. Moreover, it is not a hidden and privacy affair being regarded
as slander) or slandering about a notorious person is one of the slander types, and has been excluded
as so called "appropriation"?
b- Is permit for slandering about notorious one restricted to the sins which he performs publicly, or it is
permitted in all cases?
c- If someone is notorious in one place, and non-notorious and private in somewhere else, is slandering
about him permitted in the second place too or not?
d- Is in the permit for slandering about notorious person, existence of conditions for bid to good and
forbid of wrong necessary?
The reply to all of these questions depends on understanding the main point and reason for exclusion of
this issue from slander's forbiddance.
It is inferred from above traditions that a notorious individual basically does not have any respect (the
respect which is the hindrance for slander's permit).

In other words, such people (and cruel and innovator people) are not respectable in view of social
personality, and their desecration is not forbidden, and therefore, giving up slander and preserving their
reputation is not necessary.
If we deduce so from above traditions, – as the phrase

,«ﺔَ ﻟَﻪﻣﺮ و ﻻ ﺣﺔَ ﻟَﻪﯿﺒ»ﻻ ﻏ
proves, the reply to above questions is clariﬁed, and it does not need more explanation, because based
on rational and traditional proof, slander does not include such persons.
But it should be noted that apparently the notorious is one who has completely laid aside the veil of
modesty, and is rude and fearless against all sins, and it does not include all of those who perform a sin
publicly for any reason. Thus, it is possible to slander about such persons only in respect to the case for
which they are notorious.
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Immunity from mistrust is the requisite of a safe community
For making a safe community, ﬁrst of all security is required, because without security, freedom is not
possible, and in this case, mental, corporeal, material and spiritual capitals are not activated, as capitals
always take refuge to secure points and escape unsafe environments.
However, the limits of security are not restricted to life and property, and more important than that is
security in view of reputation and protection of individuals' social personality.
On the other hand, another security is needed for completion of above triple securities that unfortunately,
material rules are not able to provide it, that is, "mental security" as the most important one in some
aspects.
Mental security has two parts:
1- Security of everybody in his own mind setting, and in other words "mental tranquility": that is to say in
mental and spiritual view, a man is in a position that disturbing forces do not press upon him from each
side, and he is not supposed to rush of various disturbing thoughts and serious mental storms. Rather,
he may have a tranquil spirit free from any anxiety, discomfort and confusion.
2- Security in viewpoint of others: that is to say others do not lay rush of their thoughts as well as bad
and inappropriate judgments on a man in their own mind's setting, and one's respect and reputation is
preserved even in the setting of others' mind. Of course, discussion about each of these securities needs
long talks. Herein, we only want to discuss about the latter type that is security in view of judgments of
others.
It goes without saying that what is possible to provide in view of rules and materialist governments, with
connivance of their other faults, is security in life, ﬁnancial and somehow social reputation respects (of
course as far as it is possible to assess the effects of its damage in view of materialistic and legal rules).
But, mental security in both parts, specially being safe from bad judgments of others is only possible
through divine doctrines and heavenly religions, as we know the areas of heart and mind are out of
access of such rules and executive forces generally having a material aspect, and lacking the least
impression on these parts.
Only religious beliefs and ethical principles, particularly in Islam, containing extensive and considerable
instructions for achieving this objective, as one of its great privileges, can penetrate into these areas and
make it safe.
Qur’an explicitly instructs the believers:

ﺛْﻢ ا اﻟﻈﱠﻦﺾﻌنﱠ ﺑ ا اﻟﻈﱠﻦﻦا ﻣﻴﺮﺜﻮا ﻛﺒﺘَﻨﻨُﻮا اﺟ آﻣﺎ اﻟﱠﺬِﻳﻦﻬﻳﺎ اﻳ
O ye who believe! Shun much suspicion; for lo! some suspicion is a crime. (49:12)
The phrase "most of suspicion" may indicate that a major part or most of the suspicions of people about
each other are "evil ones", and thereby Qur’an warns people about the great risk threatening their
security in the minds of others, and has introduced it as a "general affection site".
However, the phrase "some suspicion is a sin", considering its previous phrase, may indicate that
suspicions of people about each other may be partly based on the reality, but surely a part of them is
against reality, as a sin and disobedience. Thus, intellect orders to avoid all types of suspicion for not
being affected to this part.
In the Islamic traditions too, it is so emphasized on avoidance from suspicion on the believers that we
read in a tradition from Prophet (S):

.«ﻮء اﻟﺴ ﻇَﻦ ﺑِﻪﻈَﻦ اَنْ ﯾ وﻪﺿﺮ ﻋ و ﻣﺎﻟَﻪ وﻪﻣ دﻢﻠﺴ اﻟْﻤﻦ ﻣمﺮ ﺣﻪنﱠ اﻟ»ا
God has forbidden blood, wealth, reputation and suspicion about a Muslim.1
This tradition is particularly noteworthy since it has placed security in four aspects (ﬁnancial, life,
reputation, and mental) besides each other, and has forbidden all of them in a single phrase.

Sources of suspicion and pessimism
Suspicion and pessimism in mental view may appear sometimes lightly and sometimes acutely and
severely, that is as a mental disease , and anyway it could be the effect of various causes, including:
1- It often happens that source of suspicion is the sense of revenge and malice and envy, and since a
man can not take vengeance practically on the other person, and or express it by his tongue, so he
retreats to the areas of mind and heart, and causes a sedition there, trumps up him, and judges and
rebukes and blames him, and thereby seeks relief of his mind. That is to say whatsoever he could not
ﬁnd outwardly, he seeks in his mind and imaginations, and on this account, and he feels a sort of false
enjoyment and tranquility from his action.
This originates from a sort of "subjectivism" and "mental escape from realities" and "resorting to fancy"
which is proved today in psychoanalysis. The sense does not appertain to this case. Rather, all cases in
which man's desires are not satiated outwardly, and retreat to unconscious inner sense as repressed,
man seeks for visionary and fanciful substitutes in order to ﬁll the vacuum created in that respect.

Sometimes, he seeks them in the dreamy world (a part of dreams are the effect of this cause).
And sometimes he seeks them in the world of "poetic imaginations" and "dreams in wakefulness", and for
this reason, the able poets in whose poems there are affection, enthusiasm, inﬂuence and mirth, are
those who in addition to poetic talent, have faced disappointments, loss and failures, ﬁery kindness' and
unsuccessful loves, and have sought their lost and beloved one in the world of imaginations among the
poetic masterstrokes and literary niceties, and thereby their imagination power has extremely developed.
In brief, "mental escape towards fancy" is the source of a lot of mental events, including suspicion,
pessimism and mistrust.
2- Sometimes, the source of suspicion is impurity and taint of man, as too much optimism originates
from the purity and serenity of a man. That is to say a man assumes the others good or bad based on
the principle of "self comparison". This is particularly apparent in low knowledge and simple persons.
3- Excusing or reducing one's own punishment in the court of conscience is also one of the other causes
of suspicion, because in this way he tries to create some partners for his offences, and suspects on the
others for justifying his own ill deeds, and showing them less effective and more usual, and saying that I
am not the only one being involved in this state.
4- Suspicion may originate from pride and selﬁshness, because such people intend to show themselves
superior to the others in any way, and so try to create some weak points for the others in the
environment of their mind, and devaluate them through different probabilities, and elevate their own
value.
5- Educational environment and suggestions of parents and teacher are also important causes of
pessimism and suspicion.
6- Association with unrighteous individuals too is one of the causes of suspicion, because the criterion
for general judgements of man is often a defective induction which he makes about the individuals
dealing with them, as judgements of persons about the people of a city or a village or a country is based
on the special individuals having contact with them.
If the associates of a man are unrighteous, he will naturally become pessimistic to all people.
It is mentioned in Islamic traditions:

.«َِﺧْﯿﺎر ﺑِﺎﻻ اﻟﻈﱠﻦﻮء ﺳَﺷْﺮارِ ﺗُﻮرِثﺔُ اﻻﺠﺎﻟَﺴ»ﻣ
Association with evildoers causes suspicion in the righteous. 2

7- Sometimes suspicion has a real source that is when corruption dominates on the people of a certain
time or place, so that a man becomes suspicious to every thing based on this intellectual principle that
"Suspicion connects everything to its popular sample"

.«َِﻏْﻠَﺐ اﻻﻢَﻋ ﺑِﺎﻻءَ اﻟﺸﻖﻠْﺤ ﯾ»اﻟﻈﱠﻦ
Social losses of mistrust
Social losses of this moral vice are too much and its undesirable effects are widespread and extensive,
such as:
1- Suspicion causes social misunderstanding, as those suffering from this condition, look everything
pessimistically, and involve in numerous mistakes in recognizing the situation of individuals, events and
incidents, real causes and motives of the activities occurring in the society, and live in an dreamy world
against what really exist, and this "misunderstanding of realities" certainly causes retardation, non
exploitation of opportunities and valuable individuals and failure before the events.
2- Suspicion and pessimism are the greatest hindrance for social cooperation as well as unity and
solidarity of hearts, and lead man to an individual life, solitude, isolation and individualism and the vices
caused by these attributes. Suspicion does not let man trust on the other and ﬁnd the basis of
cooperation with him, and solve the problems with his assistance.
3- Suspicion causes man to spy about the others and as we already referred, spying is the source of
slander and its related vices. Holy Qur’an too has indicated to this reality in verse 12, Chambers Surah.
4- Mistrust is the source of enmities, and sometimes, it is the main cause of bloody wars and battles.
There are a lot of families, which are dissociated by mistrust, and there are a lot of competent and
digniﬁed men who are killed for mistrust about them. And sometimes suspicion has illuminated the ﬂame
of great wars. We read in the occasion of revelation of the noble verse:

ﻠْﺘُﻢﺎ ﻓَﻌ ﻣَﻠﻮا ﻋﺒِﺤ ﻓَﺘُﺼﺎﻟَﺔﻬﺎ ﺑِﺠﻣﻮا ﻗَﻮﻴﺒنْ ﺗُﺼﻨُﻮا اﻴ ﻓَﺘَﺒﺎ ﺑِﻨَﺒﻖ ﻓَﺎﺳﻢﻛﺎءنْ ﺟا
ﻴﻦﻧَﺎدِﻣ
If an evil-liver bring you tidings, verify it, lest ye smite some folk in ignorance and afterward
repent of what ye did. (49:6)
When suspicion and pessimism of "Valid Ebne Aghabeh" was about to cause destruction of a tribe, and

Holy Qur’an prevented this great tragedy through instructing for clariﬁcation and investigation.3
5- Suspicion extinguishes kindness and friendship, and develops hypocrisy and dissimulation among
friends, because such person has to affect friendship with his friends apparently, while his interior is not
so, and has a mistrust on them, and this behaviour leads to development of spirit of hypocrisy and
dissimulation in him.
Summarizing this, the social vices and losses of suspicion and mistrust are more than what are usually
supposed, and what we have mentioned above is actually a part of these vices.

Individual losses of suspicion
In addition to social losses, suspicion and mistrust have a lot of irrecoverable losses. Mentioned below
are some of important points:
1- Mistrust is the source of spirit distress and torture of body, as well as anxiety and worry. Pessimistic
people are often worried, and suffer for their imaginations about the individuals and events. They escape
association with individuals, which is one of the normal and effective means of spiritual mirth, because
they assume utterances or actions of people as jests and quips for themselves.
They fear of confabulation, which is a useful means for relieving pains and distresses, because they
think that it may cause disclosure of their secrets and or other problems. And on this account, they are
often depressed, mirthless and sad, and gradually become a useless and idle being.
If this condition of "mistrust" is intensiﬁed in man, it will become so serious that he is afraid of everything
and everyone, sees all events harmful, assumes normal deeds of individuals as plans against himself,
and supposes everybody determined in destruction or trouble of himself.
Obviously, this condition should be included among the mental diseases and out of ethics.
Basically, all moral vices are related to ethics until they have not passed the normal limits, and only
moral trainers should treat them. But when they are abnormal, they are considered as a disease, and
out of subject of ethic. Excessive envies, excessive prides, excessive spites, excessive blatancies, and
such like are all included in this part.
It is interesting that in the Hypocrites Surah, while mentioning the conditions of hypocrites, the issue of
suspicion and mistrust are accounted among their attributes and it says: they are so suffering from
suspicion that:

…ﻬِﻢﻠَﻴ ﻋﺔﺤﻴ ﺻﻞﻮنَ ﻛﺒﺴﺤﻳ

They deem every shout to be against them. (63:4)
And this is one of their worldly punishments.
Of course, this type of suspicion is normal for evil doers, as based on the principle of "self comparison",
they suppose the others are aware of their situation, and are going to punish or take vengeance on
them, and consequently they always fear.
2- Mistrust about the "people" sometimes leads to mistrust and suspicion on the Creator, and also is
transmitted to the basis of man's religious beliefs. Sometimes, they suspect on "Divine Justice" and
sometimes in "Divine Power".
They may also doubt in invitation of divine prophets, and in the depths of their heart, assume their
invitation as a sort of histrionics for domination on people and attraction of commons, although they may
apparently be faithful to the religious principles.
Non submission of most of evil doers and hypocrites to the invitation of prophets may have been caused
thereof.
3- Pessimistic people are often deprived from the inner purity, because they are always slandering
about the others in their heart, and thereby some of ethics scholars have called suspicion "slander with
heart".
This was a part of individual losses of suspicion and pessimism.

Ways of countering with suspicion
First of all, there is a problem in this discussion which should be solved, that is:
Most often, suspicion is not a freewill affair to be avoided. Rather, in most cases, when observing a
vision, or hearing an utterance, or remembering a memory (with special mental backgrounds about the
other person), a suspicion appears unwillingly in man's mind. So, how is it possible to avoid it?
The following well-known tradition too proves this sense:

.« اﻟﻈﱠﻦﺪُ وﺴ اﻟْﺤةُ وﺮﯿّ اَﻟﻄ:ٌﺪﻨْﻬﺎ اَﺣ ﻣﻠُﻢﺴ ﻻ ﯾ»ﺛَﻼث
There are three things that no one is secure from them: forebode, envy and suspicion.
The researchers have paced different ways for solving this problem:

1- Some believe that suspicion is not forbidden instinctively, and express the famous prophetic tradition
as their proof:

 اَنْ ﻻ اﻟﻈﱠﻦﻮء ﺳﻦ ﻣﻪﺟﺨْﺮ ﻓَﻤ،جﺨْﺮ ﻣﻦﻨْﻬ ﻣ ﻟَﻪ وﻦﺴﺘَﺤﺴ ﻻ ﯾﻦﻣﻮ اﻟْﻤ ﻓ»ﺛَﻼث
.«ﻘَﻪّﻘﺤﯾ
There are three unfavourable things in the believer, and it is possible for him to escape them, and it is
possible to escape suspicion through not giving a follow-up to it. 4
2- Some others say avoiding suspicion refers to not giving a follow-up to it heartily and outwardly. In
other words, he shall not establish "heart conclusion", which is freewill, in his heart, and not to feel a hate
and disgust to the suspected person, and not to change his relations and behaviour with him outwardly.
Thus, non-realization of suspicion refers to the same wide sense of word including mind and outward.
There is no doubt that these two are both against the appearance of the verse for avoiding suspicion
and the traditions mentioned in this part, because they have forbidden suspicion itself, and there is not
any hearty establishment aspect to be evitable.
But the issue of belief and hearty establishment is a freewill affair (because belief and faith is something
else than knowledge, as it has been already proved), but hate and disgust are not so.
3- The reality is that although suspicion is not voluntary at the beginning, but its continuation is optional,
because it usually originates from a series of unreal factors that cause such a supposition due to
precipitancy and hurry in judgement. Hence, one can soon avoid it through thinking and studying about
the matter, and subtilizing in different probabilities, and thus it is greatly emphasized in the narrations
and traditions that a man should try and do his best for ﬁnding correct probabilities in the Muslims affairs,
and avoid primary perspectives.
Imam Ali (A.S.) says:

.«ﻼﻤﺤﺮِ ﻣ اﻟْﺨَﯿ ﺗَﺠِﺪُ ﻟَﻬﺎ ﻓ اَﻧْﺖﻮءاً و ﺳﯿ اَﺧﻦ ﻣﺖﺟﺔ ﺧَﺮﻤﻠِ ﺑﻻ ﺗَﻈُﻨﱠﻦ»و
Do not suspect on the utterance, which you hear from your brother as far as you ﬁnd a proper way for
it.5
Therefore, only sudden hearty perspectives are out of will, but stable and durable suspicion is a freewill
affair, and this sense is completely compatible with the appearance of the noble verse, traditions
concerning forbiddance of suspicion.

Seemingly, the phrase:

.«ﯿ اَﺧﻦ ﻋکﺮﺼ ﺑ وﻌﻤ ﺳﺬِّب»ﮐ
Deny your eye and ear about your brother.6
Which is narrated from Imam As-Sadiq (A.S.) addressing Mohammad Ebne Fosail, may refer to attempt
for ﬁnding proper senses and avoiding primary perspectives.

Methods of treating suspicion
Now that the meaning of forbiddance of suspicion is made clear, it is the time of referring to the methods
of treating it.
As we have repeatedly said, we shall always seek the way of treating mental, physical and moral
diseases in the causes of their appearance.
On this account, considering the discussion we made in respect to the sources and factors of suspicion,
we conclude that:
1- For removing suspicion, ﬁrst of all we shall engage in correcting ourselves so that if we compare
others with ourselves, it does not cause assuming them vicious and evil doer, and also when we are
correcting ourselves, we shall be reminded always that it is not correct to assume the others like
ourselves. They may possess mentalities much superior and better than us. We shall pay attention that
self-comparison which may be one of the aspects of man's self-love, has no logic and scientiﬁc
foundation, and should not be considered as the basis of our judgement about the others.
2- We shall purify our environment which may be the source of our suspicion and mistrust, and not
associate with the evil doers which may be the source of suspicion on good doers, and note that such
poisonous associations, in addition to their other numerous disadvantages, darken the environment of
our mind in evaluation of personality of others, and lead us to great mistakes in identiﬁcation of
individuals. These mistakes not only cause moral and spiritual losses, but also deprive us from
exploitation of mental and moral resources of competent individuals due to suspicion.
If our educational environment in the childhood has been unhealthy in this respect, we shall wash away
the effects of childhood period from our mind through suggestion and studying the conditions of good
doers, and association with the pure persons, for compensation of the suggestions causing our present
pessimism.
3- We shall regularly envisage the individual and social losses of mistrust and the great dangers

threatening us and the society in this way, and repeatedly remember the previous discussions which we
had in this respect, and consider this reality that if mistrust is temporarily effective in relieving our "sense
of vengeance" or "selﬁshness", and creates a false transitory peace in us, it has also irrecoverable losses
for us which are not comparable with its assumed advantages.
4- If the source of our suspicion and pessimism is moral deviations of others, malice and selﬁshness,
justiﬁcation of our evil deeds and escaping the chastisement of conscience, we shall become aware of
these sources in our mental analysis, and transfer these factors from the mind's unconscious stage to
conscious stage.
Since this point is very important in treating moral deviations that when incentives from mind's
unconscious stage inﬂuence on the deeds and thoughts of man, we shall transfer them to conscious
stage through psychoanalysis. It has a deep impression in improvement of our status, and pay attention
that this issue is greatly discussed and concerned in the present psychoanalysis.

Reminder
At the end of this discussion about suspicion, it is noteworthy that suspicion and mistrust is logical only
when majority of individuals are deviated and corrupted in an environment. In such case, one cannot
have good opinion on the dubious person based on probabilities; because the possibility of corruption
about each person is more, but it should be notiﬁed that in such environments too, man shall not take
into consideration his suspicion save in what is concerned with precautionary aspects.
In other words, while observing necessary precautions, one shall avoid affectation to the deeds with the
savour of suspicion and mistrust on the individuals, and this possibility should never be neglected that
the suspected person may be one of the righteous minority of the society, and this attitude should be
restricted to those vices which have involved majority of society. But, in other cases, good opinion
should be completely observed.
The famous tradition narrated from Imam Ali (A.S.) may refer to the same reality, where it says:

.«ﻞ ﻓَﻘَﺪْ ﻏَﺮِرﺟ ﺑِﺮ اﻟﻈﱠﻦﻞﺟ رﻦﺴﻣﺎنِ ﻓَﺎَﺣ اﻟﺰَﻠ ﻋ اﻟْﻔَﺴﺎدَﻟﺘَﻮذَا اﺳ»ا
When corruption breaks out at a time, good opinion of individuals to each other causes being deceived.
7
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Without ethic, the plan of a healthy society is defeated
We know that man has a social life, and undoubtedly, "society" is the most important factor in
development, improvement and or retardation and degeneration of men.
The sociologists believe that man without society loses everything (sciences and knowledge, mental
perfection, affections, and even speaking and similar subjects).
The situation of children being isolated from the human society for any reason, and trained in an
inhuman environment, like "forest", besides wild animals, proves this matter. In history, we have
repeatedly observed such children. Neither they could speak and comprehend high concepts of human
life, nor there was any trace of humanistic affections in them, and their behavior and deed was just like
wild animals of forest.
Observing the situation of desert wanderers and nomadic tribes, whose society is very limited and small,
and their communication with others is less, is a good proof for showing that if man loses the society,
what will be his destiny!
This and a lot of other evidences exactly approve the belief of sociologists that "society is prior to the
individual". Of course, an individual as a "living being" may be prior to the society, but as a "human", he
will not be prior to the society.
And also for this reason, the more social relations of man develop, the more his civilization, although in
special aspects, improves.
Facility of communication tools in the present world, which has caused more proximity and contact of
individuals, is one of the main causes of formation of present civilization, and also is considered as a
criterion for assessment of degree of civilization in different countries of world.

Privileges of man's social life
Of course, social life is not restricted to man, because we know a group of insects as "social insects", like
honey bee and termite, which enjoy a considerably respectable social life, and there is also a group of
"social birds" among the birds, like swallows and storks, and there is a class of "social animals" among
the wild animals like most of the monkeys.
Social life of such animals may be even more developed than men in some aspects. For example, in the
beehive even does not exists an idle and hungry one, while it is not so in the most developed industrial

countries of world.
Method of distribution of work and income among them is very interesting and strange, and is peerless in
human environments.
However, their social life has two basic differences, totally separating them from man's social life:
a- Social life of animals, whatever superior and more developed it may be, is limited to special parts,
and the appearances of their social life are only summarized in some limited subjects, including nest,
collecting purveyance, training infant, and such like, while the appearances of social life in man are
much more, and approximately inﬁnite, and not restricted to one or more subjects.
b- Social life of animals is completely uniform and without any change and alteration, and in other
words, they are always repeating the same so that for example, the present beehives are completely
similar to the petriﬁed beehives of several millions years ago which are discovered currently, and this
certiﬁes that engineering and in general, form of their life is not changed during these long years.
While even during one century or less, the form of social life of man is so changed in all stages that
basically it is not comparable with the past.
These two great differences distinguish man's social life from other animals.
In summary, whatever perfection a man has achieved, either in mental, practical and moral aspects, or
in material and industrial sections, or the other sections, he has indebted to the society, and without
society, the civilization and humanity and such like will never be meaningful.

Source of formation of society
There are a lot of words among sociologists about why man has exceeded social life, and accepted its
relatively difﬁcult rules and regulations, but typically we can mention following opinions:
1- Some believe that sense of solidarity is included in man's nature, and he seeks for the society
according to an instinctive inspiration.
2- Some others say fearing dreadful natural factors and wild animals has been the cause of ﬁrst
tendency of man to social life.
3- Some others believe that the "instinct of employment", existing in man, has made him to social life.
4- Some others say present social life is the result of a series of customs and habits, which has
gradually led to this form.
5- Some others recognize development of man's requirements and his disability in fulﬁlling them as the

factor of man's social life.
6- Some believe that man's social life is the result of family life and gradual expansion of families.
7- And ﬁnally some say that discovering this concept that why man has intended to social life since
millions of years ago when man is created, is not possible. Because, lapse of centuries and ages has
obscured this and similar issues and we do not have sufﬁcient documents available for judging in this
respect.
Although the recent view seems more realistic than the other opinions and judgments about the main
cause of man's attention to the society in the past is not an easy task, but obviously ﬁrst of all, present
continuation of this social life is indebted to "desire in perfection" and "development of man's
requirements" and "disability in fulﬁlling them".
It should be explained that on one hand man sees that his corporeal requirements including cloth, food,
house, medicine, and his spiritual requirements, including sciences, knowledge, training, various tastes
and initiatives, and feeling spiritual security and attracting others' affections are so extensive and
numerous that it is not possible for one to fulﬁll all of them alone. Rather, supplying each of these
requirements, according to the fastidious nature of human, should be performed by the individuals and
groups being proﬁcient and skillful in their task.
And on the other hand, man's escape from monotony and uniformity of life and willing to a better and
more perfect life,–the features of man's life, which are rarely found in the animals, make him to join
social life, because this objective is not possible unless thanks to the accumulation of different thoughts,
powers and talents. These two are the most important factors making man to continue his social life.

Social value
Although, all people are the same in all regulations in view of social rights, and the principle of equity
before law is one of the most basic foundations of progressive legal rules, but observance of this
principle does not account that value of individuals is actually equal in the society.
Rather, it is mostly due to unavailability of any other way for preserving discipline and preventing
misuses of the arrogant and inﬂuential classes and colonization of man by man. Otherwise, it is
undeniable that social value of individuals is very different.
For example, the existence value of a resourceful, gracious and competent scientist is never equal with
an illiterate, improvident and vicious person. But if we want to consider privileges in view of social rights,
it will result in the corruptions, the harms of which are much more than observance of difference in social
values.
In general, social value of individuals depends upon the degree of utilization of the society from them,

and the wisely valuable utterance of Prophet (S) in this respect may refer to this reality, where he says:

.«ِﻠﻨّﺎس ﻟﻢﻬ اﻟﻨّﺎسِ اَﻧْﻔَﻌﺮ»ﺧَﯿ
The best people are the most beneﬁcial ones.1

Islam and social concerns
Undoubtedly, no religion has respected relation of individual and society, and has strengthened the
social chains by its decrees and regulations like Islam. Of course, a divine and eternal religion,
guaranteeing education of hidden talents of man, and his perfection and progress should certainly be so.
For understanding the importance of society in view of Islam, and special concern of Islam to this
subject, studying following instructions is sufﬁcient:
1- If you do not surprise, there is not even one individual instruction among the basic instructions of
Islam! The best reason is enactment of Islamic jurisprudence, consisting of sorbs, transactions and
policies. There is no need for explaining the sociality of the second and third parts making the major part
of jurisprudence. In the ﬁrst part too, which is based on relation of creature with Creator, the spirit of
society patently governs on it.
Daily obligations, which are the most important Islamic sorbs, are so mingled with social concepts that
separating them is difﬁcult, and when they are performed individually it seems that they have lost their
real sense.
For instance, the introduction of prayer, which is "prayer call and prayer perform" is nothing else than a
public invitation and declaration to the society, and performing this obligation in congregation, and in
case of solitude, it does not have any sense save preserving a practice and establishing a sort of mental
readiness for inclusion in this obligation.
Al- Hamd sura, which is the beginning of the prayer and includes the main invocation and supplication,
is uttered in a plural form (ﺪِﻧﺎﻫ ‐ اﺘَﻌﯿﻦﺪُ ‐ ﻧَﺴﺒ)ﻧَﻌ. And the salutation at the end of prayer is in a plural form,
and in case of solitude, it nearly loses its main concept. All of these indicate that the foundation of this
great obligation is based on society, and moreover, strange and unique emphases are made in respect
to performing this obligation in congregation.
Among Islamic sorbs, pilgrimage is stronger than the others in view of disregard to the material world
and its formalities, attachments and privileges, and notice to the realities is observed therein very
strikingly, but it is strange that nevertheless in view of "social appearance" and its effects, it is stronger
and more rooted than all other sorbs.

2- Importance of social relations in view of Islam is so high that it is considered as one of the signs of
God and indications of monotheism, where it says:

ًةدﻮ ﻣﻢَﻨﻴ ﺑﻞﻌﺟﺎ وﻬﻟَﻴﻨُﻮا اﺘَﺴﺎ ﻟاﺟزْو اﻢﻧْﻔُﺴ اﻦ ﻣﻢَ ﻟنْ ﺧَﻠَﻖ اﻪﺎﺗ آﻳﻦﻣو
ًﺔﻤﺣرو
And of His signs is this: He created for you helpmeets from yourselves that ye might ﬁnd rest in
them, and He ordained between you love and mercy. (30:21)
3- Holy Qur’an reiterates that one of the miraculous deeds of Prophet (S) was creation of more
friendship among the hearts, where it says:

ﻴﻦﻨﻣﻮﺑِﺎﻟْﻤ وﺮِهﺪَكَ ﺑِﻨَﺼﻳ اﻟﱠﺬِي اﻮﻫ

ۚ  ﻗُﻠُﻮ ﺑِﻬِﻢﻦﻴ ﺑﻟﱠﻒاو
He it is Who supporteth thee with His help and with the believers,
And (as for the believers) hath attuned their hearts. (8:62, 63)
The above verse makes an interesting reference to this point that material things could not create
friendship alone, because they themselves, in contrary with belief and spirituality, are the causes of
scattering, disturbance and struggle.
It is remarkable that in this phrase of Qur’an, conﬁrmation of the believers is immediately mentioned after
divine conﬁrmation, and this shows the high importance of the subject.
4- Qur’an calls scattering and hypocrisy as one of the divine chastisements:

و اﻢﻠﺟرﺖِ ا ﺗَﺤﻦ ﻣو اﻢﻗ ﻓَﻮﻦﺎ ﻣﺬَاﺑ ﻋﻢﻠَﻴ ﻋﺚﻌﺒنْ ﻳ اَﻠ ﻋ اﻟْﻘَﺎدِرﻮ ﻫﻗُﻞ
ٍﺾﻌ ﺑسﺎ ﺑﻢﻀﻌ ﺑﺬِﻳﻖﻳﺎ وﻌﻴ ﺷﻢﻠْﺒِﺴﻳ
Say: He is able to send punishment upon you from above you or from beneath your feet, or to
bewilder you with dissension and make you taste the tyranny one of another. (6:65)

And somewhere else Qur’an has placed it besides the burning ﬁre, which swallows and incinerates
everything:

ۗ ﺎﻨْﻬ ﻣﻢﻧْﻘَﺬَﻛ اﻟﻨﱠﺎرِ ﻓَﺎﻦ ﻣةﻔْﺮ ﺷَﻔَﺎ ﺣَﻠ ﻋﻨْﺘُﻢﻛو
And (how) ye were upon the brink of an abyss of ﬁre, and He did save you from it. (3:103
5- Qur’an calls the relation of believers "brotherhood" which is the nearest and more respectful family
relations established based on equal and mutual respect.
6- In Islamic instructions, there are a few sins equal with creating enmity and scattering among people,
as there are a few good deeds equal with bringing hearts of people together.
It is narrated from Imam As-Sadiq (A.S.) in Ehtejaj book:

َﻠةُ ﻋﺪاو اﻟْﻌﻠَﺐﺠ ﯾ وﻦِﯿﺘَﺤﺎﺑ اﻟْﻤﻦﯿ ﺑِﻬﺎ ﺑقﻔَﺮﺔُ ﯾﯿﻤﺮِ اﻟﻨﱠﻤﺤﺮِ اﻟﺴﺒ اَﮐﻦنﱠ ﻣ»ا
ﺎم اﻟﻨﱠﻤ و،ﺘُﻮرﺎ اﻟﺴ ﺑِﻬﺸَﻒ ﯾ وﺎ اﻟﺪﱡور ﺑِﻬﺪَمﻬ ﯾ وﺎ اﻟﺪِّﻣﺎء ﺑِﻬَﻔﺴ ﯾ وﯿﻦﺘَﺼﺎﻓاﻟْﻤ
.« ﺑِﻘَﺪَمضَر اﻻءﻃ وﻦ ﻣاَﺷَﺮ
The most important charm (in view of effect of causing disunity) is gossip, which causes dispersion
among the friends and attracts enmity. A lot of bloods are shed as a result of it, and the houses are
ruined, and the secrets and mysteries of people will be disclosed. The informer is the worst one stepping
on the earth.2
Moreover, it should be considered that in some of Islamic traditions, charm is compared with blasphemy.
7- Islam even does not permit Muslims, save in exceptional cases, to sulk each other so that their amity
is weakened and the cordiality of their friendship is decreased.
In the numerous traditions being narrated from Islamic leaders in this respect, it is forbidden in a harsh
tone in more than seven traditions, and if inevitable, its permitted limit is determined to be three days.
Prophet (S) says:

.«ﺎم اَﯾ ﺛَﻼﺛَﺔ ﻓَﻮق اَﺧﺎهﺮﺠﻬﻢ اَنْ ﯾﻠﺴﻤ ﻟﻞﺤ»ﻻ ﯾ

It is not permitted for a Muslim to sulk more than three days with his religious brother.3
And in another tradition, he says:

ﻦ ﻓَﻤ،ﺎم اَﯾ ﺛَﻼﺛَﺔﻦ ﻣﺜَﺮ اَﮐﺮ اَﺧﺎهﺠﻬﻼ ﻓَﻼ ﯾﺪﱠ ﻓﺎﻋ ﮐﺎنَ ﻻﺑﻦ ﻓَﻤ،ِﺮان اﻟْﻬِﺠﻦ ﻋِ»ﻧُﻬ
.« ﺑِﻪﻟ اَو ﮐﺎﻧَﺖِ اﻟﻨّﺎر ذﻟﻦ ﻣﺜَﺮ اَﮐﯿﻪﺧﮐﺎنَ ﻫﺎﺟِﺮاً ﻻ
Sulking is forbidden, and one who performs it of necessity, shall not be in sulks with his brother more
than three days. One, who is in sulks more than this, is more worthy of the Fire.4
In these traditions, Islamic leaders have introduced continuation of sulk as exclusion from Islam's reality,
and taking the lead in placation as the cause of taking the lead in entry to paradise.
8- In Islam, kindness, friendship, equality, assistance and cooperation are the certain duties of each
Muslim, and all are obliged to observe these principles.
We read in a tradition from Imam As-Sadiq (A.S.):

و ،ِ اﻟﺘﱠﻌﺎﻃُﻒَﻠ اﻟﺘﱠﻌﺎۇنُ ﻋ و،ﻞ اﻟﺘﱠﻮاﺻ ﻓﻬﺎدﺘﺟ اﻻﯿﻦﻤﻠﺴ اﻟْﻤَﻠ ﻋﻖﺤ»ﯾ
ﻢﮐﺮﻤﺎ اَﻣﻮﻧُﻮا ﮐَ ﺗّﺘ ﺣ،ﺾﻌ ﺑﻠ ﻋﻬِﻢﻀﻌ ﺑ ﺗَﻌﺎﻃُﻒ و،ﺔ اﻟْﺤﺎﺟﻞﻫﻮاﺳﺎةُ ﻻاﻟْﻤ
.«ﻢﻨَﻬﯿ ﺑﻤﺎءﺣ رﻞ ﺟ وﺰ ﻋﻪاﻟ
It is obligatory for the Muslims to try for bringing their hearts together, and do not neglect cooperation
mixed with kindness, observe equity among the needy, and express their affection to each other to
become the proof of utterance of God "they are kind with each other".5
9- Islam has not only mentioned the matters of friendship, kindness, social cooperation, and equity as a
command and obligation, but also has offered comprehensive plans for bringing forth these commands.
Thus, in one hand Islam has forbidden the factors causing dispersion, hypocrisy and scattering, including
slander, gossip, overriding, strictness in adjudication, suspicion, mis-nomination, too much humour, and
on the other hand has eulogized the factors resulting in consolidation of kindness, friendship and mutual
trust, such as visiting, shaking hands and embracing, good opinion, expressing friendship to each other,
defending the reputation of each other in one's absence, reconciliation of difference and disunion,
attempt in fulﬁlling supplications of each other and such like, and thereby Islam has founded a
humanistic society in its full sense based on real affections, and has proceeded this issue as far as has
called it one of the most essential means of life.

Prophet (S) says:

.«ِ اﻟْﺒﺎرِد اﻟْﻤﺎءَﻟ اﻟْﻈَﻤﺂنُ ا اﻟْﻘَﻠْﺐﻦﺴﻤﺎ ﯾ ﮐﻦﻣﻮ اﻟْﻤَﻟ اﻦﺴ ﻟَﯿﻦﻣﻮنﱠ اﻟْﻤ»ا
The same tranquility, which the thirsty feel when ﬁnding water, the believers feel in solidarity with each
other.6
Furthermore, it is inferred from this interpretation that the need of society's individuals to social life is
based on a natural and normal need, without which it is not possible for a man to live.
10- It is noteworthy that Islam has never contented to any limit of social relations, and is continuously
trying for making these relations more strong and nearer, and proceeds in this part as far as it says:
there should be such a spiritual relation among the believers that even their bodies are inﬂuenced.
Prophet (S) in a tradition says:

ﺎ ﻓذا ﺗَﺤﺎﺑ اﻦﻨَﯿﻣﻮنﱠ اﻟْﻤ ا اَﻻ و... ِﯾﻤﺎنﺐِ اﻻﺒ ﺳﻈَﻢ اَﻋﻦ ﻣﻦﻣﻮ اﻟْﻤنﱠ ۇد ا»اَﻻ و
ﻦﻤﺎ ﻣﺪُﻫ اَﺣَذَا اﺷْﺘﺪِ اﺪِ اﻟْﻮاﺣﺴﺎﻟْﺠ ﮐﺎﻧﺎ ﮐﻪ اﻟ ﺗَﺼﺎﻓَﯿﺎ ﻓ وﻞ ﺟ وﺰ ﻋﻪاﻟ
.«ﻊﺿﻮ اﻟْﻤ ذﻟ اَﻟَﻢﺧَﺮﺪَ اﻻﺟﻌﺎً وﺿﻮ ﻣﺪِهﺴﺟ
Pay attention that friendship with a believer is one of the greatest causes of belief, and two believers
who make friends with each other for God, become like a body so that when one of them feels
discomfort in one part of his body, the other too feels pain in the same part.7
It is deduced from above tradition that sometimes friendship and relation of two believers becomes so
strong and solid that their bodies are uniﬁed, and when one of them feels discomfort in one of the organs
of his body, the similar organ will become painful in the body of the other without any special cause. That
is to say the relation of spirits is so strong that the complications of each body are transferred to the
other (as it is narrated about some of Prophet's (S) companions).
This is not unlikely considering two introductions.
First, the relation of spirit with body is so close that mental discomforts leave a deep effect in the body.
Nowadays, psychiatrists believe that most of physical diseases do not have any special physical cause,
such as organ disorders or microbes, and are merely the effect of mental distresses.
Second, it is currently proved that transmission and exchange between two minds is possible even from
remote distances. In other words, two persons can create a mental relation with each other through a

particular spiritual agreement and or exercise without any physical means, and transmit their thoughts to
each other's brain. This is called telepathy.
So, it is possible for distresses of a person to be transmitted to his friend through mental relation, and
then that particular distress will inﬂuence on his body, and make the similar organ painful.
11- Joining to great assemblies: Islam instructs people to join greater assemblies.
Imam Ali (A.S.) in a sermon for repressing the thoughts of divisive minority of "Kharijites" (Rebels) says:

نﱠ اﻟﺸّﺎذﱠﻗَﺔَ ﻓَﺎ اﻟْﻔُﺮ وﻢﺎﮐﯾ ا وﺔﻤﺎﻋ اﻟْﺠﻊ ﻣﻪﺪَ اﻟنﱠ ﯾ ﻓَﺎﻈَﻢَﻋ اﻻﻮادﻮا اﻟﺴﻣ اﻟْﺰ»و
ِﻤﺎن اﻟْﺤﻢﻧﱠﻤﺎ ﺣ ا و...ِﺐﻠﺬِّﯨ ﻟ اﻟْﻐَﻨَﻢﻦﻤﺎ اَنﱠ اﻟﺸّﺎذﱠ ﻣﻄﺎنِ ﮐﻠﺸﱠﯿ اﻟﻨّﺎسِ ﻟﻦﻣ
ﻣﺎﺗَﺘُﻪ ا وﻪﻠَﯿﻤﺎعُ ﻋﺘﺟ اﻻهﯿﺎوﺣ ا و،ُآن اﻟْﻘُﺮﯿﺘﺎ ﻣﺎ اَﻣﺎتﻤ ﯾآنُ وﺎ اﻟْﻘُﺮﯿﯿِﯿﺎ ﻣﺎ اَﺣﺤﯿﻟ
.«ﻨْﻪ ﻋﺮاقﻓْﺘاﻻ
Be with the great majority because Allah's hand (of protection) is on keeping unity. You should beware of
division because the isolator from the group is (a prey) for Satan just as the isolator from the ﬂock of
sheep is (a prey) for the wolf. Certainly the two arbitrators were appointed to revive what Qur’an revives
and to kill what Qur’an kills. Revival of Qur’an means uniting each other and acting accordingly, and
killing it refers to scattering and isolation from it.8
Studying in the life of predecessors too indicates that smaller societies have been always more retarded
in view of culture and appearances of human civilization, and developed cultures and civilizations have
appeared in the great and extensive societies.
Thus, in the above phrases, ﬁrst it is invited to attend in the great societies, and then it refers that God's
hand is over such societies, and in contrast, the single footers are the victim of Satan, and are excluded
from divine support, and the similitude mentioned in the next phrase shows that overcoming the social
problems and salvation from the paws of wolfs is only possible within the society, and thereby, the more
massive and condense society results in the more powerful and victorious society against the events.
And ﬁnally, he says in the last phrases that reviving Qur’an means gathering and uniting around it, and
killing it means scattering and proceeding in a path alone!
Moreover, we can use two following issues for showing Islam's attempt for the greater societies:
1- In view of Islam, signiﬁcance of each congregation prayer depends on the number of its participants,
and also the reward of mosques, including Bazar mosque, city's great mosque and the mosques
belonging to the Muslims, and ﬁnally The Sacred Mosque, which is the greatest center of Islamic society,

is in proportion with their social situation.
2- Islam has encouraged breeding and increasing population. Prophet (S) says:

.«ً ﻏَﺪاﻢُﻣ اﻻﻢِ ﺑﺮﺎﺛ ﻣّﻧﻟَﺪَ ﻓَﺎﻮا اﻟْﻮ»اُﻃْﻠُﺒ
Desire child because I will boast in the day of resurrection for plentitude of your population.9
It should be noted that plentitude of population may cause discomforts and problems in some societies
in view of insufﬁcient foodstuffs, and such like, but these transitory and exceptional problems can never
devaluate human resources for a society. These problems may occasionally occur for those nations for
example lacking abundant underground resources or agricultural products and such like.

Social seclusion
Reaction of dissociability and monkery in retardation of individual and society
The sociologists believe that social seclusion, in any form and in any case, have very unfavourable
effects in the spirit and body of individual and society.
This is approved both in respect to those living in seclusion, and also the tribes and nations and in
general the groups living separately for social, political and or geographical reasons.
One of the sociologists, Rousse, in his book "Principles of Sociology" has studied the effects of social
seclusion on a large number of prisoners being imprisoned in individual cells. He says: Ten percent of
them have died or committed suicide or become insane after one year, and the others too have suffered
from a sort of mental disease (depression).
Then he adds: among the individual prisoners, the challenge of social spirit of a person against death is
really pathetic, because sometimes only offering one ﬂower or one candy to a prisoner may quench his
thirst for social contact and save him from death.
He stipulates about the monks and coenobites that seclusion has ill effects in their spirit, and causes
depression, despair, delusion and most often a sort of mental disorder.10
The effects of social seclusion in desert travellers and nomadic tribes, who live in a sort of permanent
seclusion, are particularly visible, because their retardation is manifest in all mental and social aspects
and in proportion with the manner of their tribal seclusion.
In addition, the countries dissociating the others for special political regimes will be involved in
retardation in different aspects, if they do not communicate through other means like publications, and

such like.
Considering previous discussions and the point that we are indebted all developments to the
accumulation of thoughts, experiences and innovations of nations and individuals, the main cause of this
issue is completely clear. So, we shall accept that social seclusion is the greatest enemy for perfection of
societies and progresses and men's development in all aspects and it is also the source of all types of
deviations.

Islam and Monkery
Now, we shall see what the view of Islam in this respect is:
Islam condemns social seclusion and all of its appearances, being commented as monkery. The wellknown tradition, "there is not any monkery in Islam" «ﻼمﺳ اﻻﺔَ ﻓﯿﺒﺎﻧﻫ»ﻻ رis narrated in most of tradition
books. Monkery is commonly applied to those who dissociate and seclude people for worship and fear of
God.

Historical origin
This action has been popular among the Indians from old times, and then it became common among
Christians. Some believe that its prevalence among Christians or the Jews originated from the repeated
defeats, which they suffered from one of the cruel and dictator kings of that time, and then they decided
to become scattered and engage in worship in deserts until the promised prophet appears, and delivers
them from humbleness and scattering.11

Mental origin
Basically, the mental reaction of various individuals and nations to defeats and failures is different. Some
tend to seclusion and subjectivism, and disturb the course of their social thoughts in general, but some
others, the number of which is less than the ﬁrst group, become more rigorous and harsh, and return
from superﬁcial challenge to the rooted and underlying challenges. Monkery is actually the same
reaction of defeated individuals and nations of the ﬁrst group.
Now that we know the historical and mental origin of monkery, and it is made clear that monkery is
against man's healthy nature, the following tradition can explain the attitude of Islam towards it:
Osman Ebne Mazoun inclined to monkery as a result of a mental defeat (losing his beloved child) and
resorted to worship to relieve his grief. When the Prophet (S) was informed, he forbade him and said:

.«َﺔﯿﺒﺎﻧﻫﻨَﺎ اﻟﺮﻠَﯿ ﻋﺘُﺐ ﯾ ﻟَﻢ ﺗَﻌﺎﻟ وک ﺗَﺒﺎرﻪنﱠ اﻟ»ا

The Great God has not assigned monkery for us.
Then he added to it a fundamental phrase:

.«ﻪ اﻟﺒِﯿﻞ ﺳ ﻓ اﻟْﺠِﻬﺎدﺘﺔُ اُﻣﯿﺒﺎﻧﻫﻧﱠﻤﺎ ر»ا
Surely, the monkery of my nation is struggle in the way of God.12
In other words, if monkery means neglecting the pleasures and comforts of life, it should be applied for
serving preservation of Islamic principles and magniﬁcence of the society, like warfare.
And it is narrated from Imam Mousabne Ja'far that someone asked him:

جﺨْﺮﺖ ﻻ ﯾﯿ ﺑ ﻓﺐﻫﺘَﺮ ﯾضِ اَوَر اﻻ ﻓﯿﺢﺴ اَنْ ﯾﻠُﺢﺼ ﯾﻞ ﻫﻢﻠﺴ اﻟْﻤﻞﺟ اﻟﺮﻦ»ﻋ
.« ﻻ:()ﻋﻠﯿﻪ اﻟﺴﻼم؟ ﻗﺎلﻨْﻪﻣ
Is it permitted for a Muslim to select journey and vagabondage, or monkery, and not going out of house?
He said: no.13
Wandering in this tradition may refer to a sort of monkery in the form of tourism without luggage and
provision with the purpose of separation from cities and societies and or escaping house and family.
Anyhow, it is deduced from above tradition that monkery and social seclusion, either in the form of sitting
at home, closing the door and leaving the world, or in the form of wandering without any means and
escaping home, life and society, is condemned in Islam because it is in contradiction with the spirit of
Islamic instructions.
Moreover, Holy Qur’an has called monkery, which is common among Christians, a condemned
innovation:

ﻖﻫﺎ ﺣﻮﻋ ﻓَﻤﺎ رﻪﻮانِ اﻟ رِﺿﻐﺎءﺘ اﺑﻻ اﻬِﻢﻠَﯿﻨﺎﻫﺎ ﻋﺘَﺒﻮﻫﺎ ﻣﺎ ﮐﺘَﺪَﻋﺔً اﺑﯿﺒﺎﻧﻫ رو
ﻬﺎﺘرِﻋﺎﯾ
And (as for) monkery, they innovated it-- We did not prescribe it to them-- only to seek Allah's
pleasure, but they did not observe it with its due observance.14

The total of these evidences explains the attitude of Islam towards monkery. And one point remains here
unsolved, that is: Has monkery existed in the other religions?
According to the Islamic documents there has been a sort of monkery in Christianity, but very different
with the present monkery and program of monks. Because the appearance of above phrase indicates
that God has prescribed a sort of monkery for them, with the purpose of seeking God's pleasure, but
they did not observe its limits, and invented another one instead of it that Qur’an has called it an
innovation.
Now, we shall see what this legitimate monkery meant.
Certainly, in the original Christianity, as per historical and religious documents (even the gospels) there
have not been giving up marriage absolutely, social seclusion and separation from society, and
habitance in the convents and cloisters, which are among the today's monkery ceremonies.
As per deﬁnite documents, a number of apostles and Disciples of Christ married and associated with
people.
Therefore, the legitimate monkery may signify the same lexical meaning and fear of God mingled with a
sort of asceticism, and being heedless to worldly splendour, and simplicity while living within the society,
as Christ (A.S.) and his disciples were.
But the phrase "but they observed it not as it should be observed", has two senses.
First, they did not observe the limits of legitimate monkery, and violated its regulations, and innovated
therein, and altered it into monasticism and leaving normal life in the world and giving up marriage
absolutely.
Second, they did not observe the same false and innovative monkery, and as it will be later referred,
some of them committed unlawful deeds in the covenants instead of righteousness, chastity and being
heedless of the world, and proceeded in the way of worldliness, and provided the facilities for revelry,
pleasure, and carouse in some of those centres, being established with the name of monkery.

Monkery among Christians
The existing histories of Christianity indicate that monkery, in present form, did not exist in the ﬁrst
centuries of Christianity, and its appearance dates back to third Christian century, when the Roman
Emperor, called Dissious, conﬂicted vigorously with the Christians, and after being defeated by this
Emperor, they escaped and resorted to the mountains and deserts.15
It is noteworthy that the same is narrated in the traditions of Prophet (S), when he said to Ebne Masoud:
Do you know whereof monkery originates?

He said: God and His Prophet are more informed.
He said: Some of the unjust rulers appeared after Christ (A.S.), and the believers fought them three
times, and when they were defeated, escaped to the deserts and mountains and waited for appearance
of the Promised Prophet of Christ (Mohammad (S)), and engaged in worship therein.16
Will Durant, the famous Christian historian wrote a detailed discussion in respect to monks in the volume
31 of his history. He believes that joining of nuns to the monks was started from fourth century A.C., and
monkery developed increasingly so that it was in its utmost degree of progress in the tenth Christian
century.
Then he narrates a detailed explanation about the situation of convents, and the custom of giving up
marriage and attempt of monks for inhabiting the arid lands and agriculture, hand crafts, embroidery and
other amusements of nuns.
One of the most basic requisites of monkery was giving up marriage absolutely.
Farid Vajdi narrates in the encyclopaedia that some of the monks assumed attention to the female so
satanic that they even did not accept to take a female animal into the house, for the fear of their
spirituality to be damaged by its satanic spirit.
However, the history remembers a lot of calamities and tragedies so that Pop "third Inossan" described
one of the convents as "lupanar".17
And some of them were a centre for gathering of epicures and secularists and sensual people and the
best wines were prepared there.
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The most critical issue in the social life is that how we can form
a great and powerful unit from the small units.
Man's society has been in the form of various small and great units from the beginning days.
Following affairs have caused this variety and scattering.

1- Race
First of all, development of family and branching of different families from one family has been the origin
of formation of a race, tribe and consequently a social unit, and in fact the ﬁrst social colour of man is the
same colour of race and tribe, and at present too, in the retarded societies, the issue of tribe and race
forms the foundation of society, and in some cases, it is so strict that mixing of bloods of two tribes is
strictly forbidden.

2- Geographical area
Different tribes, which were separated by race and blood, were gradually mingled, and formed the
greater social units, being separated by various geographical areas.
At the beginning, geographical borders had a natural aspect, for example, a valley or big river and or
high mountains were sufﬁcient for separating two nations. However, it found an arbitrary aspect, and the
natural borders were somehow invalidated by different contracts.
Although, still in most parts of world, natural borders form the geographical borders, for instance, the
separation of Britain from France, and China from Japan, and such like are all caused by natural
borders, but surely, the border of all countries are not determined by natural borders.

3- Ideology
Finally, formation of social units was based on belief, mentality, and ideology in the more perfect
societies. Man understood soon that the issue of race and tribe could not separate the individuals. It is
true that consanguine individuals have more common features in the physical and spiritual aspects, but
this is never so critical to avoid their coexistence.
And it is easily perceived that difference of geographical areas, either natural or arbitrary, cannot cause
separation, especially when the issue of geographical distance was totally solved through the facility of
communication and transportation means, and all parts became close to each other.
So, little by little the social units changed into belief and ideological units, and mental borders replaced
previous ones.

Division of world's countries into two communist and capitalist blocks is one of the manifest samples of
this sort of classiﬁcation.
Although, at the beginning it was supposed this classiﬁcation is an eternal and everlasting one, and the
non-possibility of reconciliation between these two doctrines was introduced deﬁnite and inevitable, but
it was gradually found that the artiﬁcial aspect of this division and separation is much more than its real
aspect, because there are thousands of common aspects among different classes as compared with
aspects of mental and belief disagreement, the source of which is man's unity and unity of structure of
his spirit and body resulting in sharing of different objectives.
So, different regimes and ideologies supported the murmur of coexistence among social units, and step
by step, it was changed from speech to action.
Although, the friction between the proﬁts of nations and insufﬁcient intellectual development for
coordinating these interests still prevents these scattered units to be mingled and united, and form a
great unit based on unity of mankind, however, it is proved that none of the previous disunity and
scattering factors is a real and inevitable one. This perception makes the way more clear and paves it for
the future.
And thus, it is proved that all of human societies can be combined in one unit.

The most powerful social relation
Formation of a great social unit, particularly in the global and international scale, primarily requires
following affairs:

1- Facility of communication means
This issue is considerably solved today, and surely it will become better and superior in the future
through development in different equipment.

2- Unity of ideology
Although, as we told, it is possible to create a unique society without mental unity based on the "unity of
vital interests" and "human common aspects", but there is no doubt that collaboration among different
classes and wings of such society will be weak, cold, unstable and mixed with fear, terror and hesitance.
And in such conditions, naturally cooperation is limited and precautionary, and such collaboration cannot
create a fully organized, alive and happy society.
However, if a rooted mental unity relates the society's individuals to each other, and joins their hearts
through strong connections, a very united society along with an extensive and overall cooperation, with
full and everlasting understanding and collaboration will be formed.

3- Perfect mental and moral development
For establishment of such society, a sufﬁcient mental development is required for understanding the
interests of merger of all human societies in such a great unit in a wide insight, and also sufﬁcient moral
development is required for tolerance and digestion of inevitable disagreement points for agreement in
common points, and adapting oneself with it.
Of course, the former, that is, believing that cooperation of all men is proﬁtable for all is not so difﬁcult,
but the latter that is digestion of disagreement points is not very easy and facile.
It should be explained that understanding that if all human units are gathered in the society, their
problems will be less and their solution are easier, is not difﬁcult.
In case of scattering and dispersion, a major part of their most active human and economical powers is
wasted. It often happens that the amount of wasted powers is even more than half of the total of their
powers and facilities.
For example, the present world in which there is an intensive competition among the East and the West,
perhaps more than half of their active human powers are consumed as follows:
Army members, reserve members, informative and intelligence services and their afﬁliated systems,
margraves, customs, challenge with smuggle, scientists and workers who work in the war industries and
their afﬁliated branches. Evidently, if there is not an exigency, such consumption is vain and has no
positive social efﬁciency.
Nowadays, half of budgets are spent for such defensive, war and intelligence costs and other
competitions.
Yet, this is when a war does not occur in the world. Otherwise, the costs spent for compensation of
destructive actions in small scales (local wars) and great scales (world wars) are really amazing.
All of these are the human and economical powers, which are completely wasted, and there is no reason
save separation of human societies from each other. It is just like two commercial institutions spending
ﬁfty percent of their capital and time for retreating and repressing each other. It goes without saying that
it will have no result save loss and damage for both of them.
Therefore, if a perfect unity is formed among all human societies, the "efﬁciency" of their activities in all
aspects of life will be increased twice.
Everybody can understand this issue well, and can ﬁnd the results of unity.
But, in respect to moral issues, there is no doubt that individuals are different with each other: difference
in taste, tact, way of thinking, being advocate of calmness or severity or moderateness, difference in

being sentimental or conceptual, difference in subjectivism or objectivism, in being affective or non
affective, in regarding formalities and appearance or disregarding them, in degree of tendency to
different scientiﬁc, economical and affairs.
It is true that we can make changes and modiﬁcations in the belief, affections, thoughts, and desires of
different individuals, but anyway these differences are neither deniable, nor completely removable.
The people, who want to have a life full of peace and close cooperation in a great global society, should
reach that level of "moral development" that after understanding the realities in respect to difference in
mental, spiritual, and moral structure can tolerate and digest the difference points of others.
They should be able to respect desires of others in case of disagreement in marginal issues, as their
own desires, and never expect the others to follow them in all cases, and neither impose their desires on
them, nor change the marginal issues to the basic ones. Pay attention.
Forgiveness and connivance, heart tolerance, broad-mindedness, tolerance, subtlety, and patience are
all the affairs necessary for digestion of these differences in moral view.
Even two persons cannot cooperate closely with each other, save they have perceived this reality and
are ready for welcoming it.
Certainly, this moral readiness for digestion of disagreement points is not attainable through negotiation.
Rather, it is the affair, which is only possible through puriﬁcation and education causing sufﬁcient
development in moral aspects.

Islam and global unique society
Islam has paved the way for formation of a global unique society in different aspects, because:
First,–Islam appeared in a racist society, where the issue of tribe and gens constituted its infrastructure
and the issue of race dominated all of its aspects. Even its cities were not a city in a real sense, because
the tribes and gens were completely separate from each other.
However, Islam excluded totally the issue of race from the social issues, and devaluated it in general.
Sometimes, it fought with them with the same logic that their racial society originated from it (unity in
blood, unity of original forebear of tribe), and made them understood that if you think in a higher level,
the human society are all created from two spouses.
So, all should form one unit:

َﻧْﺜاﺮٍ و ذَﻛﻦ ﻣﻢﻧﱠﺎ ﺧَﻠَﻘْﻨَﺎﻛ اﺎ اﻟﻨﱠﺎسﻬﻳﺎ اﻳ

O mankind! Lo! We have created you male and female. (49:13)
And thereby "human brotherhood" replaced "tribal brotherhood" and "mankind's blood" replaced "tribe's
blood".
And sometimes Islam represented them that although the issue of preserving parentage, relation and
connection of individuals to tribe as well as gens and forefathers is necessary, but it is not for boasting to
the descents. Rather it is for knowing each other through this special social classiﬁcation.
It is certain that preserving rights of individuals in the societies necessitates that individuals shall be
distinguished and recognized from each other, and there is no more natural and correct way than
relation to the forefathers, ancestors, nations and tribes, but it should be only a means of knowing, not
boasting:

ﻓُﻮاﺎرﺘَﻌ ﻟﻞﺎﺋﻗَﺒﺎ وﻮ ﺑ ﺷُﻌﻢﻠْﻨَﺎﻛﻌﺟو
And have made you nations and tribes that ye may know one another. (49:13)
And once Islam notiﬁed that "dignity" and "value" of individuals is for their spiritual virtues and carnal
habits (virtue and piety), and this is never attainable through heritage, and in other words, if presumably
heretical attributes are "beautiful", they are involuntarily beautiful, and cannot be a criterion for
personality and dignity.

ۚ ﻢﺗْﻘَﺎﻛ اﻪﻨْﺪَ اﻟ ﻋﻢﻣﺮﻛنﱠ اا
Lo! the noblest of you, in the sight of Allah, is the best in conduct. (49:13)
And in this manner, Islam has inﬂicted its ﬁnal strike on the foundations of racism and the schisms
caused by it.
Second, Islam has invalidated the cause of disunion through disregarding geographical borders, either
natural or arbitrary, as well as including and expanding its invitation to all countries of world.
We can ﬁnd this logic of Islam within the numerous phrases in the Holy Qur’an:
a- Qur’anic addresses, save what are specialized to believers, are so generalized that include all nations
of world, like the addresses of "O people", "O My Servants", "O Children of Adam" and "O man", which
are mentioned in different verses of Qur’an.1
In these addresses, all of the world, from any tribe, nation, and country, are included and there is not any

trace of different nations in them.
b- Qur’an assumed all of the earth as God's vast territory, as it says:

ِﺪُونﺒ ﻓَﺎﻋﺎيﻳﺔٌ ﻓَﺎﻌاﺳ وﺿرنﱠ اﻨُﻮا ا آﻣ اﻟﱠﺬِﻳﻦﺎدِيﺒﺎ ﻋﻳ
O my bondmen who believe! Lo! My earth is spacious. Therefore serve Me only. (29:56)
And do not surrender to enemies' pressures.
And somewhere else it instructs to roam all around the earth for observing the remains of annihilated
civilizations of the ancestors and taking lesson from their life associated with sin and injustice.

ﺬِّﺑِﻴﻦﺔُ اﻟْﻤﺒﺎﻗﺎنَ ﻋ ﻛﻒﻴوا ﻛضِ ﻓَﺎﻧْﻈُﺮر اوا ﻓﻴﺮﻓَﺴ
Do but travel in the land and see the nature of the consequence for the deniers! (16:36)
And also it invites people to correction on the earth, and avoiding corruption on it:

ﺎﻬﺣَﺻﺪَ اﻌضِ ﺑر اﺪُوا ﻓ ﺗُﻔْﺴو
Work not confusion in the earth after the fair ordering (thereof). (7:56)
And someone else it calls the earth the inheritance of righteous and good doers, who ﬁnally will govern
on it:

َﻮنﺤﺎﻟ اﻟﺼﺎدِيﺒﺎ ﻋﺮِﺛُﻬ ﻳضرنﱠ اا
My righteous slaves will inherit the earth: (21:105)
c- Holy Qur’an explicitly instructs Muslims not to bind themselves to staying in a particular point in
implementation of their divine obligations, and if they cannot implement them in a point, they shall
immigrate to the other parts of earth, and it blames and rebukes refraining emigration:

ﺎﻴﻬوا ﻓﺎﺟِﺮﺔً ﻓَﺘُﻬﻌاﺳ وﻪ اﻟضر اﻦَ ﺗﻟَﻢﻗَﺎﻟُﻮا ا
(The angels) will say: Was not Allah's earth spacious that ye could have migrated therein? (4:97)
d- Qur’an has never emphasized on the social units being separated as different territories in such a lot
of verses related to the commands, sorts of knowledge and moralities, and this is a clear reason for
advocating and defending of Islam from global unique society, and so called "internationalism".
Basically, an ideology based on humanistic principles and human rights should be so.
In other words, there is no geographical classiﬁcation and border within the Islamic domain and only
outside the domain of Islam too, mental and belief borders separate it from the others.2
Third, Islam has made an extensive attempt for establishment of a mental unity point and so called
"ideological unity" among mankind through its disciplines and ordinances.
It should be noted the mental and belief unity that Islam is its founder, in contrary with the mental and
ideological relations of political parties and such like being formed in recent centuries in the world, is not
specialized to a particular class, population and nation. Rather, it is concerned with human society.
And this is assumed as a great privilege for Islamic ideology, which has no regional and classic colour.
But most of political parties and groups in the world and their afﬁliated philosophical doctrines, although
have founded the basis of their activity on mental and procedural unity, but all of them are common in
this great "defect" that either they have not had a public and global aspect from the beginning or have
lost it later.
We are not going to discuss about the correctness or inaccuracy of such doctrines and parties. We only
want to explain that all of them have a great common weak point as not being able to create a mental
unity among all men from all races and nations.
But the mental and belief unity, which Islam has founded, does not have a private aspect, and even is
not restricted to followers of Islam; rather the followers of other religions too can share it.
And so a comprehensive plan is considered in Islam for protecting the rights of religious minorities living
in the Islamic territories, as well as defending their interests, which will be clariﬁed through sufﬁcient
study in Islamic resources.

How to create a mental unity
Now, we engage in studying a part of Islamic sciences and instructions, which can help us in achieving
this great objective (creation of mental unity among men):

The principle of monotheism, which forms the basis of all Islamic sciences: Islam has completely washed
out the "scattered lords" as the sign of diversity of thoughts and ideas and also an effective factor for
social discords, and even instructs to its followers that there is no disunity and variety in God's essence
and attributes. His essence is extensive and His attributes are all exactly the same.
We know that one of the factors of disunity among people in old ages has been belief in several lords,
and each tribe, nation, race and sometimes city had their own "lord" or "lords", and after their conquest
over the other nations, that lord too triumphed and was recognized, and at the time of defeat, it was
forgotten.
As Albermaleh writes in the chapter related to religious beliefs of Chaldaeans:
At ﬁrst, in Chaldea too, like Egypt, each city had its own lord. After formation of great states, worshipping
the lords of different territories was generalized, and the lord of capital city became "the Lord of Lords"!
And thus, at the time of Hamourabi 3, since Babylon was the capital of Chaldea, the lord of this city
which was named "Mardouk", was considered as "the Lord of Lords" through Chaldea, and since at the
beginning, capital of Assyria's government was Assyria, the lord of this city, which was also called
"Assyria" became "the Lord of Lords" of Assyrian people.4 And he writes about religion of Egyptians:
"... It was not so that all Egyptians worship several common lords. Rather, each city had a separate lord,
but once worship of some lords (of course, only in Egypt) was circulated throughout Egypt.
Whenever a city became more important and creditable, dignity of its lords was increased.5
The sample of this dispersion of lords appeared in the origin of Islam, that is Hejaz, and especially
Mecca, and it was the source and sign of all types of mental and social dispersion and disunity, and
since it is evident, there is no need to any proof. Islam terminated this situation with its brilliant
instructions and sciences, and the motto of all Muslims became monopoly of deity in the unique God,
"There is no God, except Allah", and attention to "Allah", the unique God.
Qur’an says: not only deity on the earth is God; rather He is the only rightful deity throughout the world of
creation, where it says:

ۚ ﻟَٰﻪضِ ار اﻓ وﻟَٰﻪ اﺎءﻤ اﻟﺴ اﻟﱠﺬِي ﻓﻮﻫو
And He it is Who in the heaven is Allah, and in the earth Allah. (43:84)
And somewhere else it says:

ﺪًاﺒ ﻋٰﻦﻤﺣ اﻟﺮ آﺗضِ ارااتِ وﺎوﻤ اﻟﺴ ﻓﻦ ﻣﻞنْ ﻛا
There is none in the heavens and the earth but cometh unto the Beneﬁcent as a slave. (19:93)
Islam has also expanded the reality of monotheism to the world of creation in its instructions, and
introduces the entire world as a unit, originating from a unique source:

ٍ ﻓُﻄُﻮرﻦﱝ ﻣ ﺗَﺮﻞ ﻫﺮﺼ اﻟْﺒﺟِﻊ ﺗَﻔَﺎۇتٍ ۖ ﻓَﺎرﻦ ﻣٰﻦﻤﺣ اﻟﺮ ﺧَﻠْﻖﱝ ﻓﺎ ﺗَﺮﻣ
Thou (Muhammad) canst see no fault in the Beneﬁcent One's creation; then look again: Canst
thou see any rifts? (67:3)
And also Qur’an introduces all living creatures from one single source:

 ﺣءَ ﺷﻞ ﻛﺎء اﻟْﻤﻦﻣ
We made every living thing of water? (21:30)
And thereby Islam rejects one of the other basic foundations of polytheism and belief in the lords of
species. Because this belief mostly originates from the point that they assumed each of the world's
creatures as an independent and separate unit, and considered an independent creator for each of
them.
According to Islamic instructions, the creator and lord of this world is not separate from this world, that is,
while it is not the same as them, it is not separate from them too.

َونﺮﺼ ﺗُﺒ ﻦَٰﻟ وﻢْﻨ ﻣﻪﻟَﻴ ابﻗْﺮ اﻦﻧَﺤو
And We are nearer unto him than ye are, but ye see not – (56-85)

ِرِﻳﺪ اﻟْﻮﻞﺒ ﺣﻦ ﻣﻪﻟَﻴ ابﻗْﺮ اﻦﻧَﺤو
We are nearer to him than his jugular vein. (50:16)

.«ﻠَﺔﺰاﯾء ﻻ ﺑِﻤَ ﺷﻞ ﮐﺮ ﻏَﯿﻧَﺔ وﻘﺎرء ﻻ ﺑِﻤَ ﺷﻞ ﮐﻊ»ﻣ
He is with everything but not in physical nearness. He is different from everything but not in physical
separation.6

Spirit of unity in Islamic instructions
The spirit of unity in the Islamic instructions is not restricted to the principle of "Unity of God" as the basis
of all Islamic beliefs. Rather, even in the invitation of prophets and messengers and divine books, Islam
considers all of them identical in view of principles, which only have some differences in perfection
stages.
Of course, this spirit is also visible in the Islamic scientiﬁc ordinances, rules and regulations, because the
subject of Islamic ordinances and regulations is only man (man on the condition of maturity and
intellect), and there is no other condition.
All Islamic sorbs are common in this sense that they are warner and cause reﬂection:

ﺮِيﺬِﻛةَ ﻟَ اﻟﺼﻢﻗاو
So serve Me and establish worship for My remembrance. (20:14)
And they have a disciplinary effect and lead to simplism and control of rebellious sensual desires, and
educating man. This is the unique spirit of all Islamic sorbs.
Islamic sorbs are all performed in one language, and this is the sign of unity, not for being in Arabic
language belonging to a particular nation, rather for being the language of inspiration (and in addition to
other reasons, the selection of this language may be for its simplicity, extent of words, derivations,
compounds and its special tone).
The spirit of unity is apparent in the Islamic sorbs, especially in congregational sorbs, and in particular in
pilgrimage which shows the highest manifestation of spirit of unity, and forms a unit in view of mentality,
place and slogans which are expressed by different nations far from each other thousands of parasangs
in view of body and soul. This situation has a particular splendour like that of unique system of the world
of creation. Basically, the colour of Islam is the colour of creation, and consequently it is in coordination
with it.
The arrays of Islamic congregational prayers for a supposed observer, watching the earth from outside,
resemble the concentric circles gathering around a centre, and this indicates a perfect unity.

Islamic scales have been adopted based on natural scales as far as possible, which are identical for all,
and there is no colour of a special nationality and for determination of some subjects, for instance, pace,
palm and such like are used.
Islamic month and year are focused on the circulation of moon and sun (or more correctly circulation of
earth around the sun), and they are identical for everybody, and there is no need to technical specialty
for understanding them, and there is no difference in them save in view of difference in horizon, which is
the natural property of different parts of the earth.

1- Moral development
The forgotten principles without which the world will not experience peace and tranquility.
As we already told, for formation of a real society, especially in a great global scale including all people
of world, moral development is required in addition to ideological unity and mental development.
Without a moral development, the people living in a society can never tolerate each other, and solve the
opposite sides of different mentalities and dissidences properly.
Like training of other moral aspects, the need of this part to the instructions of prophets and messengers
is clearer than any other part, because as we said before, morality without the executive guarantee of
belief and the religion of prophets will not have a strong support, and does not exceed a series of
inessential perfections and dispensable advices.
Now, we return to the plans prepared in Islam for training and development of social morality in men and
preparing them for a social life. Of course, it should be noted that what we refer to hereunder are a part
of these widespread instructions, and stating all of them is beyond the capacity of this concise
discussion.
Notifying the variation of people in view of creation of body, soul, mentalities and sentiments as it is
narrated in the well known tradition:

.«ًﺪاﺪٌ اَﺣ اَﺣﻠُﻢ ﯾ ﻟَﻢ ﻫﺬا اﻟْﺨَﻠْﻖﻪ اﻟ ﺧَﻠَﻖﻒﯿ ﮐ اﻟﻨّﺎسﻢﻠ ﻋ»ﻟَﻮ
If people knew how God has created people, no one blamed the other.7
And also a reference is brieﬂy made to the variation in creation as it is narrated from Prophet (S):

.«ﺔﻀ اﻟْﻔﺐِ وﻌﺎدِنِ اﻟﺬﱠﻫﻤﻌﺎدِنٌ ﮐ ﻣ»اَﻟﻨّﺎس

The people are the mines like the mines of gold and silver.8
Taking into account that structure of spirit and sentiments, training and level of knowledge and mental
backgrounds of individuals are very different, solves a great deal of association problems, and social
conﬂicts.
For example, we have often seen that parents are very disturbed for an improper deed of a child (such
as breaking a vessel or making dirty his cloths), and sometimes they make severe punishments for this
little deed and blame the child many times. While if we study the matter correctly, we will see that there
is not any reason for angriness, or such blame and reproach.
Surely, neither the knowledge of child about the breakable and non-breakable vessels and the manner
of keeping them for minimizing the possibility of falling down and being broken, and decreasing their slip
and load on the ﬁngers is sufﬁcient, and nor, even if he knows all of these subjects, he has adequate
scientiﬁc experience on that matter, and supposing that both his science and experience are sufﬁcient,
his physical power is little.
Therefore, if at present we are more skillful in keeping these vessels, it is just for the several experiences
and examinations of our childhood, because childhood is the period of trial and acquiring knowledge
about the environment with which man has no familiarity.
And if we put ourselves instead of that child, with the same little knowledge and skill, most of his deeds
being considered as a great sin and offence by us, are neither a sin, nor an offence!
The same is true about the adults. Some habitudes of my friend may be unfavourable in my view, and I
may decide on discontinuing my friendship, but when I consider the educational environment of my
friend, and attach his spiritual structure to it, and take into account his mental history, I ﬁnd that I would
do the same if I was instead of him.
My neighbour speaks loudly and disturbs me. When I consider the basis of his sciences and structure of
his larynx, nerves, and degree of sensibility of his eardrums, I see that although he is blameful, but his
fault is not so great that I felt.
It should not be mistaken. We are not going to introduce people faultless in all of their deeds in this way
as the predestinarians believe, and consider spiritual, physical and outward factors as the cause of
everything.
On the other hand, hereby we are not going to deny necessity of training, and leave the people as they
are so that they do whatsoever they want. Rather, if we take into account these realities, we will have
more readiness for solving disputes and removing objections, and will easily tolerate each other. If we
excommunicate each other for a little dissidence, it is due to not paying attention to these variations.

2- Forgiveness and pardon
There are a few people being infallible and immune from any mistake and sometimes intentional in
violation of others' rights, and if it is to act according to the principle of "vengeance", social conﬂicts will
proceed in a sequential series, and are increasingly intensiﬁed, because vindictive attacks are not
controllable in view of quality and quantity, and often become more violent.
And supposing that they are controllable and measurable, determination of the degree of ﬁrst offence is
never similar and equal in view of the "wrongِdoer" and "one who has suffered offence". Thus, even if the
other party is going to observe equality in quantity and quality during his vindictive attack, still he feels
that justice is not observed, and so decides on a new revenge, and so the quarrel is resumed.
The reason why the ﬁre of sedition, war, and quarrel is never extinguished in a lot of tribes and nations
in the past and present is that each of them replies the crime of the other with a more vigorous crime,
and the battle is progressively continued.
The only thing, which can disconnect this sequential series and extinguish the ﬁre of sedition, is the spirit
of forgiveness, pardon and connivance.
It should be mentioned herein that those who cut the series of struggle and conﬂict through forgiveness
and connivance, do not merely serve the other party, but also relieve themselves from the certain losses
which they will suffer in the future for continuation of struggle, in addition to understanding a great moral
virtue.
Moreover, if we study and note properly, we will see that vengeance has no rational proﬁt for the
revenge, save a transitory relief and sometimes an unreal superiority, and he is always waiting for the
vengeance of other party, while the soothing effect of "forgiveness" is much deeper and the spiritual and
social excellence caused by it, is a real one.
In the Islamic resources, it is referred to this matter with interesting and delicate phrases, and it is
encouraged, and called as one of the most critical Islamic obligations.
Following samples prove this claim:

ۗ ﻢَ ﻟﻪ اﻟﺮﻐْﻔنْ ﻳﻮنَ اﺒ ﺗُﺤﻮا ۗ اﻔَﺤﺼﻟْﻴﻔُﻮا وﻌﻟْﻴو
Let them forgive and show indulgence. Yearn ye not that Allah may forgive you? (24:22)
Above verse indicates this reality that anyway each of you has committed a sin, and as you like God to
forgive your sin, you too should forebear your rights in encounters with your brothers.

Obviously, one who forebears usual vengeance, but remarks the sin of other party through tongue or
sulking, has not actually forgiven him. Rather, complete forgiveness is the same forgetting and ignoring
completely.

ﻔْﻮ اﻟْﻌﻘُﻮنَ ﻗُﻞﻨْﻔﺎذَا ﻳﻟُﻮﻧَﻚَ ﻣﺎﺴﻳو
And they ask thee what they ought to spend. Say: that which is superﬂuous. (2:219)
There is an interesting point that expending is not merely concerned with wealth as you ask so much
about it. Rather, forgiving one's own rights is more important than ﬁnancial expending and granting
wealth. Certainly, since this forgiveness is against the spirit of seeking vengeance in most people, it is
more difﬁcult, while its effect is much more in view of creating discipline and social justice.
This sort of turning from the reply to a question towards another reply is repeatedly observed in Qur’an,
and this is one of the attractive points in Qur’an that uncommonly it is not bound to the requested
question in its replies. Rather, it considers the real requirement of the other party and answers
accordingly.
As when it is questioned about the reason for transformation of falcate, instead of replying to it, Qur’an
mentions its advantages and results:

ﺞاﻟْﺤﻠﻨﱠﺎسِ و ﻟﻴﺖاﻗﻮ ﻣ ﻫ ۖ ﻗُﻞﻠﱠﺔﻫ اﻦﻟُﻮﻧَﻚَ ﻋﺎﺴﻳ
They ask thee, (O Muhammad), of new moons, say: They are ﬁxed seasons for mankind and for
the pilgrimage. (2:189)

ﻓ ًﺎﻼ ﺣﻨْﺖ ﮐ ﻟَﻮﺪِه ﺑِﯿ اﻟﱠﺬِی ﻧَﻔْﺴ وﻪ ﻋﻠﯿﻪ وآﻟﻪ( »ﺛَﻼث اﻟ )ﺻﻠﻪﻮلِ اﻟﺳ رﻦﻋ
ﺘَﻐﺒﺔً ﯾﻈْﻠَﻤ ﻣﻞﺟﻔﺎ ر ﻻ ﻋﺪﱠﻗُﻮا; وﺪَﻗَﺔ ﻓَﺘَﺼ ﺻﻦ ﻣ ﻣﺎل ﻣﺎ ﻧَﻘَﺺ:ﻬِﻦﻠَﯿ ﻋﻠَﻔْﺖﻟَﺤ
 ﺑﺎبﻪ ﻧَﻔْﺴﻠ ﻋﻞﺟ ر ﻻ ﻓَﺘَﺢ; وﺔﯿﺎﻣ اﻟْﻘمﻮاً ﯾﺰ ﺑِﻬﺎ ﻋﻪ اﻟه زادﻻ اﻪ اﻟﻪﺟﺑِﻬﺎ و
.« ﻓَﻘْﺮ ﺑﺎبﻪﻠَﯿ ﻋﻪ اﻟ ﻓَﺘَﺢﻻ اﻟَﺔﺎﺴﻣ
Islam's Prophet (S) said: By God, Who my soul is on His hand, there are three things that if I was a
swearer, I swore by them: no wealth is decreased for alms, so pay alms, no man forgives an injustice for
God's satisfaction, unless God increases his dignity at the day of resurrection, and no one opens the

door of demand to himself, unless God opens a door of poverty to him.9

ﻻﺪَ اﺒﺰِﯾﺪُ اﻟْﻌ ﻻ ﯾﻔْﻮنﱠ اﻟْﻌﻔْﻮِ ﻓَﺎ ﺑِﺎﻟْﻌﻢﻠَﯿ »ﻋ: (ﻪ ﻋﻠﯿﻪ وآﻟﻪ اﻟ )ﺻﻠﻪﻮلِ اﻟﺳ رﻦﻋ
.«ﻪ اﻟﻢﮐﺰﻌا ﯾاً ﻓَﺘَﻌﺎﻓَﻮﺰﻋ
Do not forget forgiveness, because forgiveness increases man's honour. So forgive each other; God
shall honor you.10

َﻠ ﻋﺔ اﻟﻨﱠﺪاﻣﻦ ﻣﺮﺴ اَﯾ وﻞﻔْﻮِ اَﻓْﻀ اﻟْﻌَﻠﺔُ ﻋ »اﻟﻨﱠﺪاﻣ: (ﺮِ )ﻋﻠﯿﻪ اﻟﺴﻼم اﻟْﺒﺎﻗﻦﻋ
.«ﺔﻘُﻮ ﺑاﻟْﻌ
Regretting for forgiveness is better and easier than regretting for punishment.11

ﻤﺎﻬﻈَﻤ اَﻋﺮ ﻧُﺼﻻﺘﺎنِ ﻗَﻂﱡ اﯩ ﻓﺎ اﻟْﺘَﻘَﺖ »ﻣ: (ِﺿﺎ( )ﻋﻠﯿﻪ اﻟﺴﻼم )اﻟﺮﻦﺴ اﻟْﺤِ اَﺑﻦﻋ
.«ًﻔْﻮاﻋ
Imam Reza (A.S.) said: When two groups confront each other, one who pardons more, will be helped.12
As it is observed, victory is introduced as one of the direct effects of forgiveness in these traditions.
Its point may signify that vengeance at the time of having power is usually caused by an animal
incentive, and so its exact form is observed in the animals too. But forgiveness and pardon is a sign of
personality and a sort of self control, majesty and magniﬁcence of spirit which can outshine the burning
ﬂame of anger and vindictive, and therefore the more pardon and forgiveness of individuals indicates
their higher value and prestige, and so they will be honoured.
Furthermore, vengeance has never succeeded to attract people's respect and or affections towards the
avengers, while forgiveness and pardon has a deep effect in attraction of public opinions and provoking
affections and feelings in the favour of the pardoner, and this is considered as one of the effective
factors in victory.

3- Replying vice with goodness
In Islamic resources, including Qur’an and traditions, it is referred to a more signiﬁcant and higher stage
of pardon and forgiveness, that is, replying vice with goodness!

Undoubtedly, this deed is the highest manifestation of humanistic spirit and requires moral education and
special spiritual elegance, and has a miraculous effect in humanizing the hearts ﬁlled with enmity.
And also it is the best "lesson" which one can give to the aggressors and wrongdoers. On the other
hand, it is the only "punishment" which does not cause any undesirable reaction in the wrong doers, and
does not invite them to a new aggression.
All of these aspects have resulted in rendering it as one of the most effective ways in ending the
enmities and hostilities.
We read in Qur’an:

ﻴﻢﻤ ﺣﻟ وﻧﱠﻪﺎةٌ ﻛﺪَاو ﻋﻨَﻪﻴﺑﻨَﻚَ وﻴذَا اﻟﱠﺬِي ﺑ ﻓَﺎﻦﺴﺣ ا ﻫ ﺑِﺎﻟﱠﺘﻓَﻊاد

ﻴﻢﻈ ﻋّﻆ ذُو ﺣﺎ اﻠَﻘﱠﺎﻫﺎ ﻳﻣوا وﺮﺒ ﺻ اﻟﱠﺬِﻳﻦﺎ اﻠَﻘﱠﺎﻫﺎ ﻳﻣو
Repel the evil deed with one which is better, then lo! he, between whom and thee there was
enmity (will become) as though he was a bosom friend.
But none is granted it save those who are steadfast, and none is granted it save the owner of
great happiness. (41:34 & 35)
The ﬁrst verse points to the miraculous effect of "repel with that which is best" (replying vice with
goodness), thanks to which one can change the greatest enemies to the intimate friends.
Then, in the next sentence, it is emphasized that only those are worthy for attainment to this rank who
have a plenty share of belief, piety, and moral virtues, as well as a great share of patience and
resistance against sensual desires, and these two are undeniable realities.
In fact, wonderful effect of "repel with that which is best" in termination of hostilities originates from this
point that aggressors are always waiting for vengeance of the other party, and even they may
conscientiously deem themselves deserving for such vengeance, but when, in contrary to this
"expectation" and "merit", they see their evil deed is replied fairly, the latent power of their conscience is
provoked and embattles them inwardly. Their conscience accounts this for innocence and purity of other
party and their own sinfulness and impurity, and superinduces them for upturning. This pressure is so
vigorous that a few people can ignore it, and continue their old hostile manner, and on this account, most
enemies change their course in this way and become ﬂexible.
In the attractive and subtle comments narrated in the traditions of Prophet (S) and Islamic leaders about

this prominent attribute, it is introduced as one of the greatest and highest humanitarian attributes:

 اﻟﺪﱡﻧْﯿﺎﻖﺮِ ﺧَﻼﺋ ﺑِﺨَﯿﻢﮐ »اَﻻ اُﺧْﺒِﺮ:ﻪﺘ ﺧُﻄْﺒﻪ ﻋﻠﯿﻪ وآﻟﻪ( ﻓ اﻟ )ﺻﻠﻪ اﻟﻮلﺳ رﻗﺎل
 اَﺳﺎءﻦ ﻣﻟﺴﺎنُ اﺣ اﻻ و، ﻗَﻄَﻌﻦ ﻣﻞ ﺗَﺼ و، ﻇَﻠَﻤﻦﻤﻔْﯘ ﻋ؟ اَﻟْﻌةﺮﺧ اﻻو
.«ﻣﺮ ﺣﻦ ﻣﻄﺎءﻋ ا و،ﻟَﯿا
The Prophet (S) told in one of his lectures: Would you like me to inform you about one of the best
moralities of the world and hereafter? Forgiving one who has been unjust with you, and relations with
those who have broken their relation with you, and goodness with one who has been unjust with you,
and bounty to one who has deprived you.13
According to this tradition which Prophet (S) has expressed it as a public lesson in an assembly of some
Muslims (the lecture indicates this sense), the best ethic of this and the other world is "forgiveness" and
"repelling vice with goodness". Three out of four phrases mentioned above are concerned with repelling
vice with goodness and only one phrase is concerned with forgiveness and pardon.

ﻻ اﻢﻠﺴ اﻟْﻤءﺮ اﻟْﻤ ﺑِﻬِﻦﻪﺰِﯾﺪُ اﻟ ﻻ ﯾ »ﺛَﻼث: (ﺮِ( )ﻋﻠﯿﻪ اﻟﺴﻼمﻔَﺮ )اﻟْﺒﺎﻗﻌ ﺟِ اَﺑﻦﻋ
.«ﻪ ﻗَﻄَﻌﻦﻤﻠَﺔُ ﻟ اﻟﺼ و،ﻪﻣﺮ ﺣﻦ ﻣﻄﺎءﻋ ا و،ﻪ ﻇَﻠَﻤﻦﻤ ﻋﻔْﺢ اﻟﺼ:ًاﺰﻋ
Imam Al-Baqir (A.S.) told: There are three things which do not result in anything for a Muslim, save
honour: forgiving one who has been unjust with him, bounty to one who has deprived him, and relation
with one who has broken his relation with him.14
In the above tradition too, three deeds are called the means of honour and power, two of which are
concerned with repelling vice with goodness, and one is concerned with forgiveness and pardon.
It should not be mistaken; forgiveness and pardon shall never be confused with submission to an unjust
enemy. Rather, submission is the sign of disability and lack of personality and humbleness, but
forgiveness is the sign of magnanimity and personality.
Forgiveness and pardon are always in personal concerns towards one that a man is able to take
revenge on him, not in social concerns and rights of the society. Even if forgiveness in personal affairs
and individual rights results in daring of the other party, it is not a proper and correct action.

4- Stopping violence
Resorting to violence in solving social problems, particularly global and international problems, is one of

the most important causes of conﬂicts and hard struggles as well as dangerous and unpleasant events.
Resorting to violence excites the sense of malice in the hearts and lightens the ﬁre of vengeance.
Resorting to violence not only does not have any effect in relieving crises and problems, but also it often
intensiﬁes the crises and increases the problems and a lot of problems of present world originate from it.
Resorting to violence is never advisable, and man shall always spend a high cost for it, and those who
commit it, should pay a heavy indemnity for it.
However, this deed, despite of all of its ominous defects, risks and consequences is the ﬁrst solution
which sounds to everybody for solving the problems, because resorting to peaceful solutions and
stopping violence has an intellectual aspect and applying violence has an emotional aspect, and we
know that man's intellectual growth and development is the latest stage of his growth, while emotion's
evolution period is earlier. Most people live in emotional stage and are affected by it.
Childhood is the period of training emotions, and it is clariﬁed through a precise study in situation of
present men and societies that people mostly live in childhood ages in intellectual and moral aspect, and
for this reason, they often advocate violence and exertion.
Anyway, although in view of common studies, this way is the ﬁrst one, which attracts the attention, but it
is in the last stage in view of value, and resorting to it, is only advised when all other ways are closed.
A brave individual or nation less often resorts to this way for solving his social problems, because most
of problems could be solved in peaceful ways and through the power of thinking and ethic.
Islam has put a strenuous emphasis on this critical issue and numerous traditions are narrated from
Islamic great leaders about the role of "tolerance"15 in man's life. Citing following traditions may be
adequate for realizing Islam's logic in this respect.

مﺮﺤ ﯾﻦ ﻣﺔَ وﮐﺮ اﻟْﺒةَ وِﯾﺎد اﻟﺰِﻓْﻖ اﻟﺮنﱠ ﻓ »ا:(ﻪ ﻋﻠﯿﻪ وآﻟﻪ اﻟ)ﺻﻠِ اﻟﻨﱠﺒﻦﻋ
.«ﺮ اﻟْﺨَﯿمﺮﺤ ﯾِﻓْﻖاﻟﺮ
There is bounty and blessing in tolerance and forbearance, and one who is deprived from forbearance
and amenity, will be deprived from goodness.16
In this tradition it is explicitly said that any goodness and blessing exists in tolerance and stopping
violence, and those who resort to violence, are deprived from any goodness and blessing, and this logic
clariﬁes the signiﬁcance of the matter in men's life.

ﻪ اﻟﺎ ﺧَﻠَﻖﻤﺮى ﻣﺎ ﮐﺎنَ ﻣ ﺧَﻠْﻘﺎً ﯾِﻓْﻖ ﮐﺎنَ اﻟﺮ »ﻟَﻮ:(ﻪ ﻋﻠﯿﻪ وآﻟﻪ اﻟ)ﺻﻠِ اﻟﻨﱠﺒﻦﻋ
.«ﻨْﻪ ﻣﻦﺴء اَﺣَ ﺷﻞﺟوﺰﻋ
If tolerance was depicted, there was no creature better than it.17
In this tradition, stopping violence is called the most beautiful moral visages, and it means that violence
is the ugliest visage that human's spirit may have.

ﻤﺎﻬﻈَﻤ ﮐﺎنَ اَﻋﻻ اﺛْﻨﺎنِ اﺐﻄَﺤﺎ اﺻ »ﻣ:(ﻪ ﻋﻠﯿﻪ وآﻟﻪ اﻟ)ﺻﻠﻪ اﻟﻮلﺳ رﻗﺎل
.«ﺒِﻪﻤﺎ ﺑِﺼﺎﺣﻓَﻘَﻬ اَرﻪ اﻟَﻟﻤﺎ اﻬﺒ اَﺣﺮاً واَﺟ
From two persons, one whose friendship and tolerance is more than the other, will have more reward
and is more favourite before God.18
In this tradition, the greatest rewards and most favourite ranks before God belong to those who advocate
tolerance and peacefulness and ﬂexibility in life.

.«ُﯾﻤﺎن اﻻ ﻟَﻪﻢ ﻗُﺴِﻓْﻖ اﻟﺮ ﻟَﻪﻢ ﻗُﺴﻦ »ﻣ:(ﺮِ)ﻋﻠﯿﻪ اﻟﺴﻼمﻔَﺮِ اﻟْﺒﺎﻗﻌ ﺟِ اَﺑﻦﻋ
One who is granted ﬂexibility, belief is granted to him.19
The late Feise Kashani, in "Vaﬁ" book, in one of the traditions of this chapter, interprets the relation of
"tolerance" with "belief" as follows:
Resorting to violence makes man's authority and nervous system out of control, and such person may
perform any mistake and even say blasphemous words.
We can also interpret this relation in another way, that is, violence is often the source of suspicion and
mistrust on God's people, and thereby the Creator, and none of these are compatible with belief. In other
words, harsh individuals will always have fewer friends, and they will be gradually led to social seclusion,
and social seclusion is the source of suspicion on the creature and Creator, and this is not compatible
with belief.

نﱠ »ا:(ﻪ ﻋﻠﯿﻪ وآﻟﻪ اﻟ)ﺻﻠﻪ اﻟﻮلﺳ ر ﻗﺎل: ﻗﺎل:(ﻔَﺮ)ﻋﻠﯿﻪ اﻟﺴﻼمﻌ ﺟِ اَﺑﻦﻋ
.« ﺷﺎﻧَﻪﻻء اَ ﺷﻦ ﻻ ﻧُﺰِعَ ﻣ و زاﻧَﻪﻻء اَ ﺷﻠ ﻋﻊﻀ ﯾ ﻟَﻢِﻓْﻖاﻟﺮ

Tolerance and ﬂexibility embellish whatever they accompany with, and disﬁgure whatever they separate
from.20
According to this wise utterance, tolerance and peacefulness adorns everything, and violence disﬁgures
everything and any deed and person.

َﻠ ﻋﻄﻌ ﯾ وِﻓْﻖ اﻟْﺮﺐﺤ ﯾﯿﻖﻓ رﻞ ﺟ وﺰ ﻋﻪنﱠ اﻟ »ا:(ﻔَﺮ)ﻋﻠﯿﻪ اﻟﺴﻼمﻌ ﺟِ اَﺑﻦﻋ
.«ِﻨْﻒ اﻟْﻌَﻠ ﻋﻄﻌ ﻣﺎ ﻻ ﯾِﻓْﻖاﻟﺮ
God has tolerance, and likes tolerance, and whatever He bestows for tolerance, does not bestow for
violence and harshness.21
In this tradition, tolerance and peacefulness are called as divine attributes.
The important point which should be surely remarked herein is that most of Islam's enemies try to give a
hostile appearance to Islam, and seek Islamic battles as a pretext, while only studying the procedure of
Prophet (S) in the same battles and his behaviour with the enemies who were thirsty to his blood, and
had established a dangerous barrier to his invitation, as well as his conduct with the prisoners of war and
the defeated nations and the people injured in the battle ﬁeld, are all of the most brilliant chapters in
Islam's history as well as the most alive proofs for peace favouritism in Islam and stopping resort to
violence.
And more important, some try to attribute violence to Islamic clergymen just like the Christian clergymen
in the Middle Ages, and haply the immethodical deeds and severity of some of unknowable people
whose social wisdom has not developed in parallel with their scientiﬁc wisdom have served as many
pretexts for them.
These two aspects necessitate that we, in observance of such a lot of instructions about not resorting to
violence, should be exactly careful for our actions in the society, and display the real face of Islam in this
respect through our peaceful conduct and our ﬂexibility, and wash out the deposits of poisonous
propaganda of the enemies from the brains with our action. We shall explain the philosophy of Islamic
battles and wars so that their "defensive aspects" and or in some cases "their liberation challenge aspect"
are fully clariﬁed.
Again, it should not be mistaken. Flexibility, mildness and not resorting to violence do not mean
submission to injustices and violence of evil doers and the stubborn and bloody enemies and the
imperialists. Rather, as Qur’an has explicitly speciﬁed in verse 29 of Sura 48:

ﻢﻨَﻬﻴ ﺑﺎءﻤﺣﻔﱠﺎرِ رْ اﻟَﻠ ﻋﺪﱠاءﺷا
Hard against the disbelievers and merciful among themselves (48:29)
We shall adopt a severe method against cruel enemies and be mild with the friends. Moreover, there
should be mildness before the enemies who after victory over them, new strokes on their side is unlikely.
1. « ﺎﻴﻌﻤ ﺟﻢﻟَﻴ اﻪ اﻟﻮلﺳ رّﻧ اﺎ اﻟﻨﱠﺎسﻬﻳﺎ ا» ﻳ,“O mankind! Lo! I am the messenger of Allah to you all”, 7: verse 158, « ِﺎدﺒﺎ ﻋﻳ
ِ» ﻓَﺎﺗﱠﻘُﻮن, "My servants who believe, fear your Lord", 39: verse 16, ُﻄَﺎن اﻟﺸﱠﻴﻢﻨَﻨﱠﻔْﺘ ﻳ م آدﻨﺎ ﺑﻳ
“Children of Adam! Let not Satan tempt you!", 7: verse 27, « ﺎﺪْﺣِﻚَ ﻛﺑ رَﻟ اﺎدِحﻧﱠﻚَ ﻛﺎنُ اﻧْﺴﺎ اﻬﻳﺎ ا»ﻳ, " O man! surely you must
strive (to attain) to your Lord, a hard striving ", 84: verse 6
2. Refer to the book ``Javaherol Kalam'', vol. 21, beginning of ``Warfare'' book
3. Hamourabi is a well-known conqueror king who is reputable for the interesting rules, which are left by him as memorial.
4. Albermaleh, History of Eastern Nations, 81/1
5. The same document, page 41
6. Nahjul Balaghah, sermon 1
7. Al-Majlisi, Bihar al-Anwar, 164/69, tradition 3
8. Kulayini, Kaﬁ, 177/8
9. Ghazali, Ehyaol Oloum, 182/3
10. Kulayini, Kaﬁ 108/2, some narrators of Six Reliable Tradition Collections have mentioned it.
11. The same document
12. The same document
13. Al-Majlisi, Bihar al-Anwar, 399/71
14. Al-Majlisi, Bihar al-Anwar, volume 71, page 403
15. Tolerance is the opposite of violence and harshness.
16. Al-Majlisi, Bihar al-Anwar 60/75
17. Al-Majlisi, Bihar al-Anwar 63/75
18. Al-Majlisi, Bihar al-Anwar, 268/76
19. Kulayini, Kaﬁ, 118/2, narration 1
20. Kulayini, Kaﬁ, 119/2, tradition 6
21. The same document, tradition 5

What we shall do for our advices to be inﬂuential on the heart of
others?
One of the branches of social morality is the section that its objective or at least result is inﬂuencing on
the others and attracting their conﬁdence. This branch of social morality, which is actually very extensive
and full of mental elegance, is particularly necessary for the "intellectual leaders" and "missioners".
Otherwise they can never achieve their ideal educational objectives through their special reformative
endeavours, and they may be defeated in their attempts.
It is frequently observed that virtuous and learned people have spent their life in seclusion for

unfamiliarity with this part of social morality, and neither people have succeeded to enjoy their thoughts
and sciences, nor they have achieved success in the society worthily.
In contrast, there are some people with low knowledge who have found positions higher than their real
competence in the society as a result of familiarity with and observing these principles.
Not paying attention to these realities causes that sometimes they impute failure in the social attempts
and endeavours to delusive factors such as chance and accidents, and in fact if we interpret chance as
"familiarity with these principles", it will be closer to the reality.
Anyhow, some points are noteworthy herein:
1- Since man has an inseparable relation with the society, he should be aware of the correct principles
for inﬂuencing on the others so that he can draw their attention for cooperation with himself as the ﬁnal
aim of social life.
Most people are the same in this part and even superior individuals of the society are not needless of it,
and will face with great problems in case of not caring and observing such principles. But those who
have undertaken the leadership of a small or great society in any way, feel need to this part more
sensibly, and spiritual leaders and religious missioners who should penetrate into the angles and depth
of spirit and soul of people, are more needy to it than the others.
Thus, we conclude that this part of social morality has completely a public aspect, not a classical one or
special to a certain group.
2- The important issue, which is remarkable herein, is that if we suppose that the way of inﬂuencing on
the thoughts of others is only through familiarity with strong and undeniable arguments in any subject
and or analyzing advantages and disadvantages of the said affairs, we are strictly wrong. Because
whatever the argument may be strong, it only deals with "conscious" part of man's spirit, while the major
part of spirit is "unconscious" or "semiconscious" stage that inﬂuencing on them is not possible only
through argument. 1
Even the argumentative methods will be often effective adequately if they are induced considering these
principles. On the other hand, the required intimacy between a leader and individuals is never achieved
through satiation of their intellect and thought. Rather, the leaders should mobilize their affections
towards their own objectives to obtain necessary relation for leadership.
3- Using discussions for employing the others for our own personal interests and plundering their
powers through penetration into their thought is certainly condemned as a clear sample of exploitation.
But if it is performed for coordinating powers in the way of a high social objective and or reforming and
educating an individual, it is appreciated as one of the primary conditions of a proper leadership.
4- First of all, for inﬂuencing the others, awareness and familiarity with the principles of psychology,

psychoanalysis and entry to the angles of man's spirit in general, and the spirit of the person in question
in particular are essential. Some people having particular talents are inherently familiar more or less with
these principles, and some others have gradually become familiar with it due to need and experience.
But a lot of people have to learn and apply these principles as a lesson.
5- It should not be misunderstood. Only familiarity with the ways of inﬂuencing and penetrating in the
others is not sufﬁcient. There are a lot of people who have sufﬁcient awareness in this respect
scientiﬁcally, but cannot employ them properly and appropriately. Employing these principles needs
adequate exercise and readiness. That is to say they should be turned into a "moral habit" for having a
satisfactory outcome.
6- It is well induced from studying biography of great divine prophets, specially Islam's Prophet (S) and
the Imams of right guidance that they applied most of these principles for realization of their missionary
and educative objectives, and they were good exemplars for this part of excellent social ethics.
Their attitude with people was so good that attracted them rapidly towards themselves and their high
instructions. Some desire to assume a miraculous aspect for all of these affairs, while it is not correct. If
we too follow their practice and procedure in encountering with the others, we can quickly inﬂuence on
them and penetrate into the depth of their spirit.
Qur’an says about Islam's Prophet (S):

ﻢَﺮٍ ﻟذُنُ ﺧَﻴ اذُنٌ ۚ ﻗُﻞ اﻮﻘُﻮﻟُﻮنَ ﻫﻳو

Say: He is only a hearer. Say: A hearer of good for you…
((9:61
And somewhere else it says:

َﻚﻟﻮ ﺣﻦﻮا ﻣﻧْﻔَﻀ ِﻴﻆَ اﻟْﻘَﻠْﺐﺎ ﻏَﻠ ﻓَﻈﻨْﺖ ﻛﻟَﻮ ۖ وﻢ ﻟَﻬﻨْﺖ ﻟﻪ اﻟﻦ ﻣﺔﻤﺣﺎ رﻓَﺒِﻤ
It was by the mercy of Allah that thou wast lenient with them (O Muhammad), for if thou hadst
been stern and ﬁerce of heart they would have dispersed from round about thee.(3:159)
And again it says:

ﻴﻦﻨﻣﻮ ﺑِﺎﻟْﻤﻢﻠَﻴ ﻋﺮِﻳﺺ ﺣﺘﱡﻢﻨﺎ ﻋ ﻣﻪﻠَﻴ ﻋﺰِﻳﺰ ﻋﻢﻧْﻔُﺴ اﻦ ﻣﻮلﺳ رﻢﻛﺎءﻟَﻘَﺪْ ﺟ
ﻴﻢﺣ روفءر
There hath come unto you a messenger, (one) of yourselves, unto whom aught that ye are
overburdened is grievous, full of concern for you, for the believers full of pity, merciful. (9:128)
If God will, we will later see that being "ear" (credulous), that is respecting the speeches of others and
not expressing mistrust on them unduly, and also showing mildness, amenity, kindness and sympathy to
the others, and assuming their problems as one's own problems, has a profound effect in inﬂuencing on
the thoughts of others.
As we read in the biography of Prophet (S): "He always preceded in saying Salam (hello), and if
someone detained him for a work, he waited until he was given up, and when someone shook hands
with him, he did not leave him until the other party took action for disporting, he called even the children
with their nicknames (the best names with Arabs), and he never sat among his companions so that he
would have an excellence over the others ..."2
The effect of each of these moral affairs in impressing upon the others will be clariﬁed in the next
discussions.
7- It goes without saying that in this discussion, like all social and objective discussions, one shall never
utilize improper means and ways for achieving to the goal that is inﬂuencing on the others. Therefore,
only the way which is correct by itself, and also utilized for achievement to a correct purpose should be
presented.

Shall we be fact seeking or aggressive?
Why we do not succeed in our discussions:
We have frequently found following affairs when discussing with the others:
1- We have seen many times that after hours of talks, we have failed to achieve any success in the
progress of negotiations, while we believe that the matter is completely clear and acceptable, but the
other party refrains to accept it.
2- It is often seen that the other party has become more ﬁrm and bigoted in his belief after long
discussions.
3- It is mostly seen that after a long discussion, we do not feel any more the previous sincerity and purity
in our heart towards the other party and feel an unreasonable hatred and spite towards him!

4- The history of religious discussions, quarrels and political doctrines shows that abundant powers
used for proving a belief or a doctrine as well as the numerous books prepared with a plenty of
difﬁculties and costs have not been so useful.
5- It is often observed that scientiﬁc negotiations which are started in an earnest setting, have been led
to quarrels and sometimes grappling and or mayhem of individuals, while apparently there is no relation
between "mayhem" and "scientiﬁc discussion" and never one of them could be proved by the other.
6- We have repeatedly seen that the other party has no reply against our strong logic and has become
silent. However, he has not accepted the matter and does not submit to it and or hate it!
These are the realities that most of those who are engaged in scientiﬁc, social, political and such like
discussions, have more or less experienced in the experiments and events of life and are very
noteworthy.
Why it is so? Since these discussions are not made with the purpose of seeking facts. Rather, they have
been made for dominance and victory over the adversary, and there is a big difference between them,
although they are apparently the same.
The purpose of investigation and fact seeking is granting to someone what he lacks, without excluding
him from anything, that is to say teaching him, without ruining his personality. But, the purpose of
seemingly logical disputes and quarrels is depriving the other party from honour, pride and personality
and hurting his affections against training what in his view or actually may not be so important and
interesting.
Therefore, it is not surprising if he resists against it and hates it. So the psychologists say:
1- It is possible to suppress someone through dispute and quarrel, but we will never acquire his sincere
approval.
2- It is impossible to convince an ignorant with the power of logic and quarrel.
3- The best means for victory in discussion is avoiding it. Basically, the discussions, which are changed
into struggle, offence or defence and in other words, "controversy", less happen to leave a considerable
effect in attracting inward approval of individuals, and resistance of the other party indicates that he
assumes his dignity and status in danger. Otherwise, negative resistance for teaching a matter to
someone is senseless.
The discussions which agitate the other party and cause him to resist, may have been performed in one
of the following ways:
1- The discussions mixed with humiliation of the other party or his beliefs, for instance when it is said
your opinion is not logical at all; it is not wisely; no one agrees with it; this utterance is not expected or is

strange to be expressed by you!
2- The discussions which are made in presence of a third person, the other party does not like to be
defeated in his presence (most people are so).
3- When the discussion is made in a teaching mode, while the other party is not considered as his
student, and or at least he does not accept this status for himself.
4- The discussion in which victory is the sign of excellence and priority of the speaker and ruins the
"excellence seeking" spirit of the other party.
5- The discussion, the purpose of which is proscription of some deeds of the other party or one of his
relatives and friends and or his beloved persons in the past or present.
6- The discussion which has become the substructure of his thoughts as a result of suggestion of
surroundings or parents and such like.
In all of above cases, ordinary controversial methods should not be used for inﬂuencing on the mind and
spirit of the other party. Rather, the applied methods should be absolutely apart from dispute.
1. The psychologists have assumed three stages for man's mind: 1- Conscious stage: referring to a stage in mind which
deals with logical and intellectual arguments and deductions as well as the result of observations and experiences, and the
relations of matters therein are exactly clear for man, and in other words, consciousness is the dominion of intellect. 2Semiconscious: it is the same area of ambiguous and irregular thoughts and information which originates from instincts,
affections and complexes, and in other words, semiconscious is the scene of emotions, tendencies and thoughts appearing
from the instincts like self love and such like, and ambiguity is one of the its properties. 3- Unconscious: This is the same
dark and forgotten area of mind that in normal conditions man is unaware of its contents. All the tendencies, which are not
fulﬁlled for any reason, and are rejected from conscious stage, are focused in this part. Moreover, the forgotten memories,
which may sometimes be remembered and or never be remembered due to their negative relation with one of the
tendencies, are all concentrated in this part.
2. Extracted from Ehyaol Oloum, 365/2 to 367

Seeking excellence in discussion or dispute and fussing
In the Islamic instructions, it is highly emphasized on the manner of discussion with people, especially
with ignorant and low knowledge people, and the discussions which do not have any "fact seeking
aspect" are prohibited under the title of "dispute and fussing". Even in some cases, discussion is
absolutely forbidden.
Holy Qur’an says:

ﻦﺴﺣ ا ﻫ ﺑِﺎﻟﱠﺘﺘَﺎبِ اْ اﻟﻞﻫﺎدِﻟُﻮا ا ﺗُﺠو

And argue not with the People of the Scripture unless it be in (a way) that is better. (29:46)
And somewhere else it says:

ﻦﺴﺣ ا ﻫ ﺑِﺎﻟﱠﺘﻢﺎدِﻟْﻬﺟو
And reason with them in the better way (16:125)
In the above two verses, the discussions lacking "fairer manner" and "better way" are prohibited. They
are the same discussions having a sympathetic aspect and accompanied with kindness, courtesy,
compassion, and do not leave any ill or negative effect on the other party.
Even in some cases, God ofﬁcially instructs His Prophet (S) to choose silence against the aggression of
opponents, and absolutely avoid the discussions, the end of which is dispute and obstinacy.

َﻠُﻮنﻤﺎ ﺗَﻌ ﺑِﻤﻠَﻢﻋ اﻪ اﻟﻟُﻮكَ ﻓَﻘُﻞﺎدنْ ﺟاو
And if they wrangle with thee, say: Allah is Best Aware of what ye do. (22:68)
In the several traditions, discussion is prohibited through different subtle interpretations disclosing a
series of mental points:

ﻦﻣﻻ ﺗُﻮ وﺘُﻪﻤ ﺣﻢ ﻻ ﺗُﻔْﻬﻧﱠﻪ ﻓَﺎﺮاءوا اﻟْﻤ »ذَر:(ﻪ ﻋﻠﯿﻪ وآﻟﻪ اﻟ)ﺻﻠِ اﻟﻨﱠﺒﻗﺎل
.«ﺘْﻨَﺘُﻪﻓ
The Prophet (S) said: Avoid dispute because its wisdom is not understood and there is no security
against its sedition.1

 وﺮاءﺪَعَ اﻟْﻤ ﯾّﺘﯾﻤﺎنِ ﺣﯿﻘَﺔَ اﻻﻘﺪٌ ﺣﺒ ﻋﻞﻤَﺘﺴ »ﻻ ﯾ:(ﻪ ﻋﻠﯿﻪ وآﻟﻪ اﻟ)ﺻﻠ ﻗﺎلو
.«ًﻘّﺎﺤنْ ﮐﺎنَ ﻣا
And he said: No one fulﬁlls the reality of belief, unless he leaves dispute, although he is right.2

ﻮ ﻫﺔٌ وﻨْﻔَﻌ ﻣﯿﻪ ﻓﺖﺴ ﻟَﯿﻧﱠﻪ ﻓَﺎﺮاء اﻟْﻤ وﺎکﯾ اَﻨ »ﯾﺎ ﺑ:ﻪﻨﺑ ﻻ داۇدﻦﻤﺎنُ ﺑﻠَﯿ ﺳﻗﺎل
.«َةﺪاوﺧْﻮانِ اﻟْﻌ اﻻﻦﯿ ﺑِﺞﯿﻬﯾ
Solomon, son of David, told to his son: My son! Avoid dispute because it has no proﬁt and provokes the
ﬁre of enmity among the brothers.3

 اُوﺗُﻮاﻻ اﻪﻠَﯿ ﮐﺎﻧُﻮا ﻋﺪىﺪَ ﻫﻌ ﺑم ﻗَﻮﻞ »ﻣﺎ ﺿ:(ﻪ ﻋﻠﯿﻪ وآﻟﻪ اﻟ)ﺻﻠِ اﻟﻨﱠﺒﻦﻋ
.«ﺪَلاﻟْﺠ
Prophet (S) said: no nation strays after guidance, save it engages in dispute.4

 ﺗُﻐْﺮِی ﺑِﻨَﻔْﺴﻧﱠ ﻓَﺎﺮاء اﻟْﻤ وﺎکﯾ! اﻞﯿﻤ »ﯾﺎ ﮐ:()ﻋﻠﯿﻪ اﻟﺴﻼمﯿﻦﻨﻣﻮﯿﺮِ اﻟْﻤ اَﻣﻦﻋ
.«ﺧﺎءﺪُ اﻻ ﺗُﻔْﺴ وﻠْﺖذا ﻓَﻌ اﻔَﻬﺎءاﻟﺴ
Commander of the Believers (Imam Ali) (A.S.) said: O Komeil! Avoid fussing because in this way you
impassion the ignorant against yourself, and destroy brotherhood.5
The ill effects of discussions mixed with dispute and aggression are precisely studied in the above
traditions and it is inferred from them that:
1- Dispute in discussion is useless, and it has no result (because hurting affections of the other party
causes him to resist).
2- Dispute is not compatible with belief (because it is the sign of arrogance and seeking excellence, and
arrogance is never compatible with belief, the sense of which is submission and surrender to the truth).
3- Dispute results in sedition and attracting enmity and hostility (because everyone is sensitive and strict
for ruining of his personality).
4- Dispute causes misguide (because it excites the sense of obstinacy, selﬁshness, and prejudice and
thereby covers the visage of truth).
5- If dispute is made with the ignorant, it encourages them to violate the reverence of one's personality
and makes them insolent to him (because when they ﬁnd their reputation in risk, they will ignore the
reverence, which they observed before the learned in normal conditions).

For salvation from such great dangers, Islam instructs to avoid discussions and talks having an
aggressive, hostile and eristic aspect, and even do not apply this way for proving the truth.

Stopping selﬁshness
One, who wants to inﬂuence on the spirit and thoughts of others, should never insist them to accept the
realities as "an idea belonging to him". Rather, in contrary, he shall try to express the realities absolutely
and even as the idea of the other party. Pay attention!
As we know everybody loves his ideas like his physical children, and the reason for love and interest in
both cases is the same. His ideas are considered as a part of him just like his children, and loving them
forms a beam of self-love, which is the most rooted man's instinct. And in contrast, the thoughts of
others are strange to man like the others' children, and naturally fail to attract his interest, and even
sometimes they provoke his competition sense.
Therefore, accepting the realities the way of attainment to which is through the man's own mind, is much
easier and favourable for him. Because in such cases "intellect" and "affection" are situated in one
direction and in contrary, if they are entered to his soul as a strange thing, a contradiction and struggle
occurs between his "intellect" and "affection", the result of which in the most individuals is victory of
affection. Intellect tends to accept it as it is true, but affection ﬁnds it strange and belonging to someone
else, and refrains accepting it.
It is noteworthy that if our real purpose is fact seeking and not personal victory in the discussion, it is
better to pretend that the idea or its completion belongs to the other party not to us. If our aim is
acceptance of an idea, why shall we insist on it being accepted as "our own idea"?
Several trials being performed on the individuals have exactly proved that applying this method for
penetration into the thoughts of others has been successful. Basically, for achievement to this goal
following principles should be observed:
1- It should be tried to say a part of the matter, and the other party shall perceive the rest of it with
guidance of the speaker. In fact, the speaker should play the role of a mental leader for manifestation of
innate talents of the other party, not the role of an independent being.
2- It should be tried to propound the matters as discussions under study through mentioning questions
and queries, and the other party should make the ﬁnal reply as the ﬁnal decision.
3- It should be strictly avoided to attribute matters to oneself, particularly with the phrases like "no one
has mentioned this before me", and such like.
4- If there are clariﬁcations or references in the utterances of the other party in respect to the matter in
question, it should be explicitly remarked and mentioned as a proof. Even if it exists in the utterance of

those being respected and loved by the other party, like his father, master, family, or intimate friend, it
should be remarked.
Holy Qur’an, which is a superior symbol of inﬂuential and effective speech and its inﬂuence on people's
thought, has been so wonderful that some have called it as a "magic", often applies this method in its
arguments before the adversaries and self deluded persons in the phrases like:

ﻪ اﻟﻊ ﻣﻟَٰﻪاا
Is there any Allah beside Allah? (27:61)

ﻪ اﻟﺮ ﻏَﻴﻟَٰﻪ اﻦﻣ
Who is the god besides Allah? (28:72)

ﻪ اﻟﺮ ﻏَﻴﻖ ﺧَﺎﻟﻦ ﻣﻞﻫ
There is no Allah save Him. (35:3)
And also the phrases such as:

ﺎﻠُﻮنَ ﺑِﻬﻘﻌ ﻳ ﻗُﻠُﻮبﻢﻮنَ ﻟَﻬَضِ ﻓَﺘر اوا ﻓﻴﺮﺴ ﻳﻓَﻠَﻢا
Have they not travelled in the land, and have they hearts wherewith to feel and ears wherewith to
hear? (22:46)
It stipulates different issues and leaves ﬁnal judgment on the burden of the hearers and seeks help from
their own conscience in solving the issues.

Provoking positive affections
As it was also referred to in the previous discussion, one shall always try to avoid conﬂiction of intellect
and affections in two opposite parts. Rather, he shall attempt to orient the affections in the same
direction of intellect for supporting intellect's attraction power just like the power of moon in low and high

tide, which is sometimes supported by sun's gravitation for being in the same direction, and for
attainment to this purpose, following methods should be applied in a bid to provoke affections.
1- Name of everybody is the most favourable word and most harmonic song for him. So one shall call
him respectfully with his name for provoking his affections, and if he has several names, the most
interested and respectful name should be selected. We have read in the traditions a man should be
called with his "nickname"6. (Nickname is the most respectful name with Arabs).
It is also narrated in respect to tempers of Prophet (S) that he called everybody with his best name and
even selected an appropriate nickname for those lacking any nickname.
2- First, an opportunity should be granted to the others for saying their utterances, and one shall
carefully listen to what they say. This shows that one is really seeking for the fact, and moreover, he is
also sympathetic and assumes respect and reputation for the other party. Each of these aspects has an
effective share in provoking one's positive affections.
On other hand, naturally everyone focuses all of his power in expression of his idea and arguments, and
only intends to divulge what is in his mind, and surely in this condition, he does not have any readiness
for acceptance of others. So, expressing our own matters and arguments before his complete
evacuation is just like seeding in a thorny and brushy land.
It often happens that individuals have some complexes, which are opened, through expressing them,
and then they are changed to normal individuals for hearing the truth. We read about Prophet (S) and
leaders of right guidance (A.S.) that they granted an opportunity to the other parties for speaking.
3- Expressing desire to what the other party likes, and speaking about those who have a signiﬁcant
share in provoking the individual's affections. We read about Prophet (S) that sometimes when he was
alone with some of his companions, he asked them about their family concerns and wife and children
and whatever they liked.
4- The admirable or acceptable parts of utterance of the other party should be remarked so that his soul
will become ready for accepting weak points and mistakes of the others.
5- Practical sympathy, in its real sense, is one of the most critical factors in provoking affections of
others and making their mental condition ready for acceptance of fundamental matters. If they observe a
real sympathy from the speaker, they may accept his arguments even if they are not completely
acceptable for them, and make themselves understood that his comments are correct and any of his
proposals is beneﬁcial for them.
One of the reasons for wonderful welcome from the speeches of Prophet (S) was this point that
everybody recognized him as his real sympathetic one so that non acceptance of the right way by some
people appeared in the Prophet (S) as fatal complexes:

ﻔًﺎﺳﺪِﻳﺚِ اٰﺬَا اﻟْﺤﻨُﻮا ﺑِﻬﻣﻮ ﻳنْ ﻟَﻢ اﻢ آﺛَﺎرِﻫَﻠﻚَ ﻋ ﻧَﻔْﺴﻊﺎﺧﻠﱠﻚَ ﺑﻓَﻠَﻌ
Yet it may be, if they believe not in this statement, that thou (Muhammad) wilt torment thy soul
with grief over their footsteps. (18:6)
And we read in respect to the biography of Prophet (S):

.«ﻪﺘ ﺣﺎﺟ ﻓﻪﻌ ﻣ ﻗﺎمﻻﺔٌ ا اَﻣﺪٌ اَوﺒ ﻋ اَوﺮﺪٌ ﺣ اَﺣﯿﻪﺗﺎﻻ ﯾ»و
Whoever came to him, either a freeman or slave and bondmaid, he accompanied him (her) and helped
him in his work.7
6- The way of reminding mistakes should be so that if the affections of the other party are not provoked
in the favour of speaker, at least they should not be hurt, and thereby the mistakes should be minded
indirectly as far as possible.
The phrases like "Don't you think that this is better?", "Isn't it better to do so?", "I sometimes do so", and
such like are all phrases which could be used for reminding the mistakes indirectly.
7- We shall never provoke obstinacy sense of someone unduly, and if he insists on a matter which is not
the main issue of discussion or criticizes it, we shall coordinate ourselves with him correctly in the
criticism or supporting and defending it instead of opposition. This makes the other party disarmed and
invites him to more reﬂection.
For instance, if we what to invite someone to Islam, and ﬁnd that he has a negative idea about the
Muslims and their situation and insists on it, we shall not defend the situation of Muslims so much.
Rather, we too shall coordinate ourselves with him and mention some basic criticisms (of course, without
exaggeration and indulgence) and then follow our main issue. Certainly, we will be more successful.

Belief in one's own speech
The well-known phrase, "The utterance coming from the heart, will be accepted heartily" indicates a
precise and subtle mental reality, which could be used in the ways of inﬂuencing on the others as a vital
principle.
As we know tongue and speech is the interpreter of mind and idea and also the scale of speaker's own
belief determines evaluation of speeches.
It is not surprising that degree of belief of a hearer to an utterance has a close relation with the degree of

belief of the speaker. One may say something apparently very excellent and good, but when his tone
shows that he does not believe in it so much, it causes the hearer to doubt in the correctness of that
issue. In contrary, if a subject is not very acceptable, but there are the evidences of his decisive belief in
it, this provokes the curiosity and precision towards it, and makes them optimistic to that speech.
This too is noteworthy that not believing in a matter could not be totally hidden with mannered
utterances, especially in speech that against most deeds, is full of delicacies through which spirit of
emotions and mind of speaker will be manifested willingly or not.
Observing one's own speech is one of the important factors for its inﬂuence because it is possible that
the utterance does not indicate the belief, but one's action is mostly the sign of belief.

Effect of virtue of the speaker
It is said:

.« ﻣﺎ ﻗﺎلﻟ ا اﻧْﻈُﺮﻞ ﺑ، ﻗﺎلﻦ ﻣﻟ ا»ﻻ ﺗَﻨْﻈُﺮ
Do not consider the speaker; rather consider his (her) utterance.
But its full observance is not possible for anybody, because everybody assumes the speech as the
product of speaker's being. In view of material tools, speech is the same transformation in man's
energies. Chemical energy is transformed into mechanical energy in the cells and mechanical energy to
acoustic energy.
And in view of spiritual contents and materials, it is the product of thoughts, education, environment,
knowledge, attributes, and spiritual states.
Thus, any speech has the same colour of its speaker, and carries the speaker's attributes, either his
spirituality or his ugly and bad attributes, and on this account, when an utterance is issued by a virtuous
individual, all windows of human spirit are opened to it, and all existence of man receives it.
And in contrast, a speech uttered by an impure and evil person faces with the unconscious negative
reaction of the hearer, and the windows of his spirit are closed to it.
1. Al-Majlisi, Bihar al-Anwar, 138/2
2. The same document, narration 53
3. Al-Majlisi, Bihar al-Anwar, 134/14
4. Ebne Majeh, Sonan Ebne Majeh, 19/1, published in Beirut
5. Al-Majlisi, Bihar al-Anwar, 270/77, narration 1
6. HorreAmeli, Wasa’il ash-Shi’a, volume 8, chapter 5

7. Al-Majlisi, Bihar al-Anwar, 226/16

The most important issue that a man is faced with is education. Rather, if we consider education in its
broad sense, we shall say that the purpose of creation of beings of the world is education.
All attempts of divine prophets, scientists and great men of history have been devoted to this purpose,
and for creating a human, fertile, secure and safe and ﬁnally prosperous and happy society, there is no
alternative save "correct education" and mobilization of all powers and facilities in this way.
In the moral discussions too, after description and explanation of all good and bad moral habits, the
reasons for their formation and development, and way of achieving good morality, and challenge with the
vices, the ﬁnal aim is education.

What is education?
Some psychologists deﬁne education as "readiness for achievement of the truth and undertaking
responsibility in the future life".
Others have introduced education as "manifestation of talents and realization of internal powers".
Some others, like John Dioei, the famous psychologist, have assumed education as "revision in the
experiences of the past and their re-formation for making the experiences more meaningful, and making
the individual ready for guidance in the future experiences".1
We believe that the above triple deﬁnitions may refer to one reality, and in fact the third deﬁnition is the
principle of that reality, and the ﬁrst is its introduction and the second is its result.
Furthermore, for clariﬁcation of the third deﬁnition, it should be explained that a man performs two types
of actions:
1- Educational actions
2- Regular, aimless and non-educational actions In the second type, one either do not know the quality
of cause and effect relations at all, or does not know its limits, just as one does not know how to turn on
a lamp or a factory, and puts his ﬁnger on the key without information and previous experience. But after
perceiving this cause and effect relation, and revising in his previous experiences, and reforming them,
this action will be educational for ﬁnding a broader sense and meaning and making him ready for the
future, and consequently he refers to the key for turning on a lamp without being wandered.

Qur’an and education
The phrases like "puriﬁcation" and "exit from darkness to light" are applied instead of education in Qur’an.
One of the following two verses refers to "genetic education" and the other to "legislative education":

َﺎنﻛ اﻟﻨﱡﻮرِ ۚ وَﻟﺎتِ ا اﻟﻈﱡﻠُﻤﻦ ﻣﻢﺨْﺮِﺟﻴ ﻟﺘُﻪﺋَﻣ وﻢﻠَﻴ ﻋّﻠﺼ اﻟﱠﺬِي ﻳﻮﻫ
ﺎﻴﻤﺣ رﻴﻦﻨﻣﻮﺑِﺎﻟْﻤ

He it is Who blesseth you, and His angels (bless you), that He may bring you forth from darkness
unto light; and He is ever Merciful to the believers. (33:43)
We know that God's bless to His servants is his mercy and favours, and angels' bless seems to be the
same mercy and blessings which are bestowed to the servants by angels, both having a genetic aspect
and anyway their aim is leading from darkness of aberration towards the light of guidance.

ِ اﻟﻨﱡﻮرَﻟﺎتِ ا اﻟﻈﱡﻠُﻤﻦ ﻣﻢﺨْﺮِﺟﻴِﻨَﺎتٍ ﻟﻴﺎتٍ ﺑ آﻳﺪِهﺒ ﻋَﻠ ﻋِلﻨَﺰ اﻟﱠﺬِي ﻳﻮﻫ
He it is Who sendeth down clear revelations unto His slave, that He may bring you forth from
darkness unto light. (57:9)
In the above verse too, which refers to legislative education, leading from darkness to the light is
considered as the purpose.
It is induced from this interpretation that a non-educated man resembles one being in absolute
darkness. Such person possesses several potencies and talents but does not have any power for
leading them, and orienting towards a goal. He can neither adopt a clear way, nor attain to the
destination.
But when he is educated and trained, it is alike to going from darkness into the light. Light is the means
of training and development and appearance of talents, and the means of leadership and orientation and
targeting, and so all concepts and meanings of education are included in this interpretation.

Personality and character
The term "personality" is not only used in the scientiﬁc, psychological and moral discussion
environments, but also people always emphasize on it in their daily utterances and almost everybody

knows its meaning.
However, the precise, clear and detailed deﬁnition of the term "personality" is very difﬁcult, and for this
reason, today psychologists have introduced very different deﬁnitions for it, and it is interesting that
according to one of the psychologists, hundreds deﬁnitions are presented by scientists for this term that
each of them has studied this complicated concept from a particular point of view.
From among the suggested deﬁnitions, followings could be taken into account:
1- "Personality is the total of all effects of an individual in the society” and in other words, "personality of
each individual is his social effect".2
The problem of this deﬁnition and such like is not merely for the point that it denies existence of
personality in the individuals not having a social effect (like dissociable and seclusive or disabled
persons). Rather, it is for this reason that personality in this deﬁnition has only a "practical" aspect, not
"descriptive". While usually personality is considered as one of the mental qualities.
2- "Personality is the general quality of an individual's behaviour which is manifested in his speciﬁc
habits, thought and interpretation, desires, procedure of action and philosophy of life".
Although this deﬁnition, which is narrated from "Marcois", the famous psychologist, is free from the
problem of denial of personality in the dissociable individuals, but it shares with that deﬁnition in view of
giving an active or passive aspect as well as external effect and impression to personality.
3- The other deﬁnition being presented by some of psychologists is that "personality is the internal
discipline of motives, reactions, perceptions and remembrances which determines man's manner in the
behaviour".
Since this deﬁnition pays attention to internal and descriptive aspect of personality is free from the
previous problems, but if we say: personality is the total of attributes, conditions and mentalities having a
humanistic value which could be the source of valuable individual and social external effects, it will be
closer to its real sense.
Character: Most of psychologists have applied "personality" and "character" in the same meaning, and
assume both of them as indicating the same reality, but some of recent psychologists have considered a
difference between these two terms, and have selected "character" for the moral aspects and virtuous
habits and vices. In other words, character is for evaluation of personality with the moral scales that is
goodness and vice, while they consider personality as indicator of all mental, moral, intellectual,
emotional and even physical qualities.

Relation of education and personality
Whatever we deﬁne "personality" as, it has a very close relation with "education" in any sense.
In fact, there are two types of education: either as a means of blossoming of innate personality of
individuals (and thereby considering personality as a talent and potential for everybody), or as a means
of developing it (if we consider all or a part of man's personality as developmental), and in both cases, it
has a close relation with education.
Studying about personality of those who have been far from human society due to some events and
have grown among the animals from childhood, and their surprising condition and their weakness in
perceptions is one of the most manifest reasons for relation of personality and education.
And also obvious difference of nations being in equal conditions and levels almost in all aspects, which
one of them has rapidly preceded the other, and has progressed towards perfection for having a
competent leader, is another proof for the role of education in the situation of individual and society.
Obvious distinction between similar individuals being grown in different environments, and or one
individual being exposed to two different environments and such like are all good evidences for strong
relation of personality and education, and remind man the utterance of the scholar who says: Leave
some children to me and tell me to nurture them with any mentality you may desire: brave, coward,
generous, stingy.

Factors comprising personality
There are numerous factors effective in man's personality, and numerating them is not so easy, but the
most important of them are:
1- Creation (physical and mental structure)
2- Heritage
3- Secretion of glands
4- Nutrition
5- Family environment
6- Situation of social life (occupation, situation of city and country, propagation systems, government,
economic situation)
7- Education

8- Companions and friends (neighbours, partners, schoolmates)
9- Suggestions (by oneself and others)
10- Studies and mental foods
11- Unpredicted events
12- Will and intent of man and his attempts
It goes without saying that since there is a close relation between personality and education, we may call
all above factors educative in one respect.
Studying above twelve issues forms an independent science which could be studied separately under
the title of "man and educative concerns". We hope to have this opportunity in the future.

«ﯿﻦِ اﻟْﻌﺎﻟَﻤبِ رﻪﺪُ ﻟﻤﻮاﻧﺎ اَنِ اﻟْﺤﻋ دﺮ آﺧ»و
1. Ali Shariatmadari, Principles of Education, summarized
2. Developmental personality, page 453
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